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Executive Summary
This report is a contribution by the Australian National University to the Gen3 Particle Pilot Plant project
(G3P3) led by Sandia National Laboratories, funded by the United Stated Department of Energy (DOE)
under their ‘Gen 3 CSP’ program. The report is provided as a contribution towards the DOE Down-Selection
Criterion 3: “Evaluate the merit of the proposed future (100 MW scale) integrated thermal system to reduce
the cost of electricity and advance market adoption of the next generation of CSP systems.”

This report provides an analysis of the technoeconomic performance of a particle-based
concentrating solar power (CSP) system. The aim of the study was to model the system
with a sufficient level of detail for realistic estimation of the levelised cost of energy
(LCOE), and then to optimise the configuration of the system for minimum LCOE.
Additionally, the study aimed to examine the operation of the system in the context of
varying time-of-day energy pricing, and to adapt the system design accordingly. The
analysis followed the guidelines from the Gen 3 CSP Down-Selection Criteria document
from DOE, with parameters taking the DOE-suggested values except where noted. The
focus of this report is the system-level performance and optimisation, but generally not the
estimation of component cost curves or detailed performance modelling of subcomponents, which were instead generally taken to be analysis boundary conditions.
Common to all of the system configurations considered are a central receiver tower and
surrounding heliostat field, free-falling particle receivers, two-tank storage of hot (800°C)
and ‘cold’ (550°C) particles, particle lifts, a 700°C supercritical carbon dioxide (sCO ₂)
recompression Brayton cycle power block, a particle-sCO2 primary heat exchanger (PHX),
and a control system that coordinates the system operation (Figure 1). The tower is of
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Figure 1: Conceptual overview of the G3P3 particle CSP system model presented in this report, including its
overall configuration and major components. Insets show the configuration of the three-aperture cascaded
receivers, and the corresponding field layout for this same case.
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reinforced concrete and has a hollow cylindrical shape. The particles are assumed to be
commercially-available CarboHSP.
The analysis considers tower-mounted (internal) storage tanks, as well as groundmounted (external) storage tanks. In the case of internal storage, the tower itself provides
the structural side-walls of the storage, and the hot tank is mounted above the PHX and
power block, which in turn are mounted above the cold tank, allowing the further
elimination of two particle lifts which are needed for the external storage case.
The analysis also considered single-aperture and multi-aperture configurations. In this
study, the multi-aperture configuration is assumed to take the form of an in-series cascade
of three receivers, with all particles passing through all three receivers in sequence, under
gravity. This allows the last (lowest) receiver to be dedicated to high-temperature
operation, and is chosen to be the north-facing receiver that benefits from the heliostats
with the highest annual optical efficiency and smallest spot size. Full details of the model
implementation are provided in the report. The model has been verified by comparison to a
related model developed separately by Sandia and UPM, as detailed in the report, and
builds upon the open-source SolarTherm framework developed at ANU since 2016.
Systems optimised for lowest LCOE
Systems of each type, each with a fixed power block capacity of 100 MW e, were optimised
for lowest LCOE (Table 1). This included optimisation of the heliostat field size and layout,
tower size, receiver aperture dimensions, storage capacity and tank insulation thickness.
The overall best configuration for minimising LCOE was found to be a multi-aperture
Table 1: Optimised G3P3 system configurations, with associated performance and cost results, for each case
of single-/multi-aperture and external (ground-mounted)/internal (tower-integrated) storage.
Configuration

Single-aperture

Multi-aperture

Unit

External stor.

Internal stor.

External stor.

Internal stor.

LCOE

59.30

59.07

56.03

59.16

USD/MWh

Capacity factor

80.0

79.9

82.5

82.3

%

Total capital cost

493

489

476

505

M·USD

Solar field capital cost

131

121

146

142

M·USD

Tower capital cost

68.3

83.1

45.0

81.8

M·USD

Receiver capital cost

70.2

73.4

62.7

71.7

M·USD

Annual optical efficiency

48.1

51.8

43.4

44.4

%

Ann. receiver therm. eff’y

75.3

75.4

87.3

87.1

%

Tower height

244

264

226

273

m

Tower outer diameter

31.0

36.1

25.0

35.2

m

Total heliostat area

1.54

1.43

1.71

1.67

km2

Receiver aperture area

891

896

699

710

m2

Solar multiple

3.53

3.53

3.59

3.65

[-]

Storage capacity

13.6

13.6

14.0

13.7

h
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cascade system with external (ground-mounted) storage, which achieves an LCOE of
56.03 USD/MWhe in a configuration with a 226 m tower, three apertures, solar multiple of
3.59 and storage capacity of 14 h. The low cost is achieved for this configuration due to a
significantly shorter tower and lower total receiver aperture area compared to the other
systems, despite an increase in the heliostat field area and hence cost. The smaller (and
cheaper) receivers have higher spillage losses, but this is offset by lower thermal losses.
This optimal configuration is quite sensitive to the tower design constraints and receiver
cost and performance assumptions, and should be revisited with a more detailed approach
to the costing and performance of these components. In particular, it is possible that towerintegrated storage could achieve significant further gains if a wider range of design options
for the tower are considered.
Sensitivity analysis
A sensitivity analysis was conducted for the case of
a single-aperture system with tower-integrated
storage. Using Latin hypercube sampling across
plausible ranges for 23 different uncertain
parameters regarding finance, performance and
costs, it was found that that there is a 90%
Figure 2: The probability distribution function
probability that the system LCOE would be below
for the system LCOE, in response to
68.34 USD/MWhe (Figure 2). Using a ranked
uncertainty in 23 different financial, cost and
regression analysis, the LCOE was found to be
performance parameters, for the case of the
most sensitive to the value of the discount rate (cost
single-aperture, external storage
configuration.
of capital, also inflation), heliostat accuracy (total
optical or ‘slope’ error), heliostat reflectance, tower
cost and power block cost, in that order. The fact that the key particle-based components
do not appear high on this list suggests that even though particle technology offers large
reductions in the cost of CSP and warrants development, the technical risks associated
with heliostat cost and performance, and tower cost and design remain of very high
importance. The sCO₂ power block is also clearly a component that is under active
development, with associated risks.
This sensitivity analysis was augmented with an analysis of the contingency costs for the
project. It was found that the assumed contingency cost ratio of 10%, as provided by DOE,
would be sufficient, based on the considered set of uncertain cost parameters, to be
sufficient to ensure a very low (0.1%) probability of capital costs being exceeded. This
initial contingency analysis is optimistic, however, since it considers only a small subset of
project risks. For a full-scale project, this analysis would need to be greatly expanded to
consider these other factors including, in particular, the possible under-performance or
failure of components such as heliostats, receiver or power block, and strategies to
address those.
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Peaker configurations
The single-aperture system with external (ground-mounted) storage tanks was also
analysed in a ‘peaker’ configuration. Here, the DOE time-of-day (TOD) pricing profile was
applied, and the dispatch strategy was altered from the default ‘immediate dispatch’
strategy (which minimises LCOE since energy is always dispatched if at all possible) to an
‘optimal dispatch’ strategy. The optimal dispatch is determined using a linear program (LP)
approximation of the full system that is run hourly throughout the year using a 48-hour
perfect-foresight (non-probabilistic) forecast horizon, to continuously apply a strategy that
maximises the value extracted from the stored energy in the hot tank.
Taking the system configuration previously optimised for lowest LCOE, and applying the
optimal dispatch strategy in place of the immediate dispatch strategy resulted in an
increase of the annual average TOD factor from 1.22 to 2.06 albeit with a 22% reduction in
the annual electricity output from the plant. The combined effect is an overall 30% higher
total value of electricity produced annually, compared to the immediate dispatch approach.
The system design was then optimised to minimise the PPA ‘bid price’ ( Lbid in the report)
by varying the storage capacity, solar multiple, field layout, tower height and other
variables. It is found that when the system design is varied to minimise the bid price, the
optimal system becomes one with a smaller field (solar multiple 1.5), smaller storage (9 h
capacity), and much shorter tower (166 m). This system is able to achieve an average
TOD factor of 2.56 and a bid price of only 32.95 USD/MWhe against the TOD factor profile
provided by DOE. According to Solar Dynamics, realistic TOD profiles may be even more
extreme than those provided by DOE, and could lead to further large design changes.
Limitations and future work
Results from this study are very encouraging for the prospects of particle-based CSP,
whether for electricity production or other applications such as process heat. However, the
models were relatively simple and should be refined if the concept proceeds. Tower costs
and mechanical design required further attention, greater design flexibility, and mechanical
analysis. Receiver thermal losses were calculated here using a 1D model that neglects
lateral and through-curtain temperature variations, and ignores the effect of flux
nonuniformity. Multi-aperture configurations are yet to be fully optimised, and control
strategies for the in-series cascade examined. The storage tank model assumes full
mixing, suppressing possible thermal transients at PHX/power block. Ramping and
dynamics in the power block were not considered. Cost curves, especially for the tower,
were simplistic and based on limited quotation data. Power block and storage temperature
ranges should be examined and optimised. PHX design parameters should be integrated
with the system optimisation. Particle attribution and heliostat soiling/cleaning were
neglected. Other limitations are detailed in the report. Although some costs and
performance may worsen as detail is added, there also remain several identified areas
where further gains could be achieved.
The Australian National University | 4
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Nomenclature
ηcurtail,ann

Annual curtailment efficiency, which is defined as
effficiency due to forced shut-down of the heliostat field.
See Section 2.2.9.2 for a detailed discussion on the
forced shut-down of the heliostat.

ηoptical,ann

Annual optical efficiency, which is defined as efficiency
due to total optical losses. It is calculated as the ratio
between the accumulated energy after subtracting the
optical losses before curtailment losses to the raw
energy coming to the heliostat field over the year.

ηdefocus,ann

Annual defocus efficiency, which is defined as efficiency
due to heliostat is forced to dump the thermal energy
because the storage is full. Calculated as the ratio of the
accumulated aperture incident energy to accumulated
thermal energy concentrated by heliostat after optical
and curtailment losses.

ηth,FPR,ann

Annual thermal efficiency of the falling particle receiver,
defined as the ratio of the accumulated heat energy
absorbed by the falling particles to the accumulated
incident heat energy to the receiver’s aperture over the
year.

ηth,PB,ann

Power block annual net efficiency, defined as the ratio of
the plant’s annual electricity yield to the accumulated
heat energy drawn from the particle in the heat
exchanger over the year.

Pnet

Power block name plate, which is defined as the net
power expected to be delivered to the grid, after
accounting of all of the various plant parasitic losses.
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Abbreviations
ANN

Artificial neural network.

ANU

Australian National University.

AR

Aspect ratio, defined as the ratio of the height versus
width.

BOP

Balance of plant. Supporting components and auxiliary
equipment of a power plant.

CAPEX

Total capital expenditure of the plant.

CF

Capacity factor, defined as the ratio between the annual
electricity yield of the plant versus the annual electricity if
the plant operates non-stop.

CR

Multi-aperture cascaded-receivers.

CSP

Concentrated solar power technology.

DAE

Differential-algebraic equation.

DNI

Direct normal irradiation.

DOE

U.S. Department of Energy.

EES

Engineering equation solver.

EPRI

Electric Power Research Institute (U.S.).

FPR

Falling particle receiver.

G3P3

Gen 3 Particle Pilot Plant. A project that is funded by the
DOE as part of the ‘Gen 3 CSP’ program.

HRC

Heat-resistant concrete.

LCOE

Levelised cost of electricity defined as the selling price of
electricity such that the net present value of the plant is
zero.

LHS

Latin hypercube sampling.

LMP

Locational marginal price.

LP

Linear programming.

MAE

Mean absolute error.
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MCRT

Monte Carlo ray-tracing.

MSE

Mean squared error.

MSL

Modelica Standard Library.

MWe

Megawatt electric.

MWhe

Megawatt-hour electric.

MWth

Megawatt thermal.

MWhth

Megawatt-hour thermal.

NPV

Net present value, defined as the difference between the
present value of discount-rate-affected cash inflows and
outflows over the lifetime of the plant.

NREL

National Renewable Energy Laboratory (U.S.).

OPEX

Operational expenditure of the plant.

ODE

Ordinary differential equation.

OELT

Optical efficiency look-up table.

PB

Power block.

PHX

Primary particle-to-sCO2 heat exchanger.

RMSE

Root mean squared error.

SAM

System Advisory Model.

SM

Solar multiple.

Sandia

Sandia National Laboratory (U.S.).

sCO2

Supercritical carbon dioxide.

SSC

SAM Simulation Core.

TOD

Time-of-day factor, defined as a multiplier of the
dispatched electricity for a specific time in a year.

UPM

Polytechnic University of Madrid (Universidad Politécnica
de Madrid ).
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1. Introduction
The Gen 3 Particle Pilot Plant (G3P3) project aims to develop a viable low-cost CSP
technology based on the direct heating of large amount of solid particles using
concentrated solar radiation, then storing the particles and later extracting the heat to run a
supercritical CO₂ turbine power block (Figure 3).
G3P3 is funded under the the ‘Gen 3 CSP’ program of the United States Department of
Energy. Under this program, several next-generation technology concepts for the
improvement of concentrating solar power (CSP) are evaluated and rigorously studied,
namely gas, liquid and solid – the last of these three being the G3P3 project. The downselection phase requires a comparison of the technical and economical viability of each
technology before ultimately proceeding with a single preferred option in the
implementation phase.
The system modelling effort at ANU is part of the larger work within G3P3. This work
explores the technoeconomic viability of this novel technology by evaluating the total cost
and annual performance of complete conceptual systems, implemented in software.
Several key criteria for the particle system power plant are summarised in the Downselection Criteria document (DOE, 2019)which provides the basis for many of the
economical and technical assumptions of the modelling effort. In this report, four different
system configurations are considered, which are single- and multi-aperture receivers, and
tower-integrated versus ground-mounted (external) storage bins for the particles. A full
design optimisation is performed to find the optimal design configuration that complies with
the DOE levelised cost of electricity (LCOE) criteria which is less than 60 USD/MWh e
(DOE, 2019). Additional analysis is conducted to explore the possibility of operating the
CSP particle plant with the ground-mounted storage and single-aperture receiver
configuration as a ‘peaker’ generator in the electricity market, to explore whether the G3P3
system concept is adaptable to a varying-price market context.

Figure 3: Conceptual illustration of the G3P3 system-level model developed in this report.
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Figure 4: Tower-integrated baseline design of the G3P3-USA particle system (Sandia, 2017) .

In the system modelling research area, several notable works that analysed the
performance of a particle-based CSP system exist. Albrecht et al. (2019) studied the
sensitivity of the levelised cost of electricity (LCOE) of a particle-based CSP plant by
varying several design parameters e.g. power block working temperature, compressor
outlet pressure, particle thermophysical properties and cost of particles. They concluded
that a high pressure ratio of the power block and particle cost lower than 2 USD/kg are
essential requirements such that the plant can comply with the LCOE target of 60
USD/MWhe (DOE, 2019). Later González-Portillo et al. (2020) managed to improve the
particle-based CSP system level modeling from Albrecht et al. (2019) by implementing
new approaches in modelling of the falling particle receiver, heliostat field, and power
block. Using this enhanced model, they concluded that LCOE of 56 USD/MWh e can be
achieved. Even though both abovementioned studies were able to comply with the LCOE
target, a full-system optimisation that identifies a configuration that yields the global
optimal LCOE is yet to be done.
Within the G3P3 system modelling team, two distinct system models were developed for a
CSP particle system with falling particle receiver technology. These two system-model are
referred to as ‘SolarTherm’ (from ANU, as described in this report), and ‘EES' (from Sandia
and UPM, as described by González-Portillo et al. (2020)). The particle system model in
SolarTherm is built to be consistent with the EES model such that for the key components
i.e. receiver and control system parameter, both models have been verified against each
other. The rest of the technical report is organised as follow: Section 2 provides the detail
of the modelling implementation, assumptions, previous works 1, optimisation, and
sensitivity analysis of the single-aperture system. The single-aperture system was the
design as proposed in February 2020, and was the basis of presentations given at
SolarPACES 2020 ((Gan et al., 2020) and (Wang et al., 2020a)). Those results have been
further refined and optimised according to the updated system performance and cost
models. Section 3 describes the concept, implementation and full-system optimisation of
ANU’s multi-aperture system, Section 4 provides explanations on peaker configuration
1
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analysis of a single-aperture system with ground-mounted (external) storage, Section 5
discusses the conclusion and Section 6 explains the future work and outlook.

2. Single-aperture system
The single-aperture system consists of a polar heliostat field,
(FPR) that sits on top of a concrete tower, hot and cold storage
particle heat exchanger (PHX) and a recompression Brayton
supercritical carbon dioxide (sCO₂) as the working fluid.
parameters can be seen in Table 2.

a falling particle receiver
tanks, a primary sCO 2-tocycle power block using
The base-case system

Table 2: Parameters of the single-aperture system.
Parameter
Solar multiple

Symbol
SM

Unit Base Value Type
Source
[-]
2.5
To be optimised (Wagner and Wendelin,
2018)

Storage capacity
Tower height

tstorage
Htower

h
m

14
200

To be optimised
To be optimised

Tank insulation (refractory)
FPR aspect ratio

drefrac
ARFPR

m
[-]

0.6
1

To be optimised (Sment, 2020)
To be optimised (Albrecht et al., 2019)

Heliostat size

Ahelio

m2

144.38

Fixed

Power block name plate

Pnet

MWe

100

Fixed

(Wagner and Wendelin,
2018)
(DOE, 2019)

Hot tank target temperature Thot,tank
Cold tank target temperature Tcold,tank

o

800
550

Fixed
Fixed

(Albrecht et al., 2019)
(González-Portillo, 2020a)

Compressor pressure
PHX approach temperature

MPa
o
C

25
15

Fixed
Fixed

(Dyreby et al., 2013)
(NREL, 2020)

2.1

phigh
ΔTPHX,cold

o

C
C

System overview

The details for the location, heliostat field technical parameters and site preparation of the
single-aperture system model are summarised in Table 3. The particle that is used in the
particle-based CSP system is CarboHSP 40/70, which from now on will be referred simply
as CarboHSP. CarboHSP is a sintered bauxite particles from a company called CARBO
Ceramics (Albrecht et al., 2019). It has high solar absorptivity and has been successfully
shown to be durable, flowable, and stable at elevated temperature (Siegel et al., 2015).
The intrinsic CarboHSP thermophysical properties are summarised in Table 4.
The heliostat field assumes azimuth-elevation tracking system with square reflectors. The
heliostat field is controlled such that it is able to always deliver a uniformly distributed heat
flux to the receiver aperture. Radial-staggered heliostat field design as described by
Collado and Guallar (2012) is used alongside Solstice, a Monte Carlo ray-tracing tools
(Wang et al., 2020b). More detailed descriptions on the designing of the heliostat field can
be found in Section 2.2.2.
To transport particles from one component to the other i.e. from the hot tank to the power
block, from the cold tank to the top of the tower and from the power block to the cold tank,
a bucket-elevator lift system is used. The bucket elevator is assumed to be able to deliver
The Australian National University | 5
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a continous amount of particles and is perfectly insulated such that no heat loss is
considered. Detail discussion and schematic of the lift system can be found in Setion
2.2.3.
Table 3: Location and heliostat field details.
Name

Unit

Value

Location

[-]

Daggett

Latitude

°

34.86

Longitude

°

-116.78

Working fluid

[-]

CarboHSP

Sintered bauxite particles from
CARBO Ceramics

Site preparation USD/m2
cost

10

Cost to prepare the site. It is a (DOE, 2019) , (NREL, 2020)
function of heliostat field area
as per SAM. The specific price
is as per DOE.

Slope error

1.53 and 2

Slope error of the heliostat for
calm and windy condition
respectively according to
DOE. 1.53 mrad is the default
value in SolarPILOT and 2
mrad is based on the DOE
guidelines

(DOE, 2019) , (Wagner and
Wendelin, 2018)

Heliostat soiling [-]
factor

0.95

The error of the heliostat due
to soiling effect.

Default value in SolarPILOT
(Wagner and Wendelin, 2018)

Reflective
surface ratio

[-]

0.97

Ratio of the reflective area of
the heliostat to the total area
of the heliostat.

Default value in SolarPILOT
(Wagner and Wendelin, 2018)

Reflectivity

[-]

0.95

Reflectivity of the heliostat.

Default value in SolarPILOT
(Wagner and Wendelin, 2018)

Land cost

USD/m2

2.47

Converted from 10000
USD/acre.

(DOE, 2019)

Heliostat field
specific cost

USD/m2

75

According to SunShot Target.

(DOE, 2019)

Tracking Type

[-]

Two-axis

Azimuth-elevation tracking.

mrad

Description

Source
(Albrecht et al., 2019)
TMY2 Daggett Location ID
23161

Coordinates of the plant,
Daggett CA.

Tower height is an important variable since it influences the heliostat field optical
performance as well as the total CAPEX (capital expenditure) of the plant. It is included in
the optimisation routine as described in Section 2.4. The outer diameter of the tower is
assumed to be the same as the width of the receiver for the external storage system. For
the tower-integrated storage system, since both of the storage bins are located inside the
tower, the inner diameter of the tower without any insulation is equivalent to the diameter
of the storage bin. The inner diameter of the tower for the tower-integrated storage system
is calculated such that the summed height of the storage bins and power block is not more
than half of the tower height. The outer diameter of the tower is assumed to be the inner
diameter plus 3.66 m (12 feet), to allow for the thickness of the structural concrete. More
detail discussions on the tower model are covered in Section 2.2.5.
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Table 4: Intrinsic CarboHSP properties used in SolarTherm system modelling.
Name

Unit
3

Value

Source

3300

(Albrecht et al., 2019)(Albrecht
et al., 2019)
(Ho, 2020)

Particle density

kg/m

Absorptivity

[-]

0.9

Emissivity

[-]

0.9

Diameter

m

Specific heat

J/kg.K 1200

(Ho, 2020)
-6

35 × 10

(Ho, 2020)
(Ho, 2020)

The receiver is a single-aperture free-falling particle receiver (FPR). The particles fall from
the top of the FPR and are gradually heated up to the desired temperature by the
concentrated solar radiation, which is focused by the heliostat field on the falling particles.
The FPR model follows the physical modelling approach described by Albrecht et al.
(2019) and later was enhanced by González-Portillo et al. (2020). As the particles fall, they
are constantly accelerated by gravity, and the curtain thickness grows which leads to the
change of the radiation behaviour of the particle curtain. The back-wall material of the FPR
is assumed to be a ceramic insulator with conductivity 0.2 W/m·K and a thickness of
0.05 m (González-Portillo, 2020b). The overall heat transfer coefficient of the back-wall of
the FPR is assumed to be 10 W/m2K which already includes the effect of the back-wall
insulation. The view factor is assumed to be a constant value of 0.54, which is obtained by
running a CFD simulation for several receiver sizes under different incident heat GonzálezPortillo (2020c).

Figure 5: Ground-mounted (external) storage configuration.
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As it has been mentioned in Section 1, two storage concepts are going to be investigated,
namely external (ground-mounted) and integrated (tower-mounted) storage system. The
ground-mounted storage system uses a dome storage bin as shown in Figure 5 while the
tower-integrated system uses a cylindrical-conical bin as shown in Figure 6. Both groundmounted and tower-integrated storage systems are insulated by two layers of refractory
before being reinforced by a mixture of Portland and heat-resistant concrete (HRC)
(Sment, 2020). For both tower-integrated and external storage system, the storage bin sits
on a flooring structure which is constructed from a mixture of ‘lava rock’ (understood to be
a common name for a form of volcanic rock) and particles (Sment, 2020). The heat loss in
the storage system is divided into two sections which are the radiation and convection
losses; the calculation of these losses is discussed in Section 2.2.6.
As per DOE Down-select Criteria (DOE, 2019), a recompression supercritical CO2 power
block (sCO₂-PB) is used. It consists of a turbine, two compressors, a dry-cooler and two
recuperators. The power block cycle is designed such that the cycle thermal efficiency
before considering cooling parasitic at the design point is 50% as per FOA document by
DOE (2017). The turbine, compressor and recompressor isentropic efficiencies at the
design point are 0.89, 0.93 and 0.93, respectively, with a compressor outlet pressure of 25
MPa Dyreby et al. (2013).

Figure 6: Tower-integrated storage configuration

The control strategy of the plant implements the defocus signal that is determined by the
level of the hot tank such that, during a defocus event, the solar field only delivers the
necessary amount of heat that is required for the sCO ₂-PB to work in a full-load condition.
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A control signal is also sent from the hot tank to the bucket-elevator lift system such that
whenever the level of the hot tank is below a certain boundary, the power cycle is shut
down. Ambient condition can also force the plant to shut down e.g. during high wind speed
condition i.e. greater than 35 mph (DOE, 2019), low solar elevation angle, and low solar
irradiation such that the heat delivered by the heliostat field can not reach the threshold
point (see Section 2.2.9 for more detailed description on the control strategy).

2.2

Model implementation

2.2.1

Modelica and SolarTherm overview

Modelica is an object oriented modelling language for modelling the dynamic behaviour of
complex heterogeneous systems in a varied domains such as mechanical, thermal or
chemical systems (Mattsson et al., 1998). The object-oriented nature allows each
component model written in a Modelica language to be reusable, exchangeable and
extensible. The language supports both DAEs and ODEs in an accusal manner instead of
via assignment statements, and also implements discrete variables and state equations.
These features allow self-contained, independently testable component models which
behave consistently when they are connected into an overall system model. The
‘connector’ feature in Modelica greatly simplifies the composition of complex hierarchical
models. In this way, a model formulation may be achieved that is independent of the
applied boundary conditions, greatly facilitating model re-useability in different contexts.
Modelica is designed to run both continuous and discontinuous system, allowing for
‘events’ where switches are switched, or operating modes change, or step-changes in
inputs occur. This feature is useful in modelling the operational states of a CSP system,
ramping periods, and controller ‘trips’ such as due to high wind speed or low DNI.
SolarTherm is an open-source2 simulation tool within OpenModelica environment which
gives flexibility for the user to develop CSP components and perform annual simulation
(Scott et al., 2017). The component models in SolarTherm can be connected to each
other, and also with any components from the Modelica Standard Library (MSL), to form a
more complex CSP system. To support the simulation, a series of Python scripts has been
developed to interact with the OpenModelica engine, to prepare input data, execute
simulations, analyse results and perform optimisations. The SolarTherm GitHub repository
also contains documentation including instructions for installations, tutorials and
development notes. SolarTherm allows the user to have it integrated with various external
software packages such as TensorFlow 3 for machine learning, Solstice for ray-tracing and
Python for general purpose programming.

2.2.2

Heliostat field optical model

A heliostat field is designed according to the required heat input to the receiver at the
design point. The design point is solar noon at spring equinox, with a DNI of 950 W/m 2.
2

All SolarTherm code, including the code of the models presented in this report, is available from
HTTP://github.com/SolarTherm/SolarTherm/tree/ParticleSystem1D. More details are provided in
Appendix F.

3

TensorFlow, HTTP://www.tensorflow.org/.
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Firstly, a large radial staggered field is generated, and then sent to Solstice, an opensource Monte Carlo ray-tracing (MCRT) simulator 4,5 (Caliot et al., 2015) for an annual
optical performance simulation. At the single-heliostat level, annual performance is
determined by weighting the results according to the clear-sky DNI at each instantaneous
sun position. Heliostats are then ranked by annual output, and the lower-output heliostats
are trimmed until the specified design power is met, leaving a final heliostat field as shown,
for example, in Figure 7.
The radially staggered field layout is referred to as the ‘Campo’ field, introduced by Collado
and Guallar (2012). The layout is parameterised by the shadowing and blocking factor f b
and the distance between the first row of heliostats and the bottom front of the tower R1 ,
both of which are free design parameters that can be optimised. The bottom front of the
tower is where (0,0,0) is defined such that the center of the receiver is located at (0, 0,
H tower ).

Figure 7: Heliostat field layout design. The left figure shows the initial over-sized field, which is then trimmed
based on the annual optical efficiency of each heliostat, to give a final trimmed field as shown at right.

The clear-sky DNI is calculated by the model that is introduced by Ineichen (2008), where
clear-sky DNI I is calculated as:
−τ
(sin α ) p
where I 0 = 1618 W/m2 , τ = 0.606 , p = 0.491, and α is the solar elevation angle.
I =I 0 exp

(1)

The annual performance of the field is simulated by specifying the total number of days in
the year ( m ) and a total number of sun positions in each day ( n ). Accordingly, the sky is
discretised into m×n mesh elements. All the sun positions in the discretised sky will be precalculated then passed into Solstice, for the optical simulations.
In total, there are three rounds of annual optical performance evaluations. The first round
is for ranking the performance of heliostats in the oversized field, the second and third
rounds are for obtaining the annual optical efficiency lookup tables (OELT) of the designed
field under calm and windy conditions. To save computational time, the second round of
the annual performance evaluation is conducted by deducting the non-selected heliostats
in the large field obtained in the first round evaluation, instead of a further MCRT
4

Solstice MCRT software package: https://www.meso-star.com/projects/solstice/solstice.html

5

Solstice Python wrappers (Solsticepy): https://github.com/anustg/solstice-scripts
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evaluation. By this method, the performance of heliostats in the edge of the field would be
underestimated, but testing indicated that this ‘edge effect’ is negligible for heliostat field at
this scale, as shown in Figure 8. The maximum instantaneous difference in the optical
efficiency that is obtained from a direct simulation of the field and from the trimming
method is less than 0.2% throughout the year. The annual total incident radiative energy to
the receiver is 1361.5 GWhth from the OELT that’s obtained by running the full optical
simulation of the field, and 1364.3 GWhth from the OELT that is obtained by implementing
the simplified trimming method.

Figure 8: Verification of the field optical efficiency as a function of sun position, as obtained by the simplified
‘trimming’ method compared to the full re-simulation method. These plots also serve as a visual
representation of the optical efficiency look-up table (OELT) used in the final system-model simulations. At
far-right, (c) shows the difference in in field optical efficiency (a value of 0.001 corresponds to a difference of
0.1%).

According to the DOE Guidelines, the calm condition is associated with a heliostat slope
error of 1.53 mrad, and the windy condition is associated with slope error of 2 mrad (DOE,
2019). The annual performance of the designed field under calm and windy conditions are
saved in a tabular text file, and sequentially loaded and interpolated by SolarTherm during
system annual performance modelling.
In system modelling, at each time step, the instantaneous sun position and wind speed are
checked. If the solar elevation angle is below 5° or wind speed is larger than 15.65 m/s,
the heliostat field will stop operating. If the solar elevation angle is above 5° and wind
speed is in the range 0–15.65 m/s, the instantaneous optical efficiency is firstly
interpolated from the solar hour and declination angle in the two lookup tables (calm and
windy), respectively, using the bicubic Hermite splines method that is available in
OpenModelica, and then linearly interpolated between these two values according to the
wind speed. Since there remains a lack of understanding regarding the relationship
between wind speed and slope error, this study assumes a slope error of 1.53 mrad under
still (no-wind) conditions, and a slope error of 2 mrad for a wind speed of 15.65 m/s, and
then simply linearly interpolates for intermediate wind speeds.
The sensitivity of the mesh resolution in the optical efficiency lookup table (OELT) and the
number of rays for MCRT are evaluated. It is found that a 5×22 OELT with 5 million rays is
sufficient to provide an adequate accuracy. The details for the OELT mesh resolution and
number of rays for the MCRT simulation are available in Appendix B. The impact of slope
error on the annual optical efficiency is attached in Appendix C. The scenario of MCRT by
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Solstice is shown in Figure 13. The impact of shading of the field due to towers of varying
thickness and height has also been evaluated, as detailed in Appendix D.

Figure 9: Monte Carlo ray-tracing (MCRT) of the full (un-trimmed) heliostat field using Solstice. Note the
tower shading and a limited number of reflected and spilled rays. Heliostats are coloured according to their
shading losses for the present sun position.

The input parameters which are used to design the heliostat field are summarised in Table
5.
Table 5: Input parameters to define the heliostat field layout.
Parameter

Unit

Formula

Description

Q̇in,FPR,des

MWth

A ap

m²

Calculated iteratively by solving the
initial conditions of the system model.

Required aperture area of the receiver.

fb

[-]

To be optimised

Field shading and blocking factor.

R1

m

To be optimised

Radius of the first row of the heliostats from
the bottom front of the tower.

H tower

m

To be optimised

Optical tower height, which is from the
centre of the heliostat mirrors to the the
centre of the receiver aperture.

A helio

m²

144.38

Heliostat mirror area (with aspect ratio of 1)
(Refers to Table 2).

ρhelio

-

0.8754

Heliostat effective reflectance, which is a
product of mirror surface ratio (0.97), mirror
reflectivity (0.95) and non-soiling fraction
(0.95). The values are taken from the
default values of SolarPILOT (Wagner and
Wendelin, 2018).

Q̇in,FPR,des =

P net SM
ηPB,des ηrcv,guess (1−f par )

Receiver thermal input at design point as a
function of solar multiple (SM), power block
name plate P net , power block efficiency at
design point ηPB,des , receiver guess thermal
efficiency ηrcv,guess and design point parasitic
fraction f par .
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σ slope,calm

mrad

1.53

Heliostat slope error that corresponds to nowind operating conditions.

σ slope,windy

mrad

2

Heliostat slope error that corresponds to
windy operating conditions.

The cost of the heliostat field is calculated as a product of the specific heliostat cost and
total reflective area of the heliostat field as shown in (2):
C heliostat,field =A helio⋅n helio⋅c helio

(2)
where n helio is the total number of heliostats, A helio is the mirror area of an individual heliostat
and c helio is the specific cost of the heliostat (shown as pri_field in Appendix A). The
nominal value of c helio is 75 USD/m2 (DOE, 2019).
According to Turchi and Heath (2013), the site preparation cost is a function of the total
reflective area of the heliostat field and specific land preparation cost c prep , as shown in (3):
Csite,prep =A helio⋅nhelio⋅c prep

(3)

and the land cost is calculated as a product of A land and specific land cost c land :
C land = Aland⋅c land

(4)

The nominal value for c prep , shown as pri_site in Appendix A, and c land , shown as
pri_land in Appendix A, are 10 USD/m 2 and 2.47 USD/m2 (converted from 10000
USD/acre) respectively (DOE, 2019).

2.2.3

Bucket-elevator lift system

As discussed in Section 2.1, bucket-elevator lift system is used to transport the particles
from one equipment to others, as shown in Figure 10.

Figure 10: Schematic of the bucket-elevator lift system in the
particle-based CSP plant with external storage.

The bucket-elevator lift system transport cold particles from the cold tank to the top of the
receiver. The hot particles are fed to the hot tank by utilising the gravity effect. When the
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plant’s controller send a signal to run the power block (shown as sCO 2-PB in Figure 10),
the lift transports the hot particles from the hot tank and collects the cold particles at the
outlet of the power block. The cold particles are transported to the cold tank thus
completing the cycle. The lift power consumption is considered as parasitic losses of the
plant i.e. the electricity consumptions are supplied by the plant, thus deducting the output
of the power block. The power consumption of the lift Ẇ lift can be calculated using (5):
Ẇ lift = ηlift⋅H lift⋅ṁpcl ,

(5)

where ηlift is the lifting total efficiency (already accounts for mechanical and motor losses),
H lift is the displacement of the lifting and ṁpcl is the mass flow rate of the particles that is
delivered by the lift. The thermal losses when transporting the particles are not considered.
The cost of the bucket-elevator lift is a function of the displacement vertical height, the
particle design point mass flow rate of the component where the particles are transported
to and bucket-elevator lift specific cost, as shown in (6):
C lift,i =c lift⋅H i⋅ṁi,des ,

(6)

where c lift is the specific cost of lift (shown as pri_lift in Appendix A). The nominal
value of the lift specific cost is 58.37 USD m -1 (kg/s)-1 (Albrecht et al., 2019). H i indicates
the required vertical displacement of component i e.g. vertical displacement of the coldtank lift will be the height of the cold tank, and ṁi,des is the design mass flow rate of
component i .

2.2.4

The 1-D free-falling particle receiver model

The one-dimensional FPR model that is incorporated in the SolarTherm particle system
model is based on the FPR model by Albrecht et al. (2019), as further enhanced by
González-Portillo et al. (2020) in their SolarPACES 2020 paper. The FPR model assumes
a uniform flux over the entire receiver aperture. It also neglects any variation in curtain
heat loss due to temperature gradients through the thickness of the particle curtain. A
simple illustration of the FPR is shown in Figure 11. The 1-D FPR model handles particle
curtain absorptivity, transmissivity and volume fraction, emission and convection/advection
losses through the aperture, vertical temperature changes in the particles and back-wall,
and convection/radiation/conduction losses through the receiver back-wall. The view factor
that is applied in the radiation between the particle curtain and the ambient (shown as
q ''radiosity,front in Figure 11) is set to be a constant value 0.54 (Ho, 2020).
The advection losses coefficient hadv,pcl between the particle curtain and the surroundings
are correlated against a Reynolds number Re H for the air curtain,
Re H =

ρair,film⋅u pcl⋅H drop
μair,film

(7)
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Figure 11: Illustration of the falling particle receiver. U wind , θwind and T amb are wind speed, wind
direction and ambient temperature. d initial , d curtain and d back-wall are the thicknesses of the particle
release (and hence initial curtain thickness), curtain (varying with height) and back-wall. The
detail of radiosity, convection and conduction calculations in this model can be seen in Albrecht
et al. (2019).

where ρair,film , upcl , H drop and μair,film are the density of air evaluated at the film temperature,
particle speed at the bottom of the aperture, receiver aperture height and dynamic
viscosity of the air evaluated at the film temperature, respectively. The film temperature is
calculated as the average of the average particle temperature and the ambient
temperature. The average particle temperature is calculated as:
T in,pcl +T out,pcl
,
2

(8)

T avg,pcl +T amb
.
2

(9)

T avg,pcl=
and hence the film temperature is:
T film=

The advection losses from the curtain are then correlated using the Nusselt number
correlation shown in (10):
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Nu=−758.9+ 0.05737⋅Re H

6 /7

(10)

Re>64330.41

The correlation in (10) is generated by fitting the Nusselt number Nu against the
corresponding Re number. The data for the curve-fit is obtained from FPR computational
fluid dynamics (CFD) simulations under no-wind conditions for two different aperture sizes,
corresponding to 2 MWth and 200 MWth receiver design-point thermal power (Mills, 2020).
The curve-fitting was made by González-Portillo (2020d) using the abovementioned CFD
data. It is found out that the advection losses from the CFD simulations fall in between the
advection losses if Nu is calculated using a spherical and vertical wall correlation (Figure
12), hence the form of the curve that correlates the advection losses (equivalent to Nu )
and particle curtain height (equivalent to Re ) was chosen to follow a scaling law in
between the spherical-correlation and vertical wall-correlation.

Figure 12: Advection losses vs. particle curtain height. The dashed
blue line is the advection losses if spherical Nu correlation is used.
The green line is using Nu correlation of a flat wall.

Knowing the values of Nu and T film , the advection coefficient hadv,pcl can be calculated as:
hadv,pcl =

Nu⋅k air,film
H drop

(11)

where k air,film is the conductivity of the air evaluated at film temperature. The trend of hadv,pcl
versus particle curtain height H drop can be seen in Figure 13.
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Figure 13: Advection coefficient hadv,pcl vs. particle curtain height H drop
(González-Portillo, 2020d) . The points highlighted in red are the CFD
results from which the correlation (black line, (10)) was fitted.

The wind effect F wind is defined as the ratio between advection losses when the wind is
present with certain speed U wind and direction θ wind to advection losses under no-wind
operating condition. The correlation to calculate F wind as a function of wind speed U wind and
wind direction θ wind was obtained through a curve-fitting process of a CFD dataset from
Mills (2020). The aperture area in the CFD simulations was 158.9 m 2 (17.8 m wide x 8.8 m
tall) and was simulated under several wind speed and wind direction values. The curvefitting was conducted by González-Portillo (2020d) and can be seen in (14) and Figure 13.

(

F wind =1+ 0.13929((m/s)-1 )⋅U wind⋅ exp

|θ wind −180 °|−105 °
30 °

2

)

(12)

The wind direction follows a convention such that 0° is pointing to the North and 90° is
pointing to the East (Mills, 2020). The wind speed that is used for this equation is the wind
speed at the centre of the receiver aperture. As such, the ground wind speed must be
scaled up to the respective height using logarithmic correlation as shown in (13) (HOMER,
2020)
ln
U wind,tower =U wind,ground

(

H tower + 0.5⋅H helio
Z0
H
ln ground
Z0

(

)

)

,

(13)

where H tower and H ground is the optical tower height and elevation at which the wind speed
measurement is obtained. In this study, H ground is assumed to be 2 m (Fernández et al.,
2015). Z 0 is the surface roughness; for CSP plants built in typically arid/dessert locations,
0.001 is a reasonable value (Chavan and Karandikar, 2014). During the annual simulation,
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the value of F wind is constantly evaluated due to the change of the wind speed and
direction over the time.

Figure 14: F wind as a function of wind direction for different
wind speed value. The blue line is the curve-fit of wind factor
(González-Portillo, 2020d)

A verification between the FPR single-aperture physical model in SolarTherm versus
González-Portillo et al. (2020), was conducted and can be seen in Figure 15. There are
discrepancies in the results, even though the modelling approach between both FPR
model has been cross-checked. A possible source of discrepancy is the difference in the
calculation of air properties. SolarTherm makes use of the air properties calculation
provided in a package called “DryAirNASA” which can be found in Modelica Standard
Libraries (MSL), while EES uses default air property calculation as an ideal gas from EES.
Although some discrepancies exist, the deviation is consistently below 0.01 absolute value
which can be tolerated. In the future work, this issue has to be addressed such that there
should not be any discrepancies between both models (except floating errors).
The implementation of the FPR 1-D model in SolarTherm employs a surrogate modelling
technique. The main motivation for using a surrogate model was to resolve difficulties
experienced when attempting to apply a controller, i.e. proportional-integral-differential
(PID) controller, in the system model that could regulate the particle mass flow rate to
maintain a stable receiver outlet temperature for the particles close to the design point hot
tank temperature T hot,tank . The surrogate model is trained within a pre-determined
parametric space by using the ‘expensive’ detailed 1-D FPR model (as described above)
to generate simulation results for two datasets: one for training, and one for validation. The
surrogate model is trained using the training dataset. The resulting surrogate model is then
tested against the unseen validation dataset to quantify its generalisation ability. As
illustrated in Figure 16, the FPR surrogate model takes seven inputs to generate one
output. The inputs to the FPR surrogate models are summarised in Table 6.
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Figure 15: Absolute deviation of receiver thermal efficiency Δ ηthermal,FPR between (González-Portillo, 2020a)
and SolarTherm FPR model. For each plot, only one variable is varied at a time.

During the annual simulation, the FPR single-aperture surrogate model reads the inputs
and estimates the FPR thermal effiiciency ηthermal,FPR . The corresponding required particle
mass flow ṁFPR can then be calculated as:
ṁFPR =

Q̇ in,FPR⋅ηthermal , FPR
,
hHTF,out −h HTF,in

(14)

where Q̇in,FPR is the instantaneous incident heat to the receiver aperture. hHTF,out and hHTF,in
are the enthalpy of the particle evaluated at T out,FPR and T in,FPR respectively. The surrogate
model used here is a feed-forward artificial neural network (ANN). The results that
compare the output of the FPR surrogate model against the validation data for several
combinations of H drop and aspect ratio AR FPR can be seen in Figure 17 and Figure 18. For
more validation cases of the single-aperture 6 FPR, please see Appendix E.

6

Note that, later in this report, a distinct surrogate model is developed to handle the multi-aperture case.
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Figure 16: Single-aperture FPR surrogate model diagram in SolarTherm
Table 6: Input to the single-aperture FPR surrogate model. The upper and lower-bound are used for
sampling algorithm to generate the training and validation dataset.
Variable

Unit

Upper
Bound

Lower
Bound

AR FPR

[-]

3

0.25

H drop

m

45

15

T out,FPR

K

T ambient

K

313

253

T in,FPR

K

973.15

773.15

F wind

[-]

6.3

1

Q̇in,FPR

MWth

904.15

242.02

Description
Ratio between height H drop and width W rcv of the FPR
Receiver aperture height
Particle outlet temperature. Always fixed at the target
temperature T hot,tank .

1073.15

Ambient temperature
Particle inlet temperature
Wind effect as a function of wind speed and direction
Incident heat flow rate to the receiver aperture

The cost of the receiver system comprises of the cost of the FPR unit and receiver bucketelevator cost, as shown in (15):
C receiver=C FPR + Clift,FPR .

(15)

Cost of the FPR lift C lift,FPR is calculated using (6), with the value of vertical displacement to
be optical tower height H tower and mass flow rate value to be the mass flow rate of the FPR
at design point.
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Figure 17: Absolute deviation of thermal efficiency ηthermal,FPR of the surrogate model vs. validation data for
FPR height H drop 15 m and aspect ratio 0.5.

Figure 18: Absolute deviation of thermal efficiency ηthermal,FPR of the surrogate model vs. validation data for
height H drop 25 m and aspect ratio 2

C receiver=C FPR + Clift,FPR .

(16)

The falling particle receiver cost C FPR is a function of receiver aperture area and the
specific cost per area c FPR (shown in Appendix A. as pri_receiver).
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C fpr=c FPR⋅H drop⋅W rcv .

(17)

The nominal value for c FPR is 37400 USD/m² (Albrecht et al., 2019).

2.2.5

Tower model

The mechanical integrity analysis of the tower model is not explicitly analysed in this study.
Instead, the cost function of the tower model is assumed to have addressed this issue
implicitly. The tower cost function, as shown in (18), is subjected to high uncertainty and
will be included as one of the uncertain variables in the sensitivity analysis (detail
discussions are provided in Section 2.5). The upper-bound tower cost is determined using
(18):
C tower,UB=C tower,SAM−C piping +C extra,struct +C ducting

(18)

where C tower,SAM is SAM tower cost function (NREL, 2020), shown in (19):

[

(

C tower,SAM=( 3 M·USD )⋅exp ( 0.0113 m−1 )⋅ H tower +

H heliostat H drop
−
2
2

)]

(19)

Since SAM tower cost function is developed for liquid receivers and includes allowance for
riser and downcomer pipes, these piping costs C piping must be subtracted from the tower
cost. The piping cost is a function the specific cost of piping per tower height c piping . The
value of c piping is 1523 USD/m (Sment, 2020). The extra structure cost Cextra,struct is calculated
as the difference between Tim Harvey’s tower structure cost without insulation and the
Schlaich Bergermann Partner (SBP) structure cost (Sment, 2020)
Cextra,struct =C TH,struct −C SBP,struct

(20)

where C TH,struct and CSBP,struct are Tim Harvey’s and SBP structure cost respectively.
C TH,struct is determined by using a 2D-interpolation of the tower inner diameter Dinner,tower and
optical height H tower against the cost data provided by Sment (2020). CSBP,struct is calculated

as a function of the optical height H tower :
CSBP,struct =1.992 ( USD⋅m -2.747 )⋅(H tower )2.747 +523100( USD)

(21)

The ducting cost Cducting is a function of a specific ducting cost per tower height c ducting .
c ducting value is 1573 USD/m (Sment, 2020).
The lower-bound of the tower cost is calculated using (22):
C tower,LB=C SBP,no-pipe+ Cextra,struct +C ducting

(22)

CSBP,no-pipe (Sment, 2020) is calculated using (23):
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CSBP,no-pipe = ( 0.901692 USD⋅m -3 )⋅(H tower )3−( 179.3825 USD⋅m -2 )⋅( H tower )2+

(23)

-1

( 45016.84 USD⋅m )⋅H tower−(884795.56 USD)

2.2.6

Storage model

The storage system consists of storage bins, particle mass, PHX lift and cold tank lift cost.
As mentioned in Section 1, both ground-mounted and tower-integrated storage concepts
are considered and described in this section. Using tower-integrated storage means that
PHX and cold tank lift are not required since it is assumed that the particle is distributed by
gravity. The total mass of particles that has to be hosted by the storage system is
calculated as:
mparticle =

Q̇PHX,des⋅t storage
hpartcle,hot −h particle,cold

(24)

where hparticle,hot and hparticle,cold are the enthalpy of the particles evaluated at the hot tank and
cold tank target temperature. The enthalpy of the particles are calculated by integrating
specific heat c p curve over the respective temperature7. t storage is the storage capacity
(measured as the time duration with the power block running at its nominal capacity) and
Q̇PHX,des is the PHX heat transfer rate at design point. For more details on the calculation of
Q̇PHX,des , see Section 2.2.8.
Given the mass of the particle, the volume of the bin can be calculated as:
V bin =

m particle
ρpcl⋅ϕ pcl

(25)

where ϕpcl is the volume fraction of the particle. According to Meng et al. (2014), the
maximum packing factor for a perfect sphere is 0.647; a realistic packing factor of 0.6 is
adopted in this study. ρpcl is the bulk density of particle which is 2100 kg/m 3.
For the two different storage types, ground-mounted and tower-integrated, the insulation
performance is handled differently, as described in the following sections. The relevant
material property parameters, common to both designs, are given in Table 7.
Table 7: Thermal conductance constant for storage materials.
Parameter Unit

7

Value

Description

Source

k HD,ref

W/K

1.7

Thermal conductance of the high-density insulator

Sment (2020)

k LD,ref

W/K

0.4

Thermal conductance of the low-density insulator

Sment (2020)

k HRC

W/K

1.1

Thermal conductance of the heat resistant concrete (HRC) Sment (2020)

The function to calculate CarboHSP thermodynamic properties are embedded in SolarTherm. CarboHSP
specific heat as a function of temperature

c p (T) is documented in SolarTherm. See

HTTP://is.gd/FsdQgS
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k con

W/K

1.1

Thermal conductance of the normal (Portland) concrete

Sment (2020)

k air

W/K

0.027

Thermal conductance of the entrapped-air in the storage

Sment (2020)

f HD,ref

[-]

1.1

Thermal conductance multiplier for high-density insulator

Sment (2020)

f LD,ref

[-]

1.3

Thermal conductance multiplier for low-density insulator

Sment (2020)

2.2.6.1 Ground-mounted storage system
The ground-mounted storage system, external to the tower, has a dome storage bin which
is insulated by two layers: high-density and low-density refractory. The bin can be divided
into a cylindrical and a hemispherical part (see Figure 5). Outside the refractory layer, a
structural layer is installed to hold the storage bin together. Data provided to ANU (Sment,
2020) gives a range of satisfactory bin designs with varying structural thickness i.e. the
layer after the insulation that consists of Portland and HRC (see Figure 5), and internal
surface area. Generally, thicker walls are used in larger bins, so a simplifying correlation is
employed to give an estimated wall thickness based on the internal area, which in turn can
be determined from the storage capacity, as shown in (26):
d structural =( 0.1518 m ) + ( 0.00021 m -1 )⋅A bin,internal−( 4×10−8 m -3 )⋅A bin,internal2+

( 3.45×10−12 m-5 )⋅A bin,internal3

(26)

Figure 19: Comparison of external storage structural thickness calculated
using (26) with the real data from Sment (2020).

Since the external storage uses bin with a dome shape (see Figure 5), the volume of the
bin can be calculated as the volume of cylinder and hemisphere
Dbin 2
D
2π D
V bin =π
⋅ H bin − bin + ⋅ bin
2
2
3
2

( )(

3

) ( )

(27)

For a bin of defined volume and aspect ratio AR bin ,
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AR bin =

H bin
D bin

(28)

both bin height and diameter can then be solved.
The base price of the bin (the structural concrete is made using regular Portland cement)
is obtained from Sandia study (Sment, 2020). Commonly, the price of an equipment scales
with the dimension. So, we produced a regression of ground-mounted base bin price as a
function of the internal surface area of the bin which can be seen in (29):
C bin,external =750⋅A internal,bin +(332382.5 USD)

(29)

Figure 20: Comparison of base price of the bin calculated using (29) with the real data
from (Sment, 2020)

Both the cylindrical and hemispherical part of the ground-mounted storage bin are
insulated with a refractory material. The volume of the refractory insulation can be
calculated as

[(

] [(

) ( )](

3
D bin 3
Dbin + d refrac 2 D bin 2
D
1 4 π D bin + d refrac
V refractory = ⋅ ⋅
−
+ π⋅
−
⋅ H bin − bin ,
2 3
2
2
2
2
2

)

)

(30)

where d refrac is the total refractory thickness of either hot or cold tank. The cost of the
refractory can be calculated as a function of refractory volume V refractory and specific cost of
the refractory c refrac (shown as pri_RF in Appendix A). The nominal value of c refrac is 2700
USD/m3.
C refractory=V refractory⋅c refrac .

(31)

To deal with the high temperature working condition, heat resistant cement (HRC) concrete
is combined with the Portland cement concrete in the storage tank structure. Since
C bin,external already accommodates the cost of the normal concrete, the HRC will act as an
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extra charge to the bin price. It is assumed that 67% of the dome storage structural volume
will be replaced by HRC, thus the extra cost of the HRC can be calculated as
C upgrade,HRC=0.67⋅V dome⋅(c HRC−c Portland )

(32)

Where c HRC (shown as pri_HRC in Appendix A) and c Portland (shown as pri_portland in
Appendix A) are the specific cost of HRC and portland concrete (Sment, 2020). The
nominal value of c HRC and c Portland are 850 USD/m3 and 229 USD/m3 respectively.
The particle cost can be calculated by multiplying mparticle with the particle specific cost
c particle (shown as pri_particle in Appendix A) of 1 USD/kg (Albrecht et al., 2019).

Figure 21: The diagram of the thermal resistance of the external storage system. The
thermal resistance of the flooring structure is assumed to be negligible due to a thick
layer of a lava rock and CarboHSP mixture such that no heat escapes through this
direction.

A foundation is also required underneath the storage. Based on the Sandia external
storage study (Sment, 2020), 90% of the volume of the floor is made of lava rock and the
rest is made of CarboHSP. The required floor volume is defined as
3

)( [ ] [ ]

2

(

3

[ ])

D
D
D
D
π
π
V floor= ⋅ tan ⋅ 2⋅ bin −3⋅ bin ⋅ outlet + outlet
3
6
2
2
2
2

(33)

where Dbin is the bin diameter and Doutlet is the the outlet diameter of the inlet manifold of
the storage bin (Sment, 2020).
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The thermal resistance values of the dome storage is divided into 2 parts: the cylindrical
Rth,cy and the hemispherical Rth,hemi in K/W. The thermal resistance of the floor structure is
neglected since it is assumed that the floor structure is thick such that no heat escapes
through the floor. It is also assumed that the particle bed that is sitting in the bin does not
have thermal resistance such that the temperature is assumed to be constant across the
particle bed. The diagram of the thermal resistance for the external storage is shown in
Figure 21.
The ratio of high-density (HD) and low-density (LD) refractory thickness is assumed to be
constant at 1/5 which is the default value according to Sment (2020) such that:
d HD,ref 1
= .
d LD,ref 5

( )

(34)

The heat conduction Q̇ cond in the hemispherical part of the storage system is assumed to be
a steady-state 1-D heat conduction, with constant thermal conductivity of the materials,
such that:
Q̇cond=−k⋅A

dT
,
dr

r1

T2

2

1

dr
Q̇cond ∫ =−k ∫ dT ,
A
r
T
r1

Q̇cond ∫
r2

dr
=−k (T 2−T 1 ) ,
2⋅π r 2

Q̇cond
(r 1−1−r 2−1)=(T 1−T 2) ,
(2⋅π⋅k )

(35)

Q̇ cond⋅(r 1−1−r 2−1 )
=(T 1−T 2) ,
(2⋅π⋅k )
Hence,
r 1−1−r 2−1
Rth =
,
2⋅π⋅k
where r 1 and r 2 are the radii of the inner and outer layer respectively. The total heat
resistance of the hemispherical part Rth,hemi of the ground-mounted storage can be
calculated using (36):
Rth,hemi =R th,air,hemi + R th,HD,ref,hemi + R th,LD,ref,hemi + R th,con,hemi + R th,ambient,hemi ,

(36)

Rth,air,hemi and Rth,ambient,hemi are heat resistance of the entrapped air and the surrounding
ambient respectively. It is assumed that at any given time, the thickness of the entrapped
air is constant at 0.5 m (Sment, 2020)such that:
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Rth,air,hemi =

( 0.5 m )
.
2
k air⋅π r bin

(37)

The heat resistance of the ambient can be calculated using (38):
Rth,ambient,hemi =[ h ambient⋅2 π (r bin +d HD,ref + d LD_ref + d structural )⋅r bin ]

−1

,

(38)

where d represents thickness of a specific layer. All other heat resistances shown in (36)
are calculated using the general equation shown in (35) with respected radii ( r 1 and r 2 ) for
each layer, as tabulated in Table 8.
Table 8: r 1 and r 2 for each expected layer of the external storage bin. d and r bin are thickness of the layer
and bin radius. Detail diagram of the heat resistance of the hemispherical part of the bin is shown in Figure
22.
Resistance

r1

r2

Notes

R th,HD,ref,hemi

r bin

r bin +d HD,ref

Thermal conductance of the high-density
insulator f HD,ref has to be multiplied by f HD,ref as
shown in Table 7 (Sment, 2020)

R th,LD,ref,hemi

r bin +d HD,ref

r bin +d HD,ref
+dLD,ref

Thermal conductance of the low-density insulator
k LD,ref has to be multiplied by f LD,ref shown in
Table 7 insulator has to be multiplied by f HD,ref
(Sment, 2020)

R th,HRC,hemi

r bin +d HD,ref
+dLD,ref

r bin +d HD,ref
+0.67 d struct

The thickness of the HRC is 67% of the total
structural thickness as it has been discussed
above that HRC is added to the structure to deal
with high working temperature (Sment, 2020).

R th,con,hemi

r bin +d HD,ref
+0.67⋅dstruct

r bin +d HD,ref
+dstruct

The thickness of the normal concrete

Figure 22: Detail diagram of the thermal resistance of the hemispherical part of the
external storage. HRC thickness d HRC is 67% of total structural thickness dstructural .
Structural thickness d structural is calculated using (26).

For the cylindrical part, the heat resistance is also assumed to be 1-D steady-state heat
transfer in the cylinder with constant thermal conductance for each individual layer. The
general equation is derived in (39):
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Q̇cond =−k A

dT
dr

r1

T2

2

1

dr
Q̇cond∫ =−k ∫ dT
A
r
T
r1

Q̇cond∫
r2

dr
=−k (T 2−T 1)
2 π r H cylinder

Q̇cond =2 π k H cylinder

(39)

(T 2−T 1)
ln(r 2 /r 1 )

Hence,
Rth =

ln(r 2 /r 1)
2 π k H cylinder

Variable H cylinder is the height of the cylindrical part of the storage. r 1 and r 2 are the radii of
the outer layer and inner layer respectively.

Figure 23: Detail diagram of the thermal resistance of the
cylindrical part of the external storage. HRC thickness d HRC is 67%
of total structural thickness dstructural . Structural thickness d structural is
calculated using (26).

To calculate the total heat resistance of the cylindrical part of the storage Rth,cy , we can use
(40):
Rth,cy =R th,HD,ref,cy + R th,LD,ref,cy + R th,HRC,cy + R th,con,cy + R th,ambient,cy ,

(40)

where Rth,ambient,cy is the heat resistance of the ambient air, which can be calculated using
(41):
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Rth,ambient =[ hambient 2 π (r bin + d HD,ref +d LD_ref +d strcutural )⋅H bin ] .

(41)

Similar to the hemispherical part, all other heat resistances shown in (40) can be
calculated using (39) with respected radii r 1 and r 2 . Since the layers of the cylindrical part
of the storage are identical to the hemispherical part, the value of the radii for each
individual heat resistance calculation for the cylindrical part can also follow the radii values
in Table 8. A detail illustration of the heat resistance at the cylindrical part of the storage is
shown in Figure 23.
2.2.6.2 Tower- integrated storage system
The tower-integrated storage concept places the cold tank, power block and hot tank on
top of each other within the tower which forms a monolithic-like structure. The towerintegrated storage system has a different bin shape than the ground-mounted storage.
Instead of a dome shape, each bin is made up of a cylinder capped by a a truncated cone
on top, and supported upon a full (inverted) cone at the bottom, as shown in Figure 6.
Based on the bin shape as shown in Figure 6, the volume of the bin is a function of tower
inner diameter, refractory thickness and bin height, as shown in (42) – (46).
Tower integrated storage also has to deal with the risk of being toppled during a seismic
event such that choosing the tower inner diameter Dinner,tower is crucial. It is assumed that to
be able to withstand the seismic force acting in Daggett, the value of Dinner,tower has to satisfy
a constraint that the summed height of the power block and both storage bins is less than
equal to half of the chosen tower height with the minimal value of D inner,tower is 25 m8. This
means that the bigger the storage capacity, the thicker the tower will be, which can affect
both the optical efficiency of the heliostat field due to shading effect and capital cost of the
plant due to increasing tower extra structure cost Cextra,structure (see Section 2.2.5).
Dbin =D inner,tower −2⋅d refrac

(42)

V bin,tower-mounted =V truncated+V inverted-cone+ V cylinder

(43)

D bin −Doutlet Dbin 2 Doutlet 2 D bin Doutlet
π
V truncated = tan θroof
⋅
+
+
3
2
4
4
4

(

)(

)

D 4
D
V inverted-cone= π⋅ bin tan θ drawdown bin
3 4
2

(

[

D
D −D outlet
V cylinder = π D bin 2 H bin − bin tan θdrawdown −tan θroof bin
4
2
2

(44)

(45)

])

(46)

The value of D outlet depends on the capacity of the tank: if the storage capacity is greater
than 600 MWhth then Doutlet is 0.5 m; otherwise, for smaller capacities, Doutlet is 0.21 m
(Sment, 2020). Given the volume of the bin, the summed height of the power block and
8

Based on discussion between ANU team and Jeremy Sment from Sandia National Laboratories on
December 2020.
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storage bins constraint and D outlet , the bin diameter Dbin can be calculated. The process to
calculate the cost of the integrated storage is the same as external storage with only minor
differences due to tank geometry.
The thermal resistance diagram of the integrated tower can be seen in Figure 24. The
process to calculate the thermal resistance of the cylindrical part of the tower-integrated
storage system is the same as the ground-mounted storage system (see (39) and Table 8)

Figure 24: The diagram of the thermal resistance of the integrated storage system. The same assumption
as the external storage bin (see Figure 21) is made here such that the thermal resistance of the flooring
structure is negligible such that no heat escapes through this direction.

It is assumed that the tower wall thickness, measured from the end of the refractory layer
until the end of the concrete layer is a constant of 1.83 m (= 6 ft) based on assumed ‘best
practice’ in tower design8. The heat resistance calculation that is different from the dome
storage (external storage) is the ceiling heat resistance Rth,ceiling,integrated calculation which
calculated using (47):
Rth,ceiling,integrated =R th,air,ceiling + R th,fiber,ceiling + R th,ambient .

(47)

The ceiling of the integrated storage is made of a material called “fibre modules” with
thickness of 0.3048 m (Sment, 2020). A constant gap of 0.5 m of stationary air (no
convection) is assumed between the top of the particle in the bin and the ceiling such that:
Rth,air,ceilling =

0.5 m
k air⋅π⋅( r bin )2

(48)
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Rth,ceiling =

0.3048 m
k fibre⋅π⋅( r bin )2

Rth,ambient =[ h ambient⋅π⋅( r bin )

(49)
2 -1

]

(50)

where the value of hambient is assumed to be constant at 10 W/m2K. Detail diagram of the
ceiling heat resistance calculation is shown in Figure 25.

Figure 25: Diagram of the ceiling heat resistance calculation of the towerintegrated storage

2.2.6.3 Storage Energy Balance and Cost Function
During the annual simulation, the storage is modelled as a non-steady component with
partial differential equation that governs both energy and mass balance. The storage
model also assumes that the particle bulk sitting in the storage bin does not have any
thermal resistance such that the temperature profile throughout the particle bulk is
constant. The storage is assumed perfectly mixed, such that the enthalpy of the outlet
particles is equal to the mass-weighted average of the enthalpy of the particles within the
storage. The energy balance equation in the storage tank can be seen in (51)
m pcl

∂ hpcl
∂m pcl
+h pcl
= ṁ pcl,in⋅hpcl,in − ṁ pcl,out⋅hpcl,out −Q̇ convection−Q̇ radiation ,
∂t
∂t

(51)

where hpcl,in and hpcl,out are the enthalpy of the particles at the inlet and outlet, respectively
(see the beginning of Section 2.2.6 for explanation how SolarTherm calculates the
enthalpy of the particle). The outlet particle temperature implies the value of the perfectlymixed-bin particle temperature such that outlet particle temperature T pcl,out is equal to
particle temperature sitting in the bin. The mass balance of the particle is shown in (52):
∂m pcl
=ṁ in− ṁout
∂t

(52)

Using (52), the rate of the change of the storage level in the tank at can be calculated
using (53):
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∂V pcl
=ṁin −ṁout ,
∂t

ρpcl

ρpcl⋅π⋅r 2bin ∂ L pcl
ϕpcl ⋅ ∂ t = ṁin −ṁout ,

(53)

∂ Lpcl [ ṁ in−ṁout ]⋅ϕpcl
,
=
∂t
ρpcl⋅π⋅r 2bin
where Lpcl is the level of the particle inside the tank, ϕpcl is the packing factor of the particle
(nominal value is 0.6, see the beginning of Section 2.2.6 for the discussion of the packing
factor), r bin is the radius of the bin and ρpcl is the density of the particle evaluated at T pcl,out .
Convection losses Q̇convection are divided into two sections: (1) the convection losses acting
through the cylindrical part of the storage, and (2) the ceiling for tower-integrated system
or hemisphere part for ground-mounted system. Since the cylindrical and
hemisphere/ceiling thermal resistance are situated in parallel, the total thermal resistance
can be calculated using (54):

( R1

Rth,total =

th,cy

+

1
R th,hemi/ceilling

)

(54)

Having known the value of Rth,total , the total convection losses can be calculated using (55):

( R 1 )⋅(T

Q̇convection =

pcl,out

−T ambient )

th,total

(55)

The radiation losses is calculated as
Q̇radiation =ϵ⋅σ⋅A total⋅(T pcl,out 4 −T ambient 4 )

(56)

where ϵ is tank emissivity which is assumed to be 0.8, σ is Stefan-Boltzman constant,
A total is the total surface area of the bin that comes in contact with the ambient (cylindrical
and hemisphere/ceiling), T pcl,out and T ambient are particle outlet temperature (which is equal to
the perfectly-mixed particle inside the bin) and ambient temperature 9.
The floor structure of both external and integrated storage is assumed to be made of 90%
lava rock and 10% particles such that the cost can be calculated as:
C floor=0.9⋅V floor⋅c lava + 0.1⋅V floor⋅ρparticle⋅c particle

(57)

density of the particles ρparticle is 2100 kg/m3. c lava (shown as
pri_filler_floor in Appendix A), is the specific lava rock cost per volume which
nominal value is 150 USD/m3 (Sment, 2020). The definition for c particle can be seen in
Section 2.2.6.1.
where

9

the

bulk

There is an error in the calculation of the radiation loss. Outer storage wall temperature should be used,
instead of

T pcl,out . However, the radiation loss is found to be small, yet we acknowledge the error and we

will correct it in the next iteration.
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The price of the cold-tank lift C lift,cold,tank is calculated using (6). The vertical displacement
value is the height of the cold tank and the particle mass flow rate value is the power block
full-load particle mass flow rate. Similar to the cold-tank lift, the cost of PHX lift system
C lift,PHX is calculated as a function of PHX height and power block full-load particle mass
flow rate. The height of the PHX is assumed to be 10 m for a 100 MWe system, according
to González-Portillo et al. (2020).
The cost of the ground-mounted storage system is the sum of all the cost components,
Cstg,system,external =(C bin + C refractory +C upgrade,HRC+ Cfloor )⋅2+C lift,cold,tank +C lift,PHX

(58)

For the tower-integrated system, the cost of the storage system is
Cstg,system,integrated =( C bin +C refractory +C upgrade,HRC +C floor )⋅2

2.2.7

(59)

Primary heat exchanger (PHX) model

The performance of the primary heat exchanger (PHX) is not modelled in SolarTherm, but
rather as an integrated part of the PB surrogate model which is discussed in the following
section.
The cost of the PHX consists of the cost of the PHX per unit area plus the cost of the
horizontal particle feeder and the sCO 2 piping cost, such that:
C PHX=(c PHX,area )⋅A PHX +c pipe⋅ṁCO , PB , des+ c feeder⋅ṁpcl,PB,des ,

(60)

2

where c PHX,area is

the

cost of the
pri_PHX_per_area in Appendix A).

heat

exchanger

per

unit

area

(shown

as

The nominal value of c PHX,area is 6594.5 USD m-2 (González-Portillo, 2020e). c pipe and c feeder
(shown as pri_PHX_BOP_CO2 and pri_PHX_BOP_s respectively in Appendix A.) are
sCO2 piping and particle horizontal feeder specific cost. The nominal value of c pipe and
c feeder are 4753 USD (kg s-1)-1 and 9153 USD (kg s-1)-1 respectively (González-Portillo,
2020b).
The area of the heat exchanger is calculated by dividing the UA value of the PHX by the
effective U value at the design point. The UA value of the PHX is obtained as a part of the
on-design calculation solution from the SAM Simulation Core (SSC) power block model
(see Section 2.2.8), while the U value is calculated as:

[

U HX =

1
hsCO

+
2

1
h pcl

]

-1

,

(61)

where h is convection coefficient. The particle convection coefficient hpcl is calculated using
the correlation provided in Sandia system modelling source code (González-Portillo,
2020f).
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2.2.8

Power block model

2.2.8.1 Detailed power block modeling
For the selected supercritical CO2 Brayton cycle power block (sCO2-PB) with
recompression, SolarTherm makes use of the sCO2-PB module from SSC (NREL, 2020)
and integrates to it using an interface program written in C. A series of on-design and offdesign verification between the SSC sCO 2-PB module versus published journals can be
seen in the Figure 26 and Figure 27 respectively. During the on- and off-design verification,
the heat transfer fluid that is used is the default molten salt from SAM.
The on-design calculation (power block sizing) in the SolarTherm sCO 2-PB model is
conducted by running the SSC power block module. SSC receives the on-design
parameter imputs (see Table 9), and by optimising the pressure ratio and recompression
fraction to maximise the cycle thermal efficiency, the size of the PB components i.e.
turbomachinery size, recuperators UA value and main cooler UA value, are defined.
As per DOE guidelines (DOE, 2019), the particle CSP plant has to be able to deliver the
requested net electricity Pnet of 100 MWe. However, during the annual operation, parasitic
losses i.e. heliostat tracking power, bucket-elevator lift power consumption and motor
losses will reduce the net power output of the plant such that the size of the power block
Ẇ gross has to be over-sized. An assumption of 10% parasitic losses f par is used such that
the size of the power block is calculated using (62):
Ẇ gross =

Pnet
1−f par

(62)

Ẇ gross =Ẇ turbine−Ẇ compressor −Ẇ recompressor

(63)

The assumptions of f par already includes the losses in the generator (motor, gear and slip
losses), heliostat tracking power consumption, cooler fan electrical consumption and
particle lift electrical consumption (NREL, 2020).
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Table 9: On-design input parameters of the sCO2 power block. The full-detail on-design calculation of the
power block can be seen in the SSC sCO2 power block module (NREL, 2020).
Parameter

Unit

Value

Description

Source

P net

MWe

100

Net power of the power block

(DOE, 2019)

Ẇ gross

MWe

111.11

Power block size

Calculated

f par

[-]

0.1

Guess value of the parasitic losses as a
fraction of P net

(NREL, 2020)

phigh

MPa

25

Compressor outlet pressure

(Dyreby et al.,
2013)

T hot,set

°C

800

Inlet particle temperature to the PHX at the
design point.

(Albrecht et al.,
2019)

T cold,set

°C

550

Outlet particle temperature from the PHX at
the design point.

(Albrecht et al.,
2019)

T low

°C

41

Inlet temperature of the compressor at the
design point

(GonzálezPortillo, 2020a)

Δ T cooler,approach

°C

6

Difference between ambient temperature and
compressor inlet temperature

(NREL, 2020)

Δ T pinch,recup

°C

15

Pinch point of the recuperators

(NREL, 2020)

Δ T pinch,PHX

°C

15

Pinch point of the PHX

(NREL, 2020)

Δ pcooler

[-]

0.005

Pressure drop in the main cooler

(Neises, 2020)

Δ p high

[-]

0.0056

Pressure drop in the high-pressure sCO2 line

(Neises, 2020)

Δ p low

[-]

0.0311

Pressure drop in the low-pressure sCO2 line

(Neises, 2020)

f fan

[-]

0.02

Fraction of the Ẇ gross that is the main cooler
fan power at the design point

(Neises and
Turchi, 2019)

ηisen,compressors

[-]

0.89

Isentropic efficiency of the main compressor at (Dyreby et al.,
the design point
2013)

ηisen,re-compressors

[-]

0.89

Isentropic efficiency of the re-compressor at
the design point

(Dyreby et al.,
2013)

ηisen,turbine

[-]

0.93

Isentropic efficiency of the turbine at the
design point

(Dyreby et al.,
2013)

The efficiency value that is considered to be important during the on-design calculation in
is PB efficiency ηPB,des , which is defined as the ratio of cycle power Ẇ cycle,des to the PHX heat
transfer rate Q̇PHX,des at design point. Ẇ cycle,des is determined using (64):
Ẇ cycle,des =Ẇ turb,des−Ẇ comp,des −Ẇ recomp,des−Ẇ cooler,des

ηPB,des=

Ẇ cycle,des
Q̇PHX,des

(64)
(65)

where Ẇ cooler,des is the main cooler fan power at design point. When running the on-design
point calculation of the PB using SSC, several important parameters are returned to
SolarTherm for both PB cost calculation and power block off-design calculation purpose.
The important outputs of the on-design calculation are summarised in Table 10.
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Figure 26: SSC-SolarTherm versus Neises on-design verification (Neises and Turchi, 2019)
with verification for: (a).Cycle thermal efficiency. (b). CO2 mass flow at design point. (c).
Recompression fraction. Very small discrepancy exist even though the same SSC version is
used (beta version v2020.11.20). The reason behind this discrepancies is the convergence
issues within SAM optimisation algorithm.
Table 10: Outputs of the on-design calculation. The on-design calculation utilises SSC power block module.
The rows that have light gray colour are on-design variables used for cost calculation. The white background
rows are variables for off-design calculation.
Parameter

Unit

Description

UAHTR

W/K

UA value of the high-temperature recuperator.

UALTR

W/K

UA value of the low-temperature recuperator.

UAcooler

W/K

UA value of the main cooler.

UAPHX

W/K

UA value of the PHX.

Ẇ turb,des

We

Turbine design-point power output.

Ẇ comp,des

We

Compressor design-point power consumption.

Ẇ recomp,des

We

Recompressor design-point power consumption.

ṁsCO , PB,des

kg/s

Mass flow rate of the sCO2 at design point.

ṁpcl , PB,des

kg/s

Mass flow rate of the particle at design point.

Q̇PHX , des
ηPB,des

Wth

PHX thermal rating at design point

[-]

Power block efficiency at design point

ηHXdes

[-]

Ratio of the heat extracted from the particle to PHX heat rating. At
design point, ηHXdes is always 1 ± 10-4. The floating error of ± 10-4
happens because of the SSC convergence tolerance 10.

2

10 The convergence tolerance for the SSC on-design and off-design calculation is set to be 10 -3. The value
of the convergence tolerance was suggested by Ty Neises to ANU team on December 2020 during a
discussion session.
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The off-design calculation implements an internal optimisation sub-routine such that the
outlet particle temperature from the PHX is held constant at the design point (whenever
possible) to maximise the heat transfered from the particle to sCO 2. The pressure ratio and
recompression fraction during the off-design operations are also optimised to maximise the
power output, given the amount of heat flow rate from the PHX. Full-detail off-design
calculation of the power block can be seen in SSC sCO 2 power block module (NREL,
2020).
There are three operation variables that influence the performance of the power block i.e.
ambient temperature, particle inlet temperature, and requested load. Load ζ PB,off is defined
as the mass flow ratio of the particle at off- to on-design condition as shown in (66):
ζ PB,off =

ṁ pcl,off
ṁpcl,des

(66)

Since the operating conditions are high likely deviating from the design point condition
during the operation of the plant, the amount of heat extracted from the particles to sCO 2
by the PHX will also deviate from the PHX thermal rating Q̇PHX,des . Therefore, a variable
called PHX efficiency ηHX,off which is defined as the ratio of the heat transfer at off-design
condition Q̇PHX,off to the PHX thermal rating at design point Q̇PHX,des , is introduced, as shown
in (67):

ηHX,off =

Q̇ PHX,off
Q̇ PHX,des

(67)

Not only the PHX, the rest of the components of the power block efficiency will also
deviate from its design point performance. Given the value of Q̇PHX,off , the off-design PB
efficiency ηPB,off can be calculated as

ηPB,off =

Ẇ cycle,off
.
Q̇ PHX,off

(68)

Rearranging (67) and (68), gives us (69):
Ẇ cycle,off =ηHX,off⋅ηPB,off⋅Q̇PHX,des ,

(69)

where Ẇ cycle,off is the off-design cycle power, and can be calculated as:
Ẇ cycle,off =Ẇ turb,off −Ẇ comp,off−Ẇ recomp,off −Ẇ cooler,off .

(70)
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Figure 27: SSC-SolarTherm versus Neises off-design verification (Neises, 2020)

The net power output Ẇ net,PB is calculated by subtracting all the parasitic losses (excluding
the cooler losses) from Ẇ cycle,off :
Ẇ net,PB =Ẇ cycle,off−Ẇ parasitics,off −Ẇ fixed ,

(71)

where Ẇ parasitics,off is calculated using (72):
Ẇ parasitics =Ẇ heliostat + Ẇ lift + Ẇ fixed .

(72)

Fixed losses Ẇ fixed accounts for the losses due to inefficiency of the generator and is
calculated as a function of the power block’s size:
Ẇ fixed =Ẇ gross⋅f fixed,load

(73)

where f fixed,load is a constant value of 0.0055, which is also the default value from SAM
(NREL, 2020).
2.2.8.2 Surrogate power block modeling
By making use of the SSC sCO 2 power block module, one can directly perform an annual
simulation by passing both on- (see Table 9) and off-design conditions to the SSC solver.
However it was found that SSC is computationally expensive where it took almost four
hours to solve 400 off-design evaluations. Since to complete annual simulation needs
more off-design power block evaluations, the integration of the SSC sCO 2 power block
model with SolarTherm is done through surrogate modelling technique.
Surrogate model is a ‘black box’ model that is trained to predict outputs given a
combination of associated inputs. It is physically agnostic and cheap to be evaluated. The
surrogate modelling techniques that are available in SolarTherm are feed-forward artificial
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neural network (ANN) and Kriging interpolation (Cressie, 1990) ANN is a collection of
either linear or non-linear regressors being situated in a particular architecture e.g.
sequential, such that one regressor output will be the input for the next regressor. The
weight of the regressors (equivalent to the gradient in the linear equation) is optimised
during the training phase such that given a series of input and output data, the error is
minimised. Kriging is essentially a spatial interpolation that interpolates the value at an
unknown point by evaluating the distance between the unknown point to known points.
Kriging interpolation assumes that the value at the unknown point is heavily affected by the
value at the closest known point (Forrester et al., 2008).
The input to the surrogate power block model is the deviation of the operating conditions.
To generate the surrogate model of the power block, the size of the power block has to be
firstly determined by running the on-design calculation against the desired power block ondesign parameters (Table 9). After then, the power block is evaluated over possible offdesign operating conditions to generate training and validation dataset. Table 11 shows
the range of considered off-design conditions when generating the dataset. The sampling
technique to generate the off-design input data points is Latin Hypercube Sampling (LHS)
McKay (1992).
Table 11: Upper and lower boundaries of the power block off-design condition. Sampling is generated using
LHS technique.
Parameter

Unit

Upper
bound

Lower
bound

Design point
value

Description

Load

[-]

1.5

0.5

1

Load 0.5 happens during the start-up and
ramp-down (see Section 2.2.9). Load more
than one was considered but eventually it
is not used.

Particle inlet
temperature

°C

820

750

800

Due to heat loss in the hot tank, the
particle temperature can be fluctuating.
Higher
particle
temperature
was
considered, since it is possible to operate
the plant at higher temperature.

Ambient
temperature

°C

50

-20

41

The coldest temperature in Dagget is
-20°C and the hottest is 45°C.

For each combination of the off-design conditions, two efficiency values are recorded
which are off-design PHX efficiency ηHX,off and off-design PB efficiency ηPB,off .

Figure 28: Surrogate power block model I/O diagram

The surrogate model is trained using the training data while the validation data is withheld.
It is trained to estimate the deviation of the efficiencies ( Δ ηPB and Δ ηHX ) from their
respective design values given the deviation of the operational conditions i.e. deviation of
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the load from the full-load condition (load equals to 1), deviation of the ambient T amb from
design point ambient temperature T amb,des and deviation of the inlet particle temperature
T pcl,in from the hot tank design point temperature T hot,tank , as shown in Figure 28. The
design point ambient temperature can be derived from the compressor inlet temperature at
design point T low and main cooler approach temperature Δ T cooler,approach (see Table 9), such
that:
T amb,des =T low −Δ T cooler,approach .

(74)

Since the inputs and outputs to the surrogate model are the deviation of the operating
condition and efficiencies respectively, the training dataset generated by SSC was postprocessed before being used in the training process.
After the training process, a self-diagnosis algorithm is applied, by validating the newlyconstructed surrogate model against an unseen dataset (validation data) and the errors
are quantified. The metric of error quantification in this study is mean absolute error (MAE)
which is calculated using (75):
n

∑ (Y i −Y^ i )

MAE= i=1

n

,

(75)

where n is the number of data in the validation dataset, Y is the true value of either ηHX,off
or ηPB,off from the expensive sCO2-PB module and Y^ i is the estimated efficiency value
generated by the surrogate model. If the mean absolute error (MAE) is greater than 0.003,
new training dataset is appended to the existing training dataset, and the surrogate model
is retrained and reconstructed until the error is below the limit.
When the error magnitude is less than allowable value (0.003), the surrogate model is
plugged into the system level model and together with the on-design outputs (whitecoloured rows in Table 10), the off-design efficiencies of the power block can be calculated
as:

ηPB,off =ηPB,des−Δ ηPB
ηHX,off =ηHX,des−Δ ηHX

(76)
(77)

Knowing the value of ηPB,off and ηHX,off , the output of the power block can be calculated
using (69) and (71)–(73).
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Figure 29: Kriging and ANN versus validation dataset for OAT variation. The blue square mark
represents the on-design condition of each variable.

During the validation process, the sCO2-PB surrogate model is validated against two types
of validation dataset: (1) one-at-a-time (OAT) validation data where only one input is varied
while other variables are held constant at the design point. (2) multi-variable off-design
conditions. The validation result of the surrogate model vs. unseen validation datasets can
be seen in Figure 29 for OAT and Figure 30 for multi-variable off-design conditions. As it
can be seen, the surrogate model is able to emulate the performance of the expensive
model quite well with the absolute error being less than 0.01 for Kriging and 0.05 for ANN.
Due to faster simulation speed i.e. full-system annual simulation with ANN power block
takes four minutes, while with Kriging power block takes 16 minutes, and superior
performance in multi-variable off-design conditions (see Figure 30), ANN based surrogate
PB model has been selected for the annual simulation.
According to the DOE down-select criteria (DOE, 2019), the power block specific cost c PB
(shown as pri_block in Appendix A) should be 600 USD/kWe excluding the PHX and
the balance of plant (BOP). The cost of the power block can be calculated using (78):
C PB=c PB⋅Ẇ gross

(78)

The cost of the BOP is determined as the ratio between the maximum cost of the BOP
and power block specific cost in SAM (González-Portillo, 2020b) such that
C BOP =c BOP⋅Ẇ gross

(79)

where c BOP which nominal value is 0.167 USD kWe-1 ,is the specific cost of the BOP (shown
as pri_BOP in Appendix A) (González-Portillo, 2020b).
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Figure 30: Absolute deviation of Kriging and ANN at 40oC for different combination of inlet particle
temperature and part-load condition. As it can be seen, the absolute deviation for Kriging can reach up to
0.01 when tested against multi-variable validation data, while ANN yields smaller error (absolute error less
than 0.004). For more validation using different ambient temperature, see the Appendix E.

2.2.9

Operation and control strategy

2.2.9.1 Dispatch strategy
There are two types of dispatch strategy that are studied considered in this work:
immediate dispatch and optimal dispatch. The immediate dispatch (ID) strategy
dispatches wherever there are sufficient particles in the hot tank. The optimal dispatch
(OD) strategy takes account the future time-of-day (TOD) factor and the available storage
energy to formulate the dispatch schedule that maximise the value of the electricity
(product of TOD and Ẇ net,PB . The OD strategy analysis will be discussed in Section 4.
2.2.9.2 Power plant controllers
Three controllers are employed in the system model: (1) heliostat controller. (2) Defocus
controller. (3) storage controller. The heliostat controller determines when the heliostat
should be active based on three conditions: (1) Cut-off heat flow rate. (2) Maximum
allowable ground wind speed. (3) Minimum allowable solar elevation angle. Cut-off heat
flow rate is defined as the minimum incident heat flow rate to the receiver aperture (after
optical efficiency and spillage) below which the heliostat field stops operating. Cut-off heat
flow rate guarantees that the particles can always reach the design point outlet
temperature whenever the plant is operating. It is set to be 30% of the receiver thermal
rating at the design point Q̇in,FPR,des (see Table 5), which is the default value in SAM (NREL,
2020). In the next iteration of the system modeling, the cut-off heat flow rate will be
calculated based on the given receiver size and actual operating condition instead of using
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a fixed value. The purpose of having maximum value for ground wind speed U wind,max is to
protect the heliostat from being permanently damaged. It is set to be 35 mph or 15.65 m/s
(DOE, 2019). The third condition is the minimum allowable solar elevation angle of 5° 11. If
any of these three conditions are breached, the heliostat field stops operating completely.
Defocus controller regulates the amount of heat that has to be concentrated to the receiver
during the defocus event. The defocus event is triggered when the level of the particles in
the hot tank reaches the upper limit Lmax,UB . When this happens, the heliostat field will
regulate the incident heat to the receiver’s aperture such that it is equal to the heat needed
by the power block to operate full-load at design point (particle mass flow rate falling to the
receiver equals to ṁpcl,PB,des , see Table 10). To get the value of the required defocus heat
rate Q̇defocus , SolarTherm runs a stand-alone physical 1-D FPR model with given receiver’s
size, design point ambient temperature, inlet particle temperature at the design point, nowind condition and particle mass flow at full-load power block operating condition ṁpcl,PB,des .
The stand-alone 1-D FPR model iteratively solves the required incident heat to the
aperture such that the outlet particle temperature is equal to the target temperature at the
design point T hot,tank . The idea behind this calculation is that when defocussing, the
controller assumes the PB will always be operating at design point and the receiver
supplies only the exact amount of particles that the PB needs. The iteration to find Q̇defocus is
executed as part of the initial condition problems of the system model. The value of Q̇defocus
is used as the specified receiver heat input during any defocussed conditions, except in
the case where the field optical efficiency is insufficient to supply the amount of heat.
Storage controller regulates the rate of particles dispatched to the power block, rampingup and ramping-down the power block. The storage control system is governed by the
level of the particles inside the storage tank using four different limits which can be seen in
Table 12 below.
Table 12: Upper and lower-boundaries of the storage controller.
Limit

Unit

Value

Description

Lmax,UB

[%]

95

Upper bound limit above which the defocus will start

Lmax,LB

[%]

93

Lower bound limit below which the defocus will stop

Lmin,UB

[%]

10

Upper bound limit above which tank start dispatching

Lmin,LB

[%]

5

Lower bound limit below which tank stop dispatching

t ramp-up

minutes

15

Time needed to start the power block from shut-down condition

t ramp-down

minutes

15

Time needed to shut-down the power block from operating condition

The reason why Lmax,UB and Lmin,LB are not set to be 100% and 0% respectively is to give
room for error in the defocus heat calculation. As it has been discussed above, the
calculation of the defocus heat assumes that the particle receiver is operating at the
design point (no-wind condition and ambient temperature at design point) which might
produce error in the defocus heat calculation. It also assumes that particle mass flow rate
11 The value is based on the discussion with Luis F. González-Portillo from UPM who is the main developer
for EES particle-based CSP system model.
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falling to the particle receiver during defocus event is equal to the rate of particles needed
by the power block at design point ṁpcl,PB,des . In reality, during the defocussing condition, the
power block can be in the beginning of ramping-up, ramping-down or operating at partload condition (will be discussed below) which do not need a full-load particle mass flow
rate. From Table 12, we can also see that SolarTherm uses two numbers (upper- and
lower-bound) for each event ( Lmax,UB , Lmin,LB for defocussing event and Lmin,UB , Lmin,LB for
dispatching event). The reason to use two different numbers for each event is to avoid
chattering issues that can significantly make the simulation slow and expensive.

Figure 31: PB operational state. The simulation time is represented by t . t off and t on are recorded time
when PB is off and on respectively. The ramp-up time t ramp-up is the time needed to heat-up the PB from cold
condition. t ramp-down is the time needed to cool-down the PB. ṁpcl is the particle mass flow rate to the PB at
time t .

The level of the particle in the tank can be calculated using (53) (see Section 2.2.6.3).
When the level of the particle reach Lmax,UB , the controller will send a defocus-signal to the
heliostat until the level of the tank decreases to Lmax,LB . If the particle level in the tank is
below Lmin,LB , the controller will stop the delivery of the particle to the power block and
gives the tank a chance to recharge until the level of the particle inside the tank reaches
Lmin,UB . The amount of the particle that is dispatched from the storage tank to the power
block depends on the dispatch strategy that is used to operate the plant. If immediate
dispatch (ID) strategy is used, then at any given time (except during the ramp-up or rampdown), the storage will always try to dispatch the amount of particle needed to sustain the
power block operating at full-load condition. If optimal dispatch (OD) strategy is used, the
amount of particle being dispatched to the power block will depend on the TOD signal
which will be discussed more in Section 4.
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The storage control system also keeps track of the state of the power block, which are
ramp-up, ramp-down and operational state. Ramp-up is the condition where the power
block is being heated up before being able to run in full-load condition. Similar to ramp-up,
ramp-down is the power block transition state from operational condition to shut-down.
Operational state means that the power block is ready to operate at full-load condition.
During ramping down and ramping up, the power block is assumed to require half of the
particle mass flow rate at the design point ṁpcl,PB,des and does not produce electricity. The
state transitions of the power block is illustrated in Figure 31. t ramp-down and t ramp-up are the
time needed to gradually shut-down and start-up the power block respectively. It is
assumed that ramping-up and down only need 15 minutes.

2.2.10 Levelised cost of energy (LCOE) calculation
The levelised cost of electricity (LCOE) is defined as the fixed price for generating
electricity such that the net present value (NPV) of the plant is zero,
n

NPV =−C + ∑
j=1

L E j−O j
(1+r real ) j

=0

(80)

where L , C , O , E and r real are LCOE, total capital expenditure (CAPEX), annual
operational expenditure (OPEX), annual electricity yield, power plant lifetime, and real
interest rate. It is assumed that O and E will be constant for each year such that LCOE can
be calculated using (81):
L=

f C+ O
E

(81)

Where f is the annuity factor calculated using (82):
r real⋅(1+r real )n
f=
(1+r real )n−1

(82)

The real interest rate r real is calculated using Fisher equation as described in (83):
1+r real =

1+r nom
1+r i

(83)

where r nom and r i are constant nominal discount rate and inflation rate.
CAPEX is calculated as the summation of the direct and indirect cost (Turchi and Heath,
2013):
C=C direct +C indirect

(84)

where direct cost C direct is defined as the cost for buying the equipments including a
contingency:

C direct=(1+r contg )⋅C equipment

(85)

Cequipment is the total equipment cost can be calculated using (86):
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Cequipment =C FPR +C tower +C heliostat +C site,prep+C lift,rcv + Clift,PHX +C stg,system + CPB +C PHX +C BOP

(86)

The indirect cost is defined as the sum of the cost of equipments installation and the land
cost (Turchi and Heath, 2013)
C indirect =r cons⋅C direct +C land

(87)

where r cons is the construction cost coefficient, which is defined as the fraction of the total
direct cost that is used to install the equipments.
The OPEX of the plant is divided into fixed and variable OPEX. The variable OPEX is
calculated as the function of the annual electricity production E :
Ovar =( 0.833 USD/GJ )⋅E

(88)

The fixed OPEX is calculated as the function of the name plate of the power block Pnet :
Ofix=( 40 USD /kW e )⋅P net

(89)

where Pnet is the name plate of the CSP plant. All the cost constants to calculate the LCOE
can be seen in Table 13 or Appendix A.
Table 13: Financial parameters
Parameter

Unit

Value

Description

Source

r nom

[-]

0.0701

Nominal discount rate

DOE (2019)

ri

[-]

0.025

Inflation rate

DOE (2019)

r contg

[-]

0.1

Contingency

DOE (2019)

r cons

[-]

0.09

Construction cost coefficient

DOE (2019)

The capacity factor CF is defined as the average annual output power E/(1a ) divided by
power block name plate Pnet as shown in (90):
CF=

E/ ( 1 a )
Pnet

(90)

2.2.11 Verification of SolarTherm single-aperture external storage particle
system model versus Sandia particle system model
The earlier version of the SolarTherm single-aperture external storage particle system
model was verified against Sandia particle system model written in EES12. The differences
between the previous and latest version of SolarTherm particle system model are
summarised in Table 14.

12 The verification was started in March 2020 and ended in May 2020, using the old-version of both EES
and SolarTherm models.
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Table 14: Differences between the verified (previous version) and latest version of the G3P3 SolarTherm
single-aperture external storage particle system-model.
Previous Version
FPR Model

Latest Version

• Physical model with no-wind condition
and constant hadv,pcl .

• ANN-based surrogate model with wind
factor and height-dependent hadv,pcl .

• Simple cylindrical storage bin with
constant thermal resistance.

• Dome storage bin with more detailed
thermal resistance calculation.
• Tower-integrated storage model is
available to use

PB Model

• Physical model based on CEA Modelica
power block model (Kamerling, 2019).

• Surrogate model based on SSC sCO2PB model (NREL, 2020).

Receiver
controller

• Regression-based controller. Estimates
particle mass flow rate ṁpcl given
receiver’s size, ambient temperature,
incoming incident heat to the aperture
and cold tank temperature.

• No controller since the surrogate model
predicts ηthermal,FPR and ṁpcl is calculated
using (14).

Other cost
function

• Tower cost according to SAM.
• PHX cost is based on UA value.
• Storage cost function based on Albrecht
et al. (2019).

• Tower cost according to Sment (2020).
• PHX cost is based on PHX area, mass
flow of the sCO2 and particle to the
power block at the design point.
• Storage cost function based on Sment
(2020).

Storage Model

Both plant dynamics and system-level results were compared, to see the level of
agreement between SolarTherm and EES single-aperture external storage particle system
model. Two distinct system configurations were compared, as shown in Table 15, using
two simulations in each of SolarTherm and EES.
The result of the plant dynamic comparison of configuration ‘Case 2’ for selected variables
in summer can be seen in Figure 32. Discrepancy in the power block cycle efficiency (see
Figure 32(c)) between SolarTherm and EES arises because EES employs a storage
control system that varies the mass flow rate of the incoming particles to the PHX, while in
SolarTherm, the storage control system always delivers the design mass flow rate
ṁpcl,PB,des to the power block whenever the level of the storage tank is sufficient.
Table 15: Chosen configurations for the comparison between SolarTherm and EES.
Case 1 (small solar field and SM)

Case 2 (high storage capacity)

Total heliostat area [m ]

1.5 million

1.2 million

FPR aperture area [m2]

1200

2000

Tower height [m]

200

200

Particle absorptivity

0.9

0.9

Storage capacity [h]

8

18

Heat exchanger pinch [°C]

15

15

2
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Figure 32: The comparison of plant dynamics for selected variables in summer between SolarTherm and
EES. The selected variables are: (a) Outlet temperature of the particle from the FPR, (b) FPR thermal
efficiency, (c) Cycle thermal efficiency, (d) Net power generated by the system.

The behaviour of the hot storage tank for both models is shown in Figure 33. Unlike in the
EES model, the temperature of the hot tank in the SolarTherm model is shown to be
fluctuating. The fluctuation of the hot tank temperature in SolarTherm is due to two main
reasons: the imperfect estimation of the required particle mass flow rate ṁpcl generated by
the regression-based controller13 and the heat loss in the storage tank.
Since there are errors in the estimation of the mass flow rate made by the regressionbased controller, the outlet temperature of the FPR deviates (± 2°C) from the design point,
thus ultimately affecting the hot tank temperature. Another reason behind the fluctuation of
the temperature is the heat loss from the hot tank which is shown in Figure 33(b).
In SolarTherm, the total heat loss from the hot tank (Figure 33(b)) is linked with the hot
tank storage level as shown Figure 33(d). The level of the particle represents the hot
surface of the tank that emits the heat to the surrounding, thus the lower the level of the
particle in the tank, the less the surface area that emits the heat to the surrounding which
makes a lower heat losses. It is understood that the same behaviour is not implemented in
the EES model since the thermal loss in the hot tank is almost constant even though the
particle level of the hot tank is almost similar with SolarTherm (Figure 33(d)). From Figure
33(b) and Figure 33(d) we can also see that when the level of the particle in the hot tank is
high, the thermal loss in EES model is dipping, while in SolarTherm, it is the other way
around.
13 The regression-based-controller was generated using curve fitting process. The inputs to the controller
were: receiver dimension, ambient temperature, incident heat flow rate and incoming particle
temperature. The output of the controller was particle mass flow rate.
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Figure 33: Hot tank behaviour (“Case 2”). Variation in the losses calculated in SolarTherm is due to
calculation of losses based on hot tank wetted wall area, different from the approach taken in EES.

From system-level results point of view, the level of discrepancy between both models are
found to be acceptable. SolarTherm yields 0.4% and 0.8% more electricity in the summer
and winter respectively for ‘Case 2’ compared to EES. For ‘Case 1’, EES yields 0.3% more
and 0.2% less electricity in the summer and winter respectively, compared to SolarTherm.
The discrepancies of the system-level result between EES and SolarTherm arise due to
different storage control strategy and imperfect particle mass flow rate estimation from the
regression-based controller, as discussed above. The system level results for ‘Case 1’ and
‘Case 2’ are shown in Table 16.
A good agreement of the system-level performance is achieved between the two models
despite discrepancies in the plant dynamics, especially in the hot tank. For ‘Case 2’,
SolarTherm is producing more energy yet it yields a slightly higher LCOE, which indicates
slightly higher annualised cost. The discrepancy of the cost primarily comes from
SolarTherm PHX UA value calculation within the CEA power block model being used in the
old-version of the system model. SolarTherm PHX UA value is always higher than EES
which makes the SolarTherm PHX cost is 27% higher than EES. This contributes to higher
LCOE number for SolarTherm, even though when SolarTherm produces more electricity
per year. This problem is fixed in the latest version of the SolarTherm model, by integrating
SSC sCO2 power block module with SolarTherm.
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Table 16: Comparison of SolarTherm and EES for “Case 1” and “Case 2”.
Case 1

Case 2

SolarTherm

EES

SolarTherm

EES

Heliostat cost including site prep [M·USD]

128

128

102

102

FPR + Tower + Lift [M·USD]

96.7

97.2

122

122

PHX [M·USD]

46.3

36.4

46.3

36.4

SCO2 PB + BOP [M·USD]

78

78

78

78

Storage [M·USD]

32.4

32.6

65.8

66.9

Land [M·USD]

61.21

61.21

42.9

42.9

Electricity per year [TJ]

2066.816

2075.0

2123.207

2110.000

LCOE [USD / kWh]

6.54

6.33

6.6

6.45

The relative differences of SolarTherm and EES LCOE are around 3.2% and 2% relative
to EES LCOE for ‘Case 1’ and ‘Case 2’ respectively.

2.3

Case study and results

2.3.1

Effect of cut-off wind speed and heliostat size

A study on the effect of cut-off wind speed and heliostat size to the overall-system
performance was done using the earlier version of the system model as described in
Section 2.2.11. The study was presented at the SolarPACES 2020 (Gan et al., 2020). The
specific cost of the heliostat field follows the same function as described by Emes et al.
(2015), but scaled down such that for heliostat size of 144.375 m 2 and cut-off wind speed
of 15.65 m/s (35 mph), the specific cost per unit area of the heliostat field match the cost of
the DOE guidelines 75 USD/m2 (DOE, 2019).

(a)

(b)

Figure 34: Heliostat cost as a function of cut-off wind speed and heliostat size: (a) Original cost function as
shown in Emes et al. (2015) . (b) SolarTherm cost function which is adapted from the original cost function.
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In their work, Emes et al. (2015) calculate the mechanical stress of the main heliostat
components with different heliostat size operated at different wind speed condition. The
mechanical stress and heliostat size are used as the input to the cost-load and cost-area
proportionality for different components. The comparison of the heliostat specific cost
implemented in SolarTherm and shown by Emes et al. (2015) can be seen in Figure 34.

Figure 35: Daggett hourly wind data over the year. (a) shows the time in
Dagget when the wind is relatively calm all day long. (b) shows windy
condition for almost all day long. (c) shows windy condition only in the
afternoon and evening. (d) shows relatively calm condition all day long.

A preliminary Daggett hourly weather data analysis is done and can be seen in Figure 35.
Except for an anomaly weather condition at around day 169, wind speed in Daggett is
usually high during the day for the first half of the year and high during the night for the
second half of the year. Changing the cut-off speed might significantly affect the plant
performance since it is possible to gain a benefit, especially in the first half of the year. The
effect of changing the heliostat size and cut-off wind speed to LCOE can be seen in Figure
36.
We can see that smaller cut-off speed (around 12–13 m/s) compared to the value
recommended by the DOE (15.65 m/s) might lead to lower LCOE. At cut-off speed around
12–13 m/s, heliostat size does not really affect the LCOE, indicated by insignificant color
changes along the y-axis. To further scrutinise the the effect of cut-off speed and heliostat
size to the system-level performance of the plant, an optimisation was conducted such that
for a handful of SM and heliostat size combinations, the cut-off speed, tower height and
storage capacity are optimised to minimise LCOE using the simplex algorithm (Nelder and
Mead, 1965). The result of the optimisation can be seen in Figure 37 and tabulated in
Table 17.
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Figure 36: Sensitivity of LCOE vs. heliostat size and cut-off wind speed. In
this sensitivity analysis, other plant’s configurations except heliostat size
and cut-off wind speed are held constant.

Figure 37: LCOE vs. SM (Gan et al., 2020). For each data point in the plot, tower height,
storage capacity and cut-off speed is optimised.

As can be seen from Table 17, when the heliostat size is reduced, the optimal cut-off
speed increases. As mentioned by Emes et al. (2015), the smaller the heliostat, the more it
can endure high-wind condition due to lower mechanical stress acting on the heliostat
structures.
This results in a lower cost penalty for having a smaller heliostat with a high cut-off speed
specification. The conclusion of the cut-off speed and heliostat size study shows that
smaller heliostat can lead to a lower LCOE. However, since this study is very sensitive
against the weather data resolution, finer weather step can deliver a more accurate
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conclusion to the system level result and heliostat structural design optimisation, which
was beyond the scope of this project.
Table 17: Optimal SM, cut-off speed and storage capacity for different heliostat size (Gan et al., 2020) .
SM

Heliostat Size [m2] Cut-off Speed [m/s]

Storage Capacity
[hours]

LCOE [USD/MWhe]

3

30

11.54

14.19

55.21

3

70

11.35

15.06

55.47

3

110

10.75

15.8

56.86

3

150

10.47

15.87

58.07

3

190

10.32

16.55

58.72

2.3.2

Parametric analyses

A further set of parametric study performed using the earlier version of the system model
(as presented in Section 2.2.11, Table 14) is described in this section. The impacts of
tower height, field layout design parameters, solar multiple, storage hour and insulation of
storage bin on the levelised cost of electricity (LCOE) were investigated (Wang et al.,
2020a). The parametric analysis only investigated the single-aperture ground-mounted
system model with constant power block name plate Pnet at 100 MWe. The optimisation of
the full system using the latest system model is presented in the next section (Section 2.4).
2.3.2.1 Field layout, tower height and solar multiple
The tower heights, field layout, and solar multiple (SM) were investigated when the storage
capacity and tank insulation (U value) are kept constant at 14 hours and 0.3 W/m²K
respectively. The range of tower heights investigated was 150–400 m, with a step of 20 m.
The heliostat field layout is governed by the shadowing and blocking factor f b introduced in
Section 2.2.2. A range of 0.1–1 for blocking and shading factor f b was studied. The SM
values were swept between 1–4, with a step of 0.5.

Figure 38: Impact of different tower heights on the annual (left) and design point optical efficiency and
LCOE (right) for a fixed solar multiple, equal to 3, and an optimised value of the blocking and shading factor
f b factor in each case.

As shown in Figure 38, it is found that a higher tower increases the annual optical
efficiency, and leads to fewer heliostats are required to deliver the requested heat input to
the system. A higher tower results in a higher annual energy output but also a higher tower
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cost, while fewer heliostats reduces the field cost. This trade off leads to the optimal tower
height (and field layout) for minimal LCOE.

Figure 39: Impact of the tower height on LCOE for SM in the range 2–4, with an optimal field layout
(blocking and shading f b factor). The red dot is the optimal LCOE for each SM.

As shown in Figure 39, the larger the solar multiple, the higher the optimal tower height.
For a fixed storage capacity of 14 h, the optimal SM is around 3, with an optimised tower
height around 240 m.
2.3.2.2 Storage capacity and insulation of storage tanks
A range of storage hours (6–22 h) and hot tank thermal insulation U-values between 0 – 1
W/m2K were evaluated based on the optimal tower height and field layout for each solar
multiple (for example, a tower height of 240 m for solar multiple of 3). The results are
shown in Figure 40.

(a)

(b)

Figure 40: Impact of (a) storage hours on LCOE when the hot tank insulation, tower height and field layout
are at the local optima, and (b) hot tank insulation when the storage hour, tower height and field layout are
at the local optima.
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As shown in Figure 40(a), and as expected, the optimal storage capacity is greater for
configurations with a higher SM. When SM is large, the solar field size is also larger, thus
the system receives more energy from the sun. This effect pushes the optimal storage
capacity to favour a larger tank which sustains the plant to continuously dispatch and
produce more electricity per year. While the field and tank are getting larger, the capital
costs is also becoming more expensive, and thus the LCOE increases. The optimal
configuration was found when the tower height is 240 m, SM is 3, the storage capacity is
14 h, and the hot tank insulation U-value is 0.5 W/m 2K. The lowest LCOE is achieved at
58.03 USD/MWhe, with 732.26 GWhe annual electricity production and capacity factor of
83.6%. It should be noted that the cost of different components has changed in the latest
model since this analysis was conducted and reported.
It can be observed in Figure 40(b) that an even lower LCOE can be obtained if the storage
capacity is set between 14 and 16 hours, with a SM of 3. The step size for the parameter
space is limited by the computational cost. A full system optimisation based on genetic
algorithm (GA) with the latest system model (see Table 14) was next conducted to further
understand the optimal configuration of the plant, as presented in the next section.

2.4

Full system optimisation

The objective of the optimisation is to achieve the lowest LCOE. As discussed in Section
2.3.2, several variables have significant impacts on LCOE. In addition to the parameters
that were presented in Section 2.3.2, i.e. the heliostat blocking and shading factor f b ,
tower height H tower , solar multiple SM, storage capacity t storage , insulation of hot and cold
tank d refrac , two additional parameters are also included in the optimisation round which are
the distance between the first row heliostats to the tower R1 and receiver aspect ratio
AR FPR . In contrast to Section 2.3.2, the optimisation results which are presented here
were generated using the latest system model as described in Table 14. A total of eight
variables were optimised for both ground-mounted and tower-integrated storage
configurations. The optimisation method and results are presented in the following
sections.

2.4.1

Optimisation method

The single objective genetic algorithm (SOGA) available in DAKOTA is implemented as a
wrapper around the SolarTherm system model, and used to solve the eight-variablesoptimisation problem described above. DAKOTA is a software package developed by
Sandia National Laboratories for optimisation and uncertainty quantification (Adams et al.,
2009). As shown in Figure 41, it is wrapped around SolarTherm package to sample
parameters for system optimisation, sensitivity analysis and parallel processing. The
integration is implemented in the Python executable scripts of the SolarTherm package,
namely st_simulate and st_optimise, to run the system model with user-defined
parameters.
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Figure 41: Integration of DAKOTA and SolarTherm for system optimisation and uncertainty
analysis

A spreadsheet-reading script for loading parameter values and controlling the optimisation
process was also developed. Users can organise all the system parameters in a single
spreadsheet, and use the spreadsheet as the input to drive either st_optimise or
st_sensitivity to perform system optimisation or sensitivity analysis using the
specified values in the spreadsheet. The spreadsheets used in this project are attached as
Appendix A. Some details about the software architecture and user instructions for using
the models are provided in Appendix F.

2.4.2

Results

The SOGA optimisation is applied to both the external storage configuration and the towerintegrated storage configuration. A population size of 48 is used, and 20 generations of GA
are simulated. Figures 42 and 43 show the results of the optimal heliostat field and cost
breakdown of the optimal configurations, respectively.

Figure 42: Heliostat field layout of the optimal cases with color maps of the annual optical efficiency of
individual heliostat. The tower height of the optimal external-storage configuration (244 m) is shorter than the
tower-integrated storage configuration (264 m), and thus lower optical efficiency and more number of
heliostats (a larger field) is required.

The LCOE of the optimal tower-integrated storage configuration is 59.07 USD/MWh e,
which is slightly (0.227 USD/MWh e) lower than the LCOE of the optimal external storage
configuration. As listed in Table 18, both of the configurations ended up with a storage
capacity of 13.58 hours and SM of 3.53. With the same storage capacity, the storage cost
of the tower-integrated configuration is lower compared to the external storage (see Figure
43). To host the large storage bin inside the tower, the tower height of the tower-integrated
storage configuration needs to be higher, which leads to a higher tower cost due to the
constraint described in Section 2.2.6.2.
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A higher tower, however, brought higher optical efficiency to the heliostat field, and thus
lowest heliostat field and land costs. Overall, the optimal tower-integrated storage system
has a lower capital cost. Although slightly lower in the annual capacity factor, the lower
capital cost brings the LCOE lower than that of the external storage configuration.
Table 18: Optimal single-aperture configuration for external and tower-integrated storage. Note that the tower
cost function that is used during the optimisation process is the upper-bound tower cost function (see (18))
Configuration

External storage

Tower-integrated

Unit

Land area

12.772

10.429

km2

Number of heliostats

10666

9893

[-]

Blocking and shading factor f b

0.76

0.77

[-]

Distance of the first row heliostat from the
tower R 1

80.18

47.24

Tower height H tower

244.44

264.12

m

Tower outer diameter Douter,tower

30.98

36.08

m

Receiver width W rcv

30.98

32.87

m

Receiver height H drop

28.76

27.26

m

Receiver aperture area A ap

890.92

896.05

m2

Receiver aspect ratio AR FPR

0.928

0.829

[-]

Solar multiple (SM)

3.53

3.53

[-]

Storage capacity t storage

13.58

13.58

hours

Hot tank insulation thickness d refrac,hot

0.75

0.75

m

Cold tank insulation thickness d refrac,cold

0.31

0.31

m

Annual curtailment efficiency ηcurtail,ann

96.01

96.01

%

Annual optical efficiency ηoptical,ann

48.07

51.81

%

Annual defocus efficiency ηdefocus,ann

94.74

94.67

%

Annual FPR thermal efficiency ηth,FPR,ann

75.34

75.40

%

Annual PB net efficiency ηth,PB,ann

49.1

49.07

%

LCOE

59.3

59.07

USD/MWhe

Annual electricity per year E

701.05

699.74

GWh/a

Capacity factor CF

80.03

79.88

%

Total capital cost C

492.78

488.62

M·USD

Solar field capital cost

130.89

121.41

M·USD

Tower capital cost

68.28

83.06

M·USD

Receiver capital cost

70.24

73.40

M·USD

Storage capital cost

65.59

58.76

M·USD

PB capital cost

107.63

107.63

M·USD

BOP

18.59

15.59

M·USD

Land cost

31.56

25.77

M·USD

m
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Figure 43: (a) Configuration of the optimal design and (b) breakdown of capital costs for external storage and
tower-integrated storage configurations. At left, parameter values have been normalised to a maximum value
of one, to allow all values to be represented on a single scale.

A follow-up sensitivity analysis on the selected tower-integrated storage with singleaperture optimal configuration is conducted and is discussed in Section 2.5. Sensitivity
analysis is deemed to be required to evaluate the impacts of uncertain parameters on the
LCOE of the optimal configuration.

2.5

Sensitivity analysis

In the previous section, for the single-aperture case, a system with tower-integrated
storage shows the best result with LCOE of 59.07 USD/MWhe. However, there are still
several uncertain parameters in the design process, either due to lack of knowledge or
uncertainties inherent in nature. With what confidence can we predict this value for LCOE?
Contingency budget allows for uncertainty in costs at the design stage. It was estimated as
10% of the total capital costs according to (DOE, 2019), and included in the LCOE
calculation. How much confidence would the contingency budget bring to the project
implementation? To address these concerns, a sensitivity analysis is conducted. The
statistical distributions of the total capital cost and LCOE are obtained, analysed and linked
with the contingency budget. The details are presented in the following subsections.

2.5.1

Sampling method

The system parameters are listed in a spreadsheet with the details of the data source
reference and notes (see Appendix A). The parameters are categorised into three types,
which are (0) for constants, (1) for uncertain constants, and (2) for design variables which
need to be optimised within some realistic range. Type 1 parameters are used in the
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uncertainty and contingency analysis, as listed in Table 19. The complete version of the
spreadsheet is available in Appendix A.
Table 19: Uncertain variables for the sensitivity analysis
Parameter name

Unit

Nominal

Lowerbound

Upperbound

Method

Construction rate

[-]

0.09

0.068

0.113

± 25%

Nominal discount rate

[-]

0.07

0.053

0.088

± 25%

Inflation rate

[-]

0.025

0.02

0.03

± 0.005

58.37

43.778

72.963

± 25%

USD/m

10

7.5

12.5

± 25%

Power block specific cost

USD/kWe

600

450

750

± 25%

BOP specific cost

USD/We

0.167

0.125

0.209

± 25%

PHX specific cost per area

USD/m2

6595

4158

9031

± 25%

Lift specific cost
Site preparation cost

USD/(m·kg/s)
2

2

FPR specific cost

USD/m

37400

28050

46750

± 25%

Particle specific cost

USD/kg

1

0.75

1.25

± 25%

USD/m

2.417

1.853

3.089

± 25%

USD/(W.a)

0.04

Land specific cost
Fixed O&M specific cost
Variable O&M specific cost

2

USD/(J.a)

8.33×10

0.03
-10

0.05

6.25×10

-10

10.42×10

± 25%
-10

± 25%

83,606,026

LB: SBP cost
52,676,951 103,826,158 UB: SAM cost ×
1.25

m

10

7

12

assumed

Bucket-elevator efficiency

[-]

0.8

0.750

0.85

± 0.05

Heliostat availability

[-]

0.99

0.985

0.995

± 0.005

Mirror soiling and reflectivity
uncertainty factor

[-]

1

0.914

1.085

Effective slope error

rad

0.002

0.001

0.003

± 0.01

Fixed load loss fraction of
PB

-

0.006

0.004

0.007

± 25%

Heat transfer coefficient of
sCO2

W/(m2K)

2000

1500

2500

± 25%

Fraction of particle lost

-

1×10-6

7.5×10-7

1.3×10-6

± 25%

Fraction of extra particle

-

0.05

0.063

0.063

± 25%

Tower cost

USD

PHX height

Some of the parameters that are included in the sensitivity analysis affect the performance
of components, such as the heliostat slope error, while some of the parameters affect only
the cost. Each of uncertain parameter is associated to a Pert distribution, with a specified
nominal value, a lower bound and an upper bound. The nominal value in a Pert distribution
affects the shape of the distribution of the sample, as the examples shown in Figure 44.
The Latin Hypercube Sampling (LHS) method, as provided by DAKOTA, is used to
generate 1000 samples encompassing the 23 uncertain parameters.
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(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 44: Examples of the pert-beta distributions for the uncertain parameters: (a) Pert distribution of slope
error (nominal 1.53 mrad, lower bound 1 mrad, and upper bound 3 mrad), (b) Pert distribution of the cost of
land per unit area (nominal 2.47 USD/m2, lower bound 1.85 USD/m2, and upper bound 3.09 USD/m2), (c) Pert
distribution of the tower cost (nominal 83.06 M·USD, lower bound 52.6 M·USD, and upper bound 103.8
M·USD)

2.5.2

Prediction of contingency costs

Contingency is part of the capital expenditure budget makes allowance for unexpected
costs arising during the construction process. In the optimisation process presented in
Section 2.4, the contingency budget was set as 10% of the total direct cost Cdirect (see
Section 2.2.10) according to the Guidelines from DOE (2019). The method developed in
this section evaluates the probability of the LCOE that equals to the predicted value with
the contingency budget and all the uncertainties.
The probability distributions of the total capital cost and LCOE of the 1000 samples are
shown in Figure 45. By adding 10% of the total capital cost as the contingency budget, the
likelihood of the total capital cost increased from 56% to 99.9%. The LCOE of 59.07
USD/MWhe accounted for the 10% contingency budget. As shown in Figure 45(b), the
likelihood of the LCOE is 46.9%.

(a)
(b)
Figure 45: Cumulative distribution of (a) the total capital cost and (b) LCOE.

The cumulative distribution of LCOE is quite different from the capital cost. This is due to
the influence of impact factors other than the capital costs, like the O&M cost, the inflation
and discount rate and, perhaps most importantly, the performance parameters. It means
that adding contingency budget cannot always effectively increase the likelihood of a
certain LCOE.
For example, it can be observed in Figure 45(b) that 30% likelihood of LCOE is 56.73
USD/MWhe, 50% likelihood LCOE is 59.51 USD/MWhe, and 90% likelihood LCOE is 68.35
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USD/MWhe. However, 11.1% of the total capital cost should be allocated to the
contingency budget to reach a 50% likelihood LCOE. The 11.1% of the total capital cost
can cover almost all the uncertainties associated with the capital cost (see Figure 45(a)),
but it only improves the likelihood of the LCOE to 50%. There are other factors also
needed to be considered to improve the confidence of a certain LCOE.
To understand how significant the uncertain parameters affect the LCOE, each uncertain
parameter is standardised using (91) and correlated to LCOE.
valuestandard =

value−mean
standard deviation

(91)

The regression coefficient of each standardised parameter in the correlation to LCOE is
then ranked and shown in Figure 46. To reduce contingency, we firstly looked at the
parameters that are related to the capital cost. The heliostat performance, field and tower
cost are at the top of the list, followed by the particle cost, receiver cost and the
component cost of the power block. It is noticeable that two of the financial factors ranked
at the top three significant impact factors, and this is one major reason why the cumulative
distribution of LCOE is different from the capital cost. To reduce the uncertainty of LCOE,
only adding cash expenditures, like the contingency budget can sometimes be helpless,
actions should be taken to reduce the uncertainties in the financial factors, O&M cost, as
well as performance factors (such as heliostat slope error).

Figure 46: Ranked standardised-regression-coefficients of the system parameters.

Uncertainty analysis helps designers to understand the areas where the greatest attention
should be turned to in order to understand the costs. More discussions with suppliers,
detailed engineering and more prototyping can reduce the LCOE to meet a certain desired
risk level. The uncertainties in financial factors also have a high impact on LCOE, but
could not be mitigated by simply adding cash expenditures providing for a higher
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contingency can lower the risk. Future work is required to understand more about the
relationships.
In a future work, It would be better to link the distributions and boundaries of uncertain
parameters with engineering activities. It might be a good idea to distinguish the
uncertainties in the performance and cost separately, and link them with project activities
and decision making process.

3. Multi-aperture system
3.1

System overview

The ANU multi-aperture system concept uses three apertures situated in the same tower,
and in-series cascaded arrangement, where the particles pass through all three receivers
in sequence. Each receiver is tailored with a different size, including aspect ratio. Each
aperture faces a different direction, and receives radiation from a different part of the
heliostat field. This concept contrasts with the Sandia parallel multi-aperture concept,
which places the receivers in parallel, with a split flow shared between three receivers, all
at equal height. An illustration of the cascaded receivers is given in Figure 47.

Figure 47: ANU concept for cascaded multi-aperture receiver system.

In the cascaded multi-aperture receiver system, the cold particle is transported from the
ground to the first receiver which is the one that is facing to the East. Due to the force of
gravity, the particles are subsequently entering the second receiver which is the one that’s
facing to the West, and finally to the the last receiver which is the one that’s facing to the
North. Because of the directions to which the receivers are facing, the optical efficiency
and flux level of the East and West receivers would be generally lower than that of the
North, which means the highest temperature gradient will only happen at the last receiver,
unlike the parallel multi-aperture concept where each receiver has the same temperature
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gradient. This might lead to the potential in reducing the “hot area” of the receiver system,
and thus can result in lower thermal losses.

3.2

Model implementation

3.2.1

Aperture position and orientation

In the multi-aperture receiver model, the angular position ( ω1 ) of an aperture starts from
+x-axis ( ωo =0°), and increases counter clockwise. Three apertures are facing to the East
(0°), North (90°), and West (180°) respectively. The position of the centre of the aperture i
is determined by using Eq. (92).

{

x i=r cos (ωi )
y i=r sin( ωi)
z i=z rcv,i

(92)

where r is the radial location of each aperture, and is determined by
r=

W
2 tan( α )
2

(93)

where α is the angular space between two adjacent apertures:

α=

γ
n−1

(94)

W =1.2⋅W rcv

(95)

W is the circumferential width of each aperture. It is assumed to be 120% of the width of
the aperture, allowing spaces for engineering implementation, e.g. where W rcv is the width
of each aperture.
As the receivers are working in series, the elevation height of the centre of each aperture
must decrease in a sequence that is defined as follows. The top first level (i.e. the tower
height) is assigned to the east aperture, the second level is the west aperture, the third
level is the middle aperture. The height of each level is 1.2 times the sum of heights of the
receiver at the front levels. By following this sequence, the cold fluid (particles) firstly
comes to the side apertures where the flux is relatively low, and then drops, and being
heated and directed to the central apertures where the flux is relatively high.

3.2.2

Heliostat field layout and optical efficiency lookup table

An initial large surrounding heliostat field with a radial staggered layout is firstly generated
by using the Campo algorithm (Collado and Guallar, 2012). The field generation for the
multi-aperture configuration follows the same method used to generate the heliostat field
for the single-aperture configuration which has been introduced in Section 2.2.2.
The aim point of each heliostat is the centre of the aperture. The aperture at which a
heliostat is aimed is chosen to be the aperture that gives a minimised value of θi . The
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ni of the i -th aperture and the vector ⃗
CH
angle θi is the angle between the normal vector ⃗
from the aperture to the heliostat.

n⃗⋅⃗
CH
θi=arccos( i ⃗ )
|⃗
ni||CH|

(96)

where C (xi, yi, zi) is the centre of the aperture and H (xh, yh, zh) is the location of the
heliostat. If the minimal θi of a heliostat is larger than the threshold (i.e. maximum 90°), the
heliostat will be removed from the layout because it can hardly be seen from any of the
apertures.
aperture 0

aperture 1

aperture 2

Total

Figure 48: Optical efficiency look-up tables (OELTs) of the three aperture receiver model. The individual
aperture OELTs are used in the simulation; the total OELT is shown only for comparison purposes. Note the
morning and afternoon bias of aperture 0 and 2.

An annual optical efficiency lookup table is created for each receiver. Since (1) the sun
positions are symmetric in morning and afternoon and (2) the heliostat field layout and the
receivers distribution are also geometrically symmetric, it is applicable to simulate the sun
positions in half of a day in the annual optical simulations for the full field, and obtain the
full annual optical efficiency by flipping and wrapping the performance of the East and
West receiver together, as shown in Figure 48.

3.2.3

Cascade Receiver Model

Like the single aperture receiver model, the cascaded receivers are also modelled using
ANN surrogate modelling technique. In this case, all three receivers are modelled using a
single combined surrogate model.
To generate the training data, a stand-alone Modelica model of the three cascaded
receivers is constructed and simulated for combinations of possible operating conditions.
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Latin hypercube sampling (LHS) is used to generate the samples against the respected
inputs as described in Table 20. As shown Table 20, the input heat to each receiver can be
separately varied, as would be expected based on the varying optical efficiency over the
day and year, but there is only one single mass flow rate input, which is the flow rate
assumed to pass through each receiver in sequence.
In the Modelica model, each receiver reports its particle outlet temperature T out,pcl at the
bottom of each receiver. These values of T out,pcl are then combined to calculate the thermal
efficiency of the cascaded receivers ηthermal,CR , as a group, as follows

ηthermal,CR =

ṁpcl (h pcl,out −h pcl,in )
n=3

,

(97)

∑ Q̇ap,j
j=1

where hpcl,in and hpcl,out are the enthalpy of the particle evaluated at the inlet and outlet
temperature respectively. ṁpcl and Q̇ ap,j are falling particle mass flow to the cascadedreceivers and incident heat to the jth aperture respectively. This aggregate cascaded
receiver efficiency ηthermal,CR is then used as the output of the Modelica model and
incorporated into the training and validation dataset. A feed-forward ANN is then
constructed and trained against the training dataset (Figure 49).

Figure 49: Cascaded receiver surrogate model illustration.

Using this approach, the mass flow rate appears as neither input nor output variable in the
resulting surrogate model, but is instead calculated using (97), knowing the input heat
rates and output efficiency. The ANN for the cascaded receiver is more complex than that
for the single receiver, due to its 13 independent inputs for one dependent output, as such,
requires the use of Bayesian optimisation (Nogueira, 2014) to optimise the values of the
ANN hyper-parameters to ensure an accurate and efficient model. The ANN architecture is
optimised to minimal the Mean Squared Error (MSE) against unseen validation dataset by
tuning the ANN hyper-parameter i.e. number of neuron, number of hidden layers, learning
rate and drop-out fraction. MSE is chosen since it is able to penalise data points with a
large error. The formula for MSE is described in (98):
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n

∑ (Y i −Y^ i )2

MSE= i =1

(98)

n

where n is the number of the validation data, Y i is the true value of η thermal,CR and Y^ i is the
estimated η thermal,CR value.
Table 20: Input Variables to the Modelica model of the cascaded receivers configuration
Variable

Units

Upper
Bound

Lower
Bound

Description

A ap,1

m2

600

200

Top receiver aperture area

A ap,2

2

m

600

200

Middle receiver aperture area

A ap,3

m2

600

200

Bottom receiver aperture area

AR 1

[-]

3

0.25

Aperture aspect ratio of the top receiver

AR 2

[-]

3

0.25

Aperture aspect ratio of the middle receiver

AR 3

[-]

3

0.25

Aperture aspect ratio of the bottom receiver

Q̇in,1

MWth

600

100

Incident heat to the top receiver

Q̇in,2

MWth

600

100

Incident heat to the middle receiver

Q̇in,3

MWth

600

100

Incident heat to the bottom receiver

T ambient

K

323.15

253.15

θwind

°

360

0

Wind direction

U wind

[m/s]

30

0

Wind speed

T in,pcl

K

973.15

773.15

ṁpcl

kg/s

3500

100

Ambient temperature

Particle inlet temperature
Particle mass flow rate

The result of the validation of the absolute error between the trained ANN model against
additional validation data (i.e. data points not used in training the model) can be seen in
Figure 50. There’s a bit concern on the accuracy of the cascaded surrogate receiver model
where the error can exceed 0.02 value at the validation range (Figure 50 bottom right).
The condition which gives a large error is when the receiver is operated under a high-wind
factor condition ( F wind above 1.5) which in most cases the wind speed has already
reached the cut-off point. In the future iteration, the accuracy of the surrogate cascaded
receiver can be improved by generating a surrogate model for a specific aperture
dimensions instead of putting aperture dimensions as the input to the surrogate model.
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Figure 50: Cascaded surrogate receiver absolute thermal efficiency deviation vs. physical model

3.2.4

Control strategy

A key issue for the cascaded receiver is its performance during defocussed conditions,
namely when the storage is full and all receiver output must be accepted directly by the
power block. In this model, the power block is assumed to only operate at its full design
point, or not at all, in common with the case of the single aperture system (Section 2.2).
For the multi-aperture case, however, the heat input to each receiver must be somehow
calculated. The initial conditions of the system model is used to calculate the receiver heat
inputs under defocussed conditions, on the assumption that each receiver absorbs heat at
a rate proportional to the receiver area, as shown in (99)–(104). During the defocus
condition, the particle mass flow rate ṁpcl equals to the required particle mass flow rate by
the power block at full-load operating condition ṁpcl,PB,des (see Section 2.2.8.1 for detail
discussion on how to obtain ṁpcl,PB,des ).
T in,pcl,1=T cold,tank
T out,pcl,1=T in,pcl,1 +

(99)

A ap,1
(T
−T cold,tank )
A ap,total hot,tank

T in,pcl,2=T out,pcl,1
T out,pcl,2=T in,pcl,2 +

(100)
(101)

A ap,2
(T
−T cold,tank )
A ap,total hot,tank

(102)

T in,pcl,3=T out,pcl,2

(103)

T out,pcl,3=T hot,tank

(104)
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Assuming the ambient temperature equals to the design point and no-wind operating
condition, and knowing the value of ṁ pcl , T in,pcl,i and T out,pcl,i , the defocus heat for the ith
receiver Q̇defocus,i can be calculated. These defocus heat values Q̇defocus,{1,2,3} are then used as
the specified receiver heat input during any defocussed conditions, except in the the case
where the field optical efficiency is insufficient to supply that amount of heat. This simple
approach could be improved in future iterations, by varying the Q̇defocus,{1,2,3} to ensure that
the required total heat is supplied to reach the target temperature wherever possible;
however that is not implemented at this stage, and will result in a small reduction in annual
output.

3.3

Results and Discussion

Optimisation of the multi-aperture receiver system with external storage and towerintegrated storage configurations is conducted using SOGA in DAKOTA, as was used for
the optimisation of the single-aperture configurations (Section 2.4.1).

Figure 51: Heliostat field layout of the optimal multi-aperture configurations, which color indicates the annual
optical efficiency of each individual heliostat.

For the multi-aperture configurations, 14 design variables are evaluated, including eight
ones are the same as those evaluated for the single-aperture configuration (see Section
2.4.2), plus six additional variables for the aperture area and aspect ratio of each receiver.
It should be considered that the surrogate model of the multi-aperture receiver model has
about 1.6% error in the receiver efficiency during certain operating conditions. This may
affect the calculated optimal LCOE, so further refinement of the model should be
considered for future work.
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Figure 52: (a) Configuration of the optimal design of the multi-aperture configurations, along with the optimal
configurations of the single-aperture systems for comparison purposes and (b) breakdown of capital costs for
external storage and tower-integrated storage configurations. At left, parameter values have been normalised
to a maximum value of one, to allow all values to be represented on a single scale. See Figure 43 for the
corresponding single-aperture results.

The optimisation results are shown in Figure 51 for the optimal heliostat field and Figure
52 for the capital cost break down. The full list of the details of the optimal configurations
are summarised in Table 21. Compared to the optimal single-aperture configurations, the
optimal multi-aperture systems have a similar storage capacity (~14 hours) and SM (3.5–
3.6) but with a 10% reduction in the required land area. The receiver thermal efficiency is
improved by 10% (absolute), due to the much smaller thermal losses from the much
smaller total receiver aperture area. The optimal multi-aperture configuration yields an
LCOE results of 56.03 USD/MWhe which is around ~3 USD/MWhe lower compared to the
optimal single-aperture configuration.
The multi-aperture receiver system with external storage configuration enables much
shorter tower and smaller receivers. It significantly increases the number of heliostats that
can be efficiently located near a tower of given size, and hence facilitates a reduction in
the size of the receiver at fixed spillage fractions.
For the configuration of multi-aperture receiver with tower-integrated storage systems,
however, the smaller tower height of the optimal external storage case is not enough to
hold sufficient storage capacity for an efficient design, and the resulting tower height must
be increased, with the result that there is little benefit to tower-integrated storage for the
multi-aperture design. This finding appears to be quite sensitive to the assumptions of the
tower cost model. It might also be competitive if alternative tower designs are integrated
that allow the integration of the same amount of storage at a lower cost, for example a
conical tower. The relationship between tower diameter, height, cost and strength are not
yet well understood and require substantial further work.
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Table 21: Optimal multi-aperture configuration for external and tower-integrated storage
Configuration

External
storage

Towerintegrated

Units

Land area

11.061

9.349

km2

Number of heliostats

11859

11571

[-]

Blocking and shading f b

0.79

0.79

[-]

First row of heliostat R 1

74.7

80.81

m

Tower height H tower

225.5

273.08

m

Tower outer diameter Douter,tower

25

35.2

m

Aperture angular range

180

180

o

Receiver aperture area A ap,top

281.46

285.37

m2

Receiver aperture area A ap,mid

189.81

211.52

m2

Receiver aperture area A ap,bottom

227.73

212.72

m2

Receiver aspect ratio AR CR,top

0.87

0.81

[-]

Receiver aspect ratio AR CR,mid

0.82

0.85

[-]

Receiver aspect ratio AR CR,bot

1.15

1.11

[-]

Solar multiple (SM)

3.59

3.65

[-]

Storage capacity t storage

14.01

13.72

hours

Hot tank insulation thickness d refrac,hot

0.93

0.72

m

Cold tank insulation thickness d refrac,cold

0.36

0.43

m

Annual curtailment efficiency ηcurtail,ann

96.02

96.02

%

Annual optical efficiency ηoptical,ann

43.35

44.41

%

Annual defocus efficiency ηdefocus,ann

93.49

93.43

%

Annual FPR thermal efficiency ηth,FPR,ann

87.28

87.1

%

Annual PB net efficiency ηth,PB,ann

49.17

49.02

%

LCOE

56.03

59.16

USD/MWhe

Annual electricity per year E

722.75

720.94

GWh/y

Capacity factor CF

82.51

82.3

Total capital cost C

476.46

505.44

M·USD

Solar field capital cost

145.53

142.0

M·USD

Tower capital cost

44.97

81.84

M·USD

Receiver capital cost

62.74

71.69

M·USD

Storage capital cost

69.65

60.58

M·USD

PB capital cost

107.63

107.63

M·USD

BOP

18.59

18.59

M·USD

Land cost

27.33

23.10

M·USD

%

4. Peaker system
In this section, the economic feasibility of a G3P3 CSP plant operated as a ‘peaker’ plant
is analysed, where the value of electricity varies over the day and year, and the operating
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strategy of the plant is adapted to meet that varying demand and value, such that
electricity is generated wherever possible at times of higher value and held back at times
of lower value. The analysis of the ‘peaker’ configuration in this section is complementary
to the work done by Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) by Libby (2020). The
analysis that EPRI has done in their work revolves around the benefit of having a particle
CSP peaker plant in a simplified electrical grid system. In their report, Libby highlighted
how the electricity grid operational costs are lower when a particle CSP peaker plant is
integrated. On the other hand, our analysis is based on finding the optimal configuration of
a CSP particle peaker plant. Unlike EPRI’s work that simulates the peaker plant alongside
other generators, we isolate the problem to only consider a single CSP particle plant to be
able to understand the trade-off between system design and system output. This approach
facilitates a great detail in the CSP system modelling and allows for more detailed
optimisation of the design.

4.1

System overview

In this section, we consider ‘peaker’ configurations following the guidelines provided by
DOE (2019). The model used for this study is an adaptation of the single-aperture external
storage configuration described in Section 2. The dispatch of the storage energy in the
peaker configuration study is influenced by the scheduled time-of-day (TOD) factor. The
TOD factor indicates the understood value of dispatched electricity at each specific time of
day throughout the year. The values of TOD used here, as per DOE (2019), are shown in
Table 22.
Table 22: TOD Factor for Different Time. Based on the guidelines from DOE (2019).
Season
Summer:
June - August

Winter:
September- May

4.2

Dispatch Profile

Definition

TOD Factor

Peak

Weekdays, noon – 6 pm

-0.205

Intermediate

Weekdays, 8 am- noon
Weekends, 6-11 pm

3.3

Base-load

All other times

Peak

Weekdays, 8 am – 9 pm

Intermediate

Weekdays, 6-8 am, 9 pm – midnight &
weekends

3.3

Excluded

All days, midnight – 6 am

0.0

1
-0.205

Performance metric for the peaker plant

It is essential to define a suitable performance metric in order to be able to optimise the
peaker configuration. In contrast to the base-load plant concept, where immediate dispatch
will always result in the maximum energy output per year 14, a peaker plant will dispatch
less annual energy E but at higher-value times of year. The optimal design must maximise
the value of the energy produced relative to the annualised cost of the system installed.
The annual value of electricity produced V̄ can be expressed as:
14 Subject to the simplifications in the present work regarding shut-down, start-up and ramping losses.
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V̄ =∫year V dt=∫year T Lbid Ė dt ,

(105)

where V is the electricity value at any given time in a year, T is the instantaneous value of
the TOD factor (Table 22), Ė is the instantaneous electricity dispatch (referred to earlier as
Ẇ PB,net ), and Lbid is the so-called ‘bid price’, which is yet to be determined.
This can be simplified by defining an annual average TOD factor T̄ as follows:
T=

∫year T Ė dt
∫year Ė dt

.

(106)

This then gives
V =L bid T̄ ∫year Ė dt=T̄ Lbid E ,

(107)

where E is the total dispatched electricity (energy) per year.
This total value of electricity can then be incorporated into the the system net present
value equation (Section 2.2.10) in place of L E , as follows:
n

NPV =−C+ ∑
j=1

Lbid⋅T⋅E j−O j
(1+r real ) j

=0

(108)

and following the same procedure as (80) – (82), the necessary bidding price Lbid to
achieve a zero lifetime net present value (NPV) can be determined as:
Lbid =

fC +O
.
TE

(109)

For a system of a fixed design (i.e. fixed C , f and O ), minimising Lbid will maximise the
product T̄ E . For a system of variable design, it is clear that minimising Lbid will balance the
reduction of capital costs with the maximisation of the value of the dispatched energy. As
such, the correct performance metric for optimisation of a peaker system is the
minimisation of Lbid .
It should be noted that the ‘peaker capacity factor’ CF peaker as defined by DOE (2019) can
be related to the above variables as follows:
CF peaker =

T̄ E/ ( 1 a )
=T̄⋅CF
Pnet

(110)

CF peaker is not limited to always being less than one, in contrast to the regular CF . For a
fixed design, maximising peaker capacity factor is equivalent to maximising T̄ E , which as
noted above is equivalent to minimising Lbid , but only for the case of a fixed design.
It can also be noted that the bid price is related closely to the average electricity selling
price L (LCOE) as
Lbid =T̄ L

(111)
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A key point of confusion in this analysis is that in all cases, the revenue of a fixed system
must be the same, since the zero-constraint net present value forces the income to equal
the annualised costs fC +O . It does not make sense to talk about maximising revenue in
this context, only to talk about the way that changing the system configurations allows the
bid price to be lowered, which is reflecting an improved commercial competitiveness of the
system in the specific TOD market context.

4.3

Mathematical formulation of the optimal dispatch strategy

The above calculation of the bid price Lbid guides the system-level optimisation, but does
not specify exactly how an instantaneous dispatch strategy should be determined. This
strategy must have as its goal the maximisation of electricity value over the full year V̄ ,
which can be found to be equivalent to maximising the product of the annual TODweighted electricity T̄ E , even though the value of Lbid is not yet known. We simplify the full
annual optimisation by considering an only limited ‘forecast horizon’ of 48 hours or less,
which can be shown to result in only a minimal change in results.
The dispatch optimisation problem is formulated as a linear program (LP). In this LP
approach, the nonlinearities of the CSP plant e.g. generator start-up/shut down and
storage thermal losses are omitted. The LP is solved such that the TOD-weighted
electricity yield is always maximised for a certain forecast horizon.
E=ηPB⋅Di

(112)

∑ D i⋅T i⋅ηPB=V n

(113)

n

i=1

where V n , D i , T i ,and ηPB are electricity value over a certain forecast horizon of n hours,
dispatch thermal power, TOD factor, and sCO 2-PB net efficiency at design point
respectively. Notice that the dispatched electricity is correlated with the thermal energy
dispatched at time i by multiplying Di with ηPB . The i subscript indicates the i th hour within
the forecast horizon. At each pre-determined constant time step Δ t , nominally 1 hour, the
LP is solved for the next forecast horizon. The LP is constrained by three equalities and
four inequalities. The three equalities guarantee that the LP obeys the energy balance
equation. The energy balance in storage is shown in (114):
Estg,i −Estg,i-1 −Q̇stg,i⋅Δ t=0

(114)

where Estg ,i and Estg ,i−1 are the stored thermal energy in the tank at subsequent time-steps
(e.g. in MWhth) and Q̇stg,i is the incoming thermal power to the tank (e.g. in MW th). At i = 1,
the term Estg ,i−1 is defined as the initial storage energy Estg ,init . The energy balance of the
incoming solar energy is explained in (115):
Q̇stg,i⋅Δ t+ X e,i⋅Δ t= Asf⋅ηsf,rcv⋅Gi⋅Δ t

(115)

where X e , A sf , ηsf,rcv , and G are dumped thermal power, total heliostat reflective area, the
(assumed constant) product of solar field and receiver thermal efficiency at the design
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point, and DNI, respectively. In the future work, ηsf,rcv will be varied according to the sun
position. The last equality is shown in (116) which dictates that at the end of the forecast
horizon, the total stored energy level should not be reduced relative to the initial value.
Estg,init =E stg,n

(116)

Estg,min ⩽E stg,i ⩽Estg,max

(117)

0⩽D i⩽D max

(118)

0⩽ Q̇stg,i ⩽A sf⋅ηsf,rcv⋅G i

(119)

0⩽ X e,i ⩽ Asf⋅ηsf,rcv⋅Gi

(120)

The 4 inequalities are:

which regulate the minimum and maximum storage level (relating to tank capacity),
dispatched energy (relating to power block capacity, so Dmax =P net Δ t ), stored energy
relative to the net energy being supplied by the heliostat field A sf ηsf,rcv G i , and ensuring that
dumped energy can only be positive and cannot exceed the energy supply by the heliostat
field.
In contrast to the immediate dispatch (ID) strategy, the optimal dispatch (OD) plant always
tries to use the stored energy wisely, dispatching at times of highest TOD factor. As noted
above, the OD approach will always result in a lower total electricity output per year E .

4.4

Model Implementation

The first iteration of the LP in SolarTherm was implemented in Python (Dupoux, 2019).
Having implemented the LPP in Python, the integration with SolarTherm whose native
language is Modelica (based on C++) was seen as problematic thus, the algorithm was rewritten in C, making use of the GNU Linear Programming Kit (GLPK) library (Makhorin,
2000).
The C code is interfaced with Modelica using an external C function-call from within the
system model such that, after every interval of 3600 seconds, the annual simulation calls
GLPK to solve the LP for a certain forecast horizon in a rolling window fashion based on
the latest system condition. GLPK reads the input and based on the weather file and TOD
data for the next forecast horizon, the LP is solved. After solving the LP, GLPK returns the
value that has to be dispatched for the next hour. The software architecture can be found
in Figure 53.
By having the dispatch optimisation problem formulated as an LP, the nonlinearities of the
system model e.g. power block shut-down/ramp-up, receiver thermal losses and storage
losses are omitted from the formulation. The main reason why LP is used is because
considering non-linearities in the dispatch optimisation problem can lead to a very
expensive computational expense as well as leading to high probability of facing
simulation technical difficulties i.e. simulation becomes unstable. Regardless the
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simplification in using the LP, the solution returned by the external function is eventually
fed back to the system model which is non-linear in nature.

Figure 53: GLPK - SolarTherm software architecture

4.5

Comparing bid-price- and LCOE-minimising plant designs

4.5.1

The effect of operating an LCOE-minimising plant using the optimal
dispatch strategy

An OD strategy based on LP is implemented in the LCOE-minimising single-apertureexternal-storage plant, and the plant performance is compared between operating the
using ID and OD strategy. The result is shown in Table 23.
Table 23: The Effect of Using OD to Operate an LCOE-minimised Plant
Name

Unit

ID Strategy OD Strategy

Description

L

USD/MWh

59.32

76.07

Levelised cost of electricity (LCOE)

Lbid

USD/MWh

48.59

36.88

Bid price

T

[-]

1.22

2.06

Average TOD factor

CF

%

79.99

61.65

Capacity factor

CF peaker

%

97.64

127.16

TOD-weighted capacity factor

E

GWh/a

700.746

540.118

Electricity yield per year

TE

GWh/a

855.357

1113.975

TOD-weighted electricity yield per year

As can be seen in Table 23, switching the dispatch strategy from ID to OD decreases the
electricity yield of the plant by almost 22% (from 700.746 to 540.118 GW h/a) thus
increasing the LCOE by almost 20% as well. However, activating the OD strategy
increases T by 68.8% relative to operating the plant using the ID strategy which resulting
in the higher TOD-weighted electricity yield T̄ E . This jump in T̄ and T̄ E shows that even
though the OD plant does not produce that much of electricity, it always produces
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whenever the TOD-factor is high (increase in T̄ ) thus increasing the TOD-weighted
electricity yield. Though the annual electricity yield E of ID plant is higher than OD plant,
due to always producing the electricity at lower TOD compared to the OD plant, the
product of T E of ID plant is lower, thus Lbid increases.

Figure 54: OD vs. ID plant dynamics during summer. Plant configuration is the LCOE-minimising singleaperture external storage configuration. The detail configuration can be seen in Table 18.

The dynamics of the LCOE-minimising plant with OD and ID strategies during summer can
be compared in Figure 54. In the summer, except when the TOD-factor is negative, the OD
strategy is always dispatching electricity. This can happen because solar energy is
abundant such that the OD strategy can afford to always dispatch as long as the TOD
factor is positive. This is not the case in winter, as shown in Figure 55. Since the available
solar energy is much less, the utilisation of the storage energy has to be well-strategised,
which results in the OD plant dispatchingonly when the TOD is high.
Implementing the OD strategy means that the power block has 43% more number of
ramp-up and ramp-down cycles (383 counts) compared to ID strategy (267 counts). This
can present problems in the fatigue failure of the power block in the long run and should
be penalised. However analysis of this factor is out of the scope of the peaker study.
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Figure 55: OD vs. ID plant dynamics during winter. Plant configuration is the LCOE-minimising single-aperture
external storage configuration. The detail configuration can be seen in Table 18.

4.6

Optimisation of the bid-price-minimising system configuration

In this section, a full system-level optimisation of a bid-price-minimising (peaker)
configuration is conducted. To do this, the single-aperture external storage system-level
simulation is wrapped by an optimisation algorithm. The objective function of the
optimisation is to minimise bid price Lbid . The full-system optimisation allows us to identify
the most commercially competitive system under specified TOD conditions as described
above.
Table 24: Six variables that are optimised in the first round peaker optimisation.
Variable

Unit

Range

Description

d refrac,cold

m

0.2–1

Insulation thickness of the cold tank

d refrac,hot

m

0.5–2

Insulation thickness of the hot tank

H tower

m

150–300

Optical tower height

fb

[-]

0.5–1

Solar field growth factor

R1

m

60–180

First row of the heliostat radius from the tower

AR fpr

[-]

0.8–2.5

Aspect ratio of the receiver (height/width)

The chosen optimisation algorithm to minimise bid price Lbid is the Nelder-Mead Simplex
method (Nelder and Mead, 1965) which is cheaper and faster to reach convergence
compared to genetic algorithm (GA). However, due to the risk of the optimisation becomes
trapped in a local minimum, a two-round optimisation is implemented. In the first round of
optimisation, six variables are optimised for a set of SM and storage capacity
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combinations. Storage capacity is varied from 3–24 hours with the step of 3 hours, while
SM is varied from 0.5–4 with the step of 0.5. The six variables are shown in Table 24.
The second round of optimisation optimises all of the listed variables in Table 24 as well as
SM and storage capacity. The starting value of the second round optimisation is the
optimal value from the first round. All of the optimisation runs are done with a fixed PB
name plate Pnet of 100 MWe.

4.6.1

First-round optimisation result

The optimal configuration from the first round of the optimisation has an Lbid value of 33
USD/MWhe. It has a smaller SM of 1.5, shorter tower of 166.3 m and smaller storage
capacity of 9 hours compared to the LCOE-minimising single-aperture external storage
plant (the detail configuration can be seen in Table 18). The optimal configuration from the
first-round optimisation is tabulated in Table 25.
Table 25: Optimal configuration of the first round optimisation of the peaker plant. All the values in this table
is used as the initial value for the second round optimisation.
Parameter

Unit

Value

Description

SM

[-]

1.5

Solar Multiple

t storage

hours

9

Storage capacity

d insul,cold

m

0.388

Insulation thickness of the cold tank

d insul,hot

m

0.624

Insulation thickness of the hot tank

H tower

m

166.26

Tower height

fb

[-]

0.645

Solar field growth factor

R1

m

156.62

1st row of the heliostat radius from the tower

AR fpr

[-]

1.03

Aspect ratio of the receiver

Lbid

USD/MWh

33

Bid price

Figure 56 shows the trend of the TOD-weighted electricity yield T E , bid price Lbid , peaker
capacity factor CF peaker , and average TOD factor T̄ for different storage hour and SM
values. For a system with SM > 0.5, as the storage capacity increases, the value of T E
also goes up until the it becomes saturated. From Figure 56 bottom-right, it can also be
seen that the bigger the system i.e. high SM and big storage hours, the smaller the level of
T̄ . It happens because the system can afford to also dispatch when the TOD factor is not
high, compared to smaller system since the size of the storage and solar field is big. On
the other hand, smaller system always have a higher T̄ . This means that small systems
dispatch only when the TOD factor is high due to very limited resources.
For an extreme case of SM 0.5, increasing the storage capacity does not even increase
T̄ E (Figure 56 bottom-left). This happens due to the size of the solar field is too small
such that the storage tank level seldom reach the boundary to be able to dispatch (see
Section 2.2.9.2 for more detail discussion on the power plant controller). This resulting in a
constant increment of Lbid (Figure 56 top-right) due to more expensive capital cost (bigger
storage) without any significant increase to T̄ E .
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Figure 56: Optimised System for Different SM and storage hour. The black square mark is the first-round
optimal configuration which is tabulated in Table 25.

4.6.2

Second-round optimisation result

The second-round optimisation takes the optimal configuration from the first-round
optimisation (see Table 25) as the starting value. Both SM and storage capacity are
included in the optimisation routine, as shown in Table 26.
Table 26: Second round optimisation variables. The initial value for each variable is taken from the first-round
optimisation optimal configuration
Parameter

Unit

Value

Initial value

SM

[-]

1–4

1.5

t storage

hours

3–15

9

d insul,cold

m

0.1–1

0.388

d insul,hot

m

0.5–2

0.624

H tower

m

150–400

166.26

fb

[-]

0.5–1

0.645

R1

m

80–200

156.62

AR fpr

[-]

0.8–2

1.03

The result of the second-round optimisation, which is the optimal configuration of the
peaker plant, is compared with the single aperture external storage configuration that
minimises the LCOE operated using ID strategy (see Table 18 for the detail configuration
of the LCOE-minimising plant). The side-by-side comparison can be seen in Table 27.
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Table 27: Comparison of optimal configuration of LCOE-minimising plant vs. bid-price-minimising 'peaker'
plant.
Configuration

LCOE-minimising
(operated using ID
strategy)

Bid-price-minimising
(operated using OD
strategy)

Unit

SM

3.53

1.525

[-]

Storage capacity t storage

13.58

9.0

hours

Hot tank insulation thickness d refrac,hot

0.75

0.62

m

Cold tank insulation thickness d refrac,cold

0.31

0.38

m

Annual curtailment efficiency ηcurtail,ann

96.01

95.59

%

Annual optical efficiency ηoptical,ann

48.07

41.6

%

Annual defocus efficiency ηdefocus,ann

94.74

94.8

%

Annual FPR thermal efficiency ηth,FPR,ann

75.34

76.5

%

Annual PB net efficiency ηth,PB,ann

49.1

49.8

%

LCOE

59.32

84.37

USD/MWhe

Bid price Lbid

48.59

32.95

USD/MWhe

Electricity per year E

701.05

312.17

GWhe/y

TOD-weighted annual electricity T̄ E

855.357

799.185

GWhe/y

Capacity factor CF

80.03

35.63

%

Peaker capacity factor CF peaker

97.64

89.67

%

Average annual TOD-factor T̄

1.22

2.56

[-]

Total equipment cost

492.78

296.2

M·USD

Solar field capital cost

130.89

66.6

M·USD

Tower capital cost

68.28

19.53

M·USD

Receiver capital cost

70.24

25.76

M·USD

Storage capital cost

65.59

46

M·USD

PB capital cost

107.63

107.63

M·USD

BOP

18.59

18.59

M·USD

Land cost

31.56

12.07

M·USD

It is found that the optimal peaker configuration (bid-price-minimising configuration) has a
much smaller system i.e. smaller solar field (SM 1.525), storage size (9 hours) and shorter
tower height (166.26 m) compared to the LCOE-minimising configuration. Smaller solar
field and storage size means that the peaker system receives less thermal energy from the
sun and has less capability to store the energy compared to the LCOE-minimising system.
Having a shorter tower also resulting in lower annual optical efficiency. This is reflected by
a lower value of annual electricity production E and capacity factor CF which leads to a
dramatic increase of LCOE.
However, this handicap in size and optical efficiency of the peaker plant is balanced out by
having more than 100% higher T̄ value than that of LCOE-minimising plant operated using
ID strategy. Even though the annual electricity yield E of the peaker plant is much less
than LCOE-minimising plant, due to always dispatching at time when the TOD factor is
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high (higher T̄ ), the value of the electricity T̄ E generated by the ‘peaker’ plant is only 6%
less compared to the T̄ E of the LCOE-minimising plant. With that being said, and adding
to the fact that the scale of the peaker system is much smaller (200 million USD cheaper)
compared to the LCOE-minimising plant, the resulting Lbid of the ‘peaker’ system is smaller.
On top of that, even though the LCOE-minimising-plant is operated using OD strategy (see
Table 23), the result of the Lbid for the optimised ‘peaker’ plant is still better. It can be
concluded that in the DOE-specified TOD market environment, the optimal configuration of
the ‘peaker’ plant tends to favour a smaller system.

5. Conclusions
This report has presented a system level analysis of both single- and multi-aperture
particle system as part of the G3P3 system modelling effort. In addition, an extra ‘peaker’
configuration was analysed as a complementary effort to the work conducted by EPRI. We
found that for an immediate dispatch (ID) strategy, the optimal configuration of the LCOEminimising plant uses a multi-aperture receivers with external/ground-mounted storage
system. The optimal peaker configuration is found to be much smaller i.e. smaller heliostat
field and receiver, shorter tower and smaller storage capacity, compared to the LCOEminimising plant. The main findings of this study are summarised below.
For the single-aperture receiver configuration, the lowest LCOE is achieved at 59.07
USD/MWhe when the storage bins are integrated inside the tower, and 59.3 USD/MWhe
when the storage bins are ground-mounted. These two configurations both have 13.5
hours storage capacity, but the integrated storage provides the chance of small savings in
LCOE compared to the external storage, due to cheaper storage tanks (65.69 versus
58.76 million USD). The tower height of the integrated storage configuration is 264 m,
which is 20 m higher than that of the external storage configuration, but the higher tower
provides a higher optical efficiency which results in 773 fewer heliostat numbers and 2.3
km2 land area. The combined effect of cheaper storage, fewer heliostats and the reduction
in the land area is cheaper capital cost even though the tower cost is higher for the
integrated storage configuration, which leads to a lower LCOE.
Multi-aperture cascade configuration alongside external ground-mounted storage system
is found to be the optimal configuration which yields LCOE of 56.03 USD/MWh e. It has
14.01 hours storage capacity with SM of 3.59, and a tower height of 224 m. The total
receiver aperture area is just 699 m 2, which is 191 m2 less than that of the optimal singleaperture configuration. The multi-aperture configuration significantly increases the number
of heliostats that can be efficiently located near a tower of given size. As a result, the best
multi-aperture system has a significantly shorter tower for an equal power block size. The
heliostats in the multi-aperture system are also, on average, closer to the tower and hence
facilitate a reduction in the size of the receiver at fixed spillage fractions. The combined
effect is that cheaper tower and smaller receiver, which provide reduction in the capital
cost of the plant. However the surround field is less efficient on an annual basis, and its
size must be increased. The combined effect is a significant reduction in LCOE for the
immediate dispatch operation. The shorter tower height of the optimal external storage
case is not enough to hold sufficient storage capacity for an efficient design, and the
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resulting tower height must be increased, with the result that there is little benefit to towerintegrated storage for the multi-aperture design. This finding is sensitive to the
assumptions of the tower cost model, and requires further research.
Since the tower cost is very sensitive to the inner diameter dimension (see Section 2.2.5)
and highly uncertain, this optimal configuration is subjected to a debatable accuracy. The
capital cost of the integrated-storage concept hinges on the assumption that the summed
of height of both storage bins and power block should not be higher than half of the tower
height (see Section 2.2.6.2), which drives the inner diameter of the tower. In reality this
constraint is heuristic at best, and should be supported by detail analysis. Further rigorous
tower research and modelling should be conducted in the future.
The result of sensitivity analysis suggests that the heliostat slope error and effective
reflectance affect the LCOE (ranked second and third respectively). This happens because
since the heliostat field cost accounts for about 30% of the total capital cost of the plant.
However, in our cost modeling, the relationship between the quality of the heliostat (slope
error and effective reflectance vs. heliostat specific cost c helio ) is missing such that it still
tells only half of the story. Another important uncertain parameter is the tower cost (rank
fifth in the standardised-regression-coefficient), especially when tower-integrated storage
system is adopted. It accounts for around 13–17% of the total capital cost of the singleaperture system and about 9–16% of the total capital cost of the multi-aperture system.
The wide range of the percentage is driven by an assumption of determining the tower
inner diameter for a given storage capacity (see Section 2.2.5) which leads to an uncertain
tower extra structure cost.
The formulation of the cost models in this report remains an area where further detail
would be valuable; most cost curves at this stage were derived from single-point cost
estimates. With more detail analyses, the shape of these curves may be found to change
and may affect the optimal system configurations and the final LCOE. This is especially
true in relation to the complex interaction of storage cost and tower cost and tower-storage
capacity limitations for the integrated storage concept. Additionally, the receiver cost is
assumed to be a simple linear function of aperture area, so that three smaller receivers are
calculated to be cheaper than a single larger-total-aperture receiver. This may not be
correct once complexity is considered.
Contingency analysis presented here provides a pathway to minimising the owner’s cost of
the system, including providing quantitative evidence to support efforts at risk-based total
cost reduction. The method provided here allows the total contingency budget to be
estimated for a specified level of risk, e.g. the contingency required to allow the product
budget to be met with a probability of 90%.
The optimal bid-price-minimising (peaker) configuration has a smaller system (200 million
USD cheaper) i.e. smaller heliostat field (SM 1.5), smaller storage capacity (9 hours), and
shorter tower (166.26 m) compared to the optimal LCOE-minimising (base-load) singleaperture external storage configuration (see Table 27) with the optimal bid price Lbid of
32.95 USD/MWh. The ‘peaker’ plant produces 60% less electricity per year, 701.05 GWhe/y
for the base-load plant vs. 312.17 GWhe/y for the peaker plant, which results in higher
LCOE, 59.32 USD/MWhe for the base-load plant vs. 84.37 USD/MWhe for the ‘peaker’
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plant. However, the average annual TOD-factor T̄ for the optimal ‘peaker’ plant is more
than doubled of that base-load plant operated using immediate dispatch (ID) strategy
which leads to a lower bid price Lbid . Even though the base-load plant is operated using
OD strategy, the resulting Lbid is still less optimal compared to the peaker plant (36.88
USD/MWhe for base-load operated using OD strategy vs. 32.95 USD/MWhe for ‘peaker’
plant). This concludes that the optimal ‘peaker’ configuration favours a smaller system in
the specified TOD environment.
The basis of the ‘peaker’ analysis between ANU and EPRI is inherently different. ANU
based their analyses on the TOD-factor such that the dispatch optimisation algorithm
always maximise the product of TOD and electricity production ( T̄ E ), while EPRI uses
locational marginal price (LMP) ‘trace’ file such that the dispatch optimisation is maximising
P⋅E where P̄ is the average LMP over the year. Even though using different approach i.e.
P̄ and T̄ , switching between operating the plant using ID strategy to OD strategy should
increase the value of P̄ and T̄ which indicates an improvement in the utilisation of the
thermal energy storage. ANU team tries to optimise the peaker plant’s configuration to
minimise a variable called bid price Lbid (see Section 4.2) while EPRI seems to have not
optimised their proposed peaker configuration against any objective function. We assume
that the 250 MWe with 6 hours of storage of EPRI proposed ‘peaker’ configuration as a
pre-determined optimal ‘peaker’ plant configuration.
In our analysis, we found that switching from a base-load plant to a ‘peaker’ plant
increases the average TOD-factor T̄ by more than double i.e. from 1.22 to 2.56 (see Table
27). This finding is in line with the study done by EPRI where the average LMP over the
year increases up to 22.54% i.e. from 25.45 to 31.2 USD/MWh e when switching from the
base-load to ‘peaker’ plant (Libby, 2020). Even though the findings arrive in a different
magnitude, the trend does not change such that both ANU and EPRI peaker plants
experience a jump in the storage utilisation (indicated by the increase of P̄ and T̄ ). The
difference in magnitude might be caused by several factors such that differences in ANU
and EPRI peaker plant configuration, different approaches used by both teams i.e.
maximising T̄ E instead of P̄ E and different constraints of the dispatch optimisation
algorithm. ANU team also found that the optimal ‘peaker’ plant configuration that optimally
minimise the bid price has a much smaller system size i.e. smaller SM and storage hours,
compared to the base-load plant (see Table 27). It is also shown that ANU optimal peaker
plant produce less (almost 60% less) compared to the base-load plant, however the
weighted energy production (product of T̄ and E which is comparable to EPRI’s P̄ E ) only
drops for about 6% from the base-load plant which means that the disadvantage in plant’s
size is overcame by a very wise utilisation of the storage energy. This is in line with EPRI
findings that the peaker plant produces less electricity per year, but higher electricity value
( T̄ E for ANU and P̄ E for EPRI) compared to the base-load plant even though in EPRI’s
case, the peaker plant is actually having a sightly bigger system-size (250 MW e with 6
hours storage for the peaker plant vs. 100 MW e with 14 hours storage for the base load).
Since EPRI does not do any sensitivity analysis on the effect of changing plant’s
configuration on the performance of the ‘peaker’ plant, we find that this part of the study is
incomparable.
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6. Future Work and Outlook
In this study we found that the multi-aperture is promising. The LCOE is reduced
significantly when switching to multi-aperture from single aperture system. However, we
see that there are still parameters which can be optimised such as the angular range
distribution and number of apertures that have not yet been explored and it is yet to be
understood how these unexplored parameters may affect the plant performance. In the
future work such parameters will be investigated to better clarify the benefit of having
multi-aperture system.
Since the falling particle receiver model that we used are simplifying the physical
interaction between particles in the cavity such as no temperature gradient alongside
curtain thickness, we believe that further understanding on how this physical interaction
behaves under the operating condition of the plant could lead to a new insight on the
optimal configuration. We are looking forward to be able to integrate more complex model
that captures more physical phenomena in the particle receiver model. Having already
developed a framework to generate a surrogate model, it is not impossible to integrate a
very expensive particle receiver model into the system model. The fact that the cascaded
receiver surrogate model has a maximum error of 1.6% means that more work needs to be
conducted to be able to model such concept in a more rigorous way.
The tower integrated-storage system shows a promising future compared to the external
storage in the single aperture configuration. However, a high level of uncertainty in the
integrated-storage system is deeply linked with the mechanical integrity of the tower
structure. In this study, we have not yet implemented a tower mechanical integrity analysis
to determine the required structure thickness that could withstand the required storage
capacity. The current model assumes that the inner diameter of the tower has to satisfy a
constraint mentioned in Section 2.2.5 which can overestimate the cost of the extra
structure. We are looking forward to implement a better approach to determine the
required structural thickness based on a stress analysis. Even though in the multi-aperture
concept switching from external-storage to integrated-storage doesn’t improve the LCOE
significantly, it is still possible to achieve a significant LCOE reduction shall a different
tower shape e.g. conical is explored.
Given the possibility to increase the power block efficiency, studying the receiver system
under different receiver temperature can provide an insightful result. However, higher
temperature has to be accompanied by penalty to the cost to make the trade-off interesting
between the plant performance and the cost. Different size of the power block will also be
simulated to better understand the effect of the plant size to LCOE, with respect to the
specific cost of the PB as a function of the size.
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Appendices
Appendix A.

Parameter input spreadsheet

Attached as an extra set of documents
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Appendix B.

Sensitivity of resolution of OELT and MCRT

This documentation presents the summary of obtaining a sufficient resolution of optical
efficiency lookup table (OELT) from Monte Carlo ray tracing (MCRT) to get the converged
annual incident power onto the receiver.
The optical efficiency is defined as:
ρheliostats =

numi , j
num total

(1)

where Qin_rcv is the incident power onto the receiver (after spillage, before reflection), Ahelios
is the area of all heliostats, Gi is the direct normal irradiance (DNI), and i represents for
an instant time.
The annual optical efficiency is:
i=1 y

∫

ηopt, annual =

G ⋅ηopt,i

i
i=1
i=1 y

∫

(2)
Gi

i=1

The annual incident power onto the receiver is:
i=1 y

Q in_rcv,annual= A helios

∫

G i⋅ηopt,i

(3)

i=1

An OELT is an m×n array that contains the optical efficiency ( ηopt ,i ) at each sun position.
In SolarTherm, the sun position can be defined by four ways, i.e.
(1) declination – solar hour angle,
(2) ecliptic longitude – solar hour angle,
(3) elevation – azimuth angle,
(4) zenith – azimuth angle.
Taking the declination – solar hour angle as an example, the row ( m ) of the OELT is the
declination angle, and the column ( n ) of the OELT is the solar hour angle.
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Figure 57: Example of the OELT (9 x 25)

In SolarTherm, at each time step, the sun position is presented by the two angles, e.g.
declination—solar hour angle. The efficiency at that sun position is interpolated from the
OELT by the two angles. The DNI at that time step is interpolated from the weather data
file. The annual incident power onto the receiver is numerically integrated according to Eq.
(3). The annual incident power should converge to a certain value regardless the
resolution of the OELT.
The OELT is interpolated by CombiTable2D 15 in Modelica. There are two available and
suitable methods:
•

(1) bilinear interpolation
LinearSegments "Table points are linearly interpolated"

•

(2) bivariate Akima interpolation: smooth interpolation by bicubic Hermite splines
such that der(y) is continuous, also if extrapolated
ContinuousDerivative "Table points are interpolated (by Akima
splines) such that the first derivative is continuous"

The annual efficiency difference is defined as (Schöttl et al., 2016)

The root-mean-square deviation is defined as (Schöttl et al., 2016)

The clear-sky DNI model that presented by Grigoriev, Corsi and Blanco, 2016 is applied,

G=G 0 e

−τ
p
(sin θ)

(4)

where G is DNI, θ is elevation angle, G0 = 1618 W/m2 , τ = 0.606 , p = 0.491. The annual DNI
data is generated as a lookup table against the solar hour angle and declination angle, as
15 CombiTable2D:
HTTP://build.openmodelica.org/Documentation/Modelica.Blocks.Tables.CombiTable2D.html
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shown in Fig. 58. The lookup table is in a format that can be imported in SolarTherm,
interpolated and created an instant value. Different size of tables are evaluated
accordingly.

Figure 58: Clear-sky DNI annual lookup table

Different sizes of DNI lookup tables are generated, i.e. number of rows ( nd = 1, 20, 1) and
number of columns (nh = 3, 48, 1). The lookup tables are interpolated by two methods in
Modelica.
•

bilinear interpolation (LinearSegments)

•

bicubic Hermite splines (ContinuousDerivative)

A reference time-series DNI ( Gref ) is calculated by Eq. 4. The other time-series DNI is
interpolated by each lookup table. The root-mean-square deviation is evaluated in
percentage by dividing the mean value of the reference DNI:

εrmsd,dni =

√

n

∑ (Gref ,t −Gt )2
t=1

n
Ḡref

(5)

×100 %

The mean of the reference DNI ( Ḡ ref ) is the average value of non-zero elements. The
results are shown in Fig. 59.

(a) Bilinear
(b) Bicubic
Figure 59: Root-mean-square deviation

The conclusions are:
•

The bicubic method is better than the bilinear method due to it requires a smaller
size of table to maintain the deviation in 5%.
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•

An extremely large size table (365 × 200), the deviation is 4%. Thus, 5% is a good
selection.

•

The smallest size of the table ( n_row × n_column) that gives 5% deviation is 3 ×
21. See the comparison with the reference value in Figure 60. The n_row is the
number of declination angles, and the n_column is the number of solar hour angles.

Figure 60: Comparison of the DNI data between the reference value and the value interpolated from
the 3 x 21 lookup table on the selected days

Annual optical efficiency case study
Primary parameters
•

Q̇in,FPR = 628797939.55 W

•

W helio = 12.0156 m

•

H helio = 12.0156 m

•

H tower = 220 m

•

R1 = 90 m

•

f b = 0.7

•

W rcv = 24.15 m

•

H drop = 24.15 m

•

Weather file: Daggett (gen3p3_Daggett_TMY3_.motab)
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Table resolution
row
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

column
8
10
12
15
20
25
30

row
5
5
5
5

column
8
15
20
25

row
7
7
7
7

column
8
15
20
25

row
9
9
9
9
9
9
9

column
8
10
12
15
20
25
30

row
15
15
15
15
15
15
15

column
8
10
12
15
20
25
30

row
21
21
21
21
21
21
21

column
8
10
12
15
17
20
25

row
27
27
27
27
27
27
27

column
8
10
12
15
20
25
30

row
33
33
33
33
33

column
15
20
25
30
35

row
39
39
39
39

column
15
20
25
30

row
45
45

Accuracy analysis
Root-mean-square deviation
The finest OELT (45×30) is selected as the reference case. The deviation is evaluated by

εrmsd , η=

√

n

∑ (ηref , t −ηt )2

(6)

t=1

n
η̄ref

×100 %

where η̄ref is the average of non-zero values of the time-series annual optical efficiency
interpolated from the reference OELT in Modelica. Bicubic Hermite splines
(ContinuousDerivative) method is chosen for the interpolation. In order to make the
data as a matrix, the R = [3, 5, 7, 9, 15, 21, 27] and C = [8, 15, 20, 25] were selected and
compared with the reference (45×30) case. The comparison is shown in Fig. 61.

Figure 61: Root-mean-squared deviation of different size of the OELT compared to the reference case

The conclusions are:
•

To make 5% deviation, the smallest size of OELT is (3 × 18).

•

To make 3% deviation, the smallest size of OELT is (5 × 22) – 11.92 min, 26
simulations.
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Figure 62: Comparison between the time-series optical efficiency interpolated from oelt (5 ×22) and the
reference oelt (45×30) on the selected days

See the details of the comparison between the data from the reference case and the
selected case below:
row
45
5

column
30
22

n_helios
11842
11839

Q_resource
1.1613E+16
1.1610E+16

(a) number of heliostats
all diff<0.1%

Q_annual
5.3269E+15
5.3247E+15

eta_annual
0.45869
0.45862

(b) Q_annual
(3 ×14) 0.5%

eta_des
0.53097
0.53112

Q_in_rcv
A_land
628797939.555 8366661.0579
628797939.555 8458709.2801

(c) A_land
(3×10) 0.5%

Number of rays
•

Number of rays for the annual optical efficiency
1e6 is a good number of rays, with the rmsd just 2.84% (compared to 1×10 ⁷ rays,
45×30 OELT) and only took 380 s (6.3 min).
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•

Number of rays for the field design
However, too less number of rays will influence the field layout design, and thus
influence on the cost. 5 million of rays gives a better estimation, with 8.75 min.
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Conclusion of the sensitivity study of the OELT mesh versus optical efficiency accuracy:
•

5 × 22 OELT

•

5 million rays
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Appendix C. Sensitivity of optical errors
The sensitivity of slope errors is investigated by simulation a range of slope errors (from 1
mrad to 3 mrad) for a 500 MWh heliostat field on an annual basis. As shown in the figure
below, the optical efficiency decreases significantly (~0.2) when slope error increases from
1 mrad to 3 mrad. It is important to have reliable data of heliostat property in the design
stage to reduce uncertainty.
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Appendix D. Sensitivity of tower shading
The sensitivity of tower shading is investigated by simulating a 500 MWth heliostat field
with different diameter of towers in an annual basis. Very large tower diameters, from 40 m
to 60 m and 80 m are examined. It is found that the deduction of optical efficiency is just
0.6% for a tower with diameter of 40 m and height of 240 m.
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Appendix E.

Validation of surrogate models

Validation of the sCO2-PB surrogate model versus additional ‘unseen’ data
generated by SAM SSC model.

Figure 63: Surrogate PB vs. SSC PB Model. Ambient temperature 313.15 K
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Figure 64: Surrogate PB vs. SSC PB Model. Ambient temperature 293.15 K

Figure 65: Surrogate PB vs. SSC PB Model. Ambient temperature 268.15 K
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Validation of the single-aperture FPR surrogate receiver model versus unseen data
generated by the physical model.

Figure 66: Surrogate Receiver Single Aperture vs. Physical Model.

H FPR 15 m aspect ratio 0.5

Figure 67: Accuracy of the single-aperture surrogate receiver model relative to the detailed physical model. H FPR 30 m
aspect ratio 1. Overall, performance of the surrogate model becomes worse as the receiver becomes “fat” (wider).
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Validation of Cascade Aperture Surrogate Receiver Model vs. Unseen Data
Generated by Physical Model

Figure 68: Cascade aperture surrogate model validation.
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Appendix F.

Model versions and setup details

1. Optimisation model versions
The versions of the models that corresponds to the optimisation results that
presented in the report are summarised in this section.
1) single aperture, external storage
<System model>
PhysicalParticleCO21D_1stApproach_SurrogateReceiver_OnTheFlySurrogate.mo
Location : Github
Branch
: ParticleSystem1D
Date
: Wed Dec 16 13:04:42 2020 +1100
Commit
: 598d0a26bdb6930d9931b23e070604a5b6890d31
-- set_external_storage=true
<Optical model>
Name
: solstice-script (solsticepy)
Location : Github
Branch
: dev
Date
: Tue Dec 15 18:13:31 2020 +1100
Commit

: d796b2de7cffa14b3ae9202ac8f82880fef6dc12

<Parameters>
Name
: ANU-parameters-G3P3-single-aperture.xlsx
Location : SVN (g3p3)
Date
: Tue Dec 15 21:56:40 2020 AEDT
Version : 12121
https://stg-06.anu.edu.au/viewvc/stg/astri/g3p3/modelling/parameters/ANU-parametersG3P3-single-aperture.xlsx?revision=12121&view=co

2) single aperture, tower-integrated storage
<System model>
Name
:
PhysicalParticleCO21D_1stApproach_SurrogateReceiver_OnTheFlySurrogate.mo
Location : Github
Branch
: ParticleSystem1D
Date
: Wed Dec 16 13:04:42 2020 +1100
Commit
: 598d0a26bdb6930d9931b23e070604a5b6890d31
<Optical model>
Name
: solstice-script (solsticepy)
Location : Github
Branch
: dev
Date
: Tue Dec 15 18:13:31 2020 +1100
Commit
: d796b2de7cffa14b3ae9202ac8f82880fef6dc12
<Parameters>
Name
: ANU-parameters-G3P3-single-aperture.xlsx
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Location : SVN (g3p3)
Date
: Thu Dec 10 16:30:37 2020 AEDT
Version : 12121
https://stg-06.anu.edu.au/viewvc/stg/astri/g3p3/modelling/parameters/ANU-parametersG3P3-single-aperture.xlsx?revision=12121&view=co

3) multi-aperture, external storage
<System model>
Name
:
PhysicalParticleCO21D_1stApproach_SurrogateReceiverCascade_OnTheFlySurro
gate.mo
Location : Github
Branch
: ParticleSystem1D
Date
: Wed Dec 16 13:04:42 2020 +1100
Commit
: 598d0a26bdb6930d9931b23e070604a5b6890d31
-- set_external_storage=true
<Optical model>
Name
: solstice-script (solsticepy)
Location : Github
Branch
: dev
Date
: Tue Dec 15 18:13:31 2020 +1100
Commit
: d796b2de7cffa14b3ae9202ac8f82880fef6dc12
<Parameters>
Name
: ANU-parameters-G3P3-multi-aperture.xlsx
Location : SVN (g3p3)
Date
: Tue Dec 15 21:56:40 2020 AEDT
Version : 12121
https://stg-06.anu.edu.au/viewvc/stg/astri/g3p3/modelling/parameters/ANU-parametersG3P3-multi-aperture.xlsx?revision=12121&view=co

4) multi-aperture, tower-integrated storage
<System model>
Name
:
PhysicalParticleCO21D_1stApproach_SurrogateReceiverCascade_OnTheFlySurro
gate.mo
Location : Github
Branch
: ParticleSystem1D
Date
: Wed Dec 16 13:04:42 2020 +1100
Commit
: 598d0a26bdb6930d9931b23e070604a5b6890d31
<Optical model>
Name
: solstice-script (solsticepy)
Location : Github
Branch
: dev
Date
: Tue Dec 15 18:13:31 2020 +1100
Commit
: d796b2de7cffa14b3ae9202ac8f82880fef6dc12
<Parameters>
Name
: ANU-parameters-G3P3-multi-aperture.xlsx
Location : SVN (g3p3)
Date
: Tue Dec 15 21:56:40 2020 AEDT
Version : 12121
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https://stg-06.anu.edu.au/viewvc/stg/astri/g3p3/modelling/parameters/ANU-parametersG3P3-multi-aperture.xlsx?revision=12121&view=co

2. Instruction of running the models
To run the SolarTherm models, one should install the following packages and follow
the user guide of SolarTherm: https://solartherm.readthedocs.io/en/latest/
1) Setup SolarTherm
See the instruction on the SolarTherm Github wiki page:
•

Linux:
https://github.com/SolarTherm/SolarTherm/wiki/Building-SolarTherm

•

Windows:
https://github.com/SolarTherm/SolarTherm/wiki/Running-SolarTherm-onWindows-%28MSYS2%29

2) Setup Solstice and solsticepy
See the instruction on the solstice-scripts Github page:
https://github.com/anustg/solstice-scripts
3) Setup DAKOTA
See the instruction here: https://github.com/shuangw1012/Dakota
4) Instruction on how to use On The Fly Surrogate models
•

Required Python Package:
◦ scikit-learn → sudo pip install scikit-learn
◦ DyMat → sudo pip install DyMat
◦ pyDOE → sudo pip install pyDOE
◦ pandas → sudo pip install pandas
◦ numpy → sudo pip install numpy
◦ tensorflow → sudo pip install tensorflow

•

Required C library:
◦ GLPK
◦ GSL
◦ TensorFlow for C

•

Install GLPK:
◦ A) Download the GLPK installer
wget http://ftp.gnu.org/gnu/glpk/glpk-4.65.tar.gz

◦ B) Download GLPK signature keys
wget http://ftp.gnu.org/gnu/glpk/glpk-4.65.tar.gz.sig
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◦ C) Verify the signature keys by running gpg

--verify

glpk-

4.65.tar.gz.sig

◦ D) If C) failed, run gpg --keyserver keys.gnupg.net --recv-keys
5981E818 and repeat step C)
◦ E) Unpacking the tar file by running
tar zx < glpk-4.65.tar.gz

◦ F) Change directory to ./glpk-4.65
◦ G) If you are in your local machine :
> Run ./configure
> Run make -j8 install
If you are in your local folder in the super computer (ANU-GADI):
> Create a folder called local in /scratch/xa1/username
> Run ./configure –-prefix=/scratch/xa1/username/local/
> Run make -j8 prefix=/scratch/xa1/pg5707/local/ install
•

Install GSL (GNU Scientific Library):
◦ A) Download the GLPK installer
wget ftp://ftp.gnu.org/gnu/gsl/gsl-2.6.tar.gz

◦ B) Unpacking the tar file by running
tar -zxvf gsl-2.6.tar.gz

◦ C) Change directory to ./gsl-2.6
◦ D) If you are in your local machine :
> Run ./configure
> Run make -j8
> Run make check
> Run make install
If you are in your local folder in the super computer:
> Create a folder called local in /scratch/xa1/username (skip this step if
you already has)
> Run ./configure –-prefix=/scratch/xa1/username/local/
> Run make -j8
> Run make check
> Run make install
•

Install TensorFlow for C
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◦ A) Download the TensorFlow for C installer
wget https://storage.googleapis.com/tensorflow/libtensorflow/libtensorflow-cpulinux-x86_64-2.3.1.tar.gz

◦ B) If you are in your local machine :
> sudo tar -C /usr/local -xzf <downloaded-filename>
If you are in your local folder in the super computer:
> Create a folder called local in /scratch/xa1/username (skip this step
if you already has)
> tar -C
filename>
•

/scratch/xa1/username/local/

-xzf

<downloaded-

Install SAM
A) Download SAM beta version v.2020.11.12
https://samrepo.nrelcloud.org/beta-releases/sam-beta-linux-2020-11-12.run
B) chmod +x sam-beta-linux-2020-11-12.run
cd ~/SAM/2020.11.12/linux_64
cp libssc.so ssc.so
mkdir ~/.local/include/SAM
cp sscapi.h ~/.local/include/SAM
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Classification

Symbol

System level

SM

System level

pri_om_prod

System level

pri_om_name

System level
System level
System level
System level
System level
System level
Storage
Storage
Storage
Storage
Storage
Storage

pri_land
year
t_zone
lon
lat
dni_des
Th_refractory_hot_tank
Th_refractory_cold_tank
t_storage
pri_particle
NS_particle
tank_ar

Nominal

Unit
1-

8.33333333E-10 $/J/year
0.04 $/W/year
2.47105163015 USD/m2
1967 -8 h
-116.783 deg
34.86667 deg
950 W/m2
0.6 m
0.4 m
13 h
1 $/kg
0.05 1.17 -

Name

Type

Distribution B1(LB or SD)
2
1 pert

6.25E-10

1 pert

0.03

1 pert
0
0
0
0
0
2
2
2
1 pert
1 pert
0

1.853288723

Storage

T_hot_set

1073.15 K

0

Storage

T_cold_set

823.15 K

0

Storage

pri_roof

Storage

pri_RF

Storage

457.4662 USD/m3

0

2700 USD/m3

0

pri_portland

229 USD/m3

0

Storage

pri_HRC

850 USD/m3

0

Storage
Receiver
Receiver
Receiver
Receiver
Receiver
Receiver

pri_filler_floor
ar_rec_lv3
ar_rec_lv2
ar_rec_lv1
A_ap_lv3
A_ap_lv2
A_ap_lv1

150 USD/m3
111300 m2
300 m2
300 m2

0
2
2
2
2
2
2

Receiver
Receiver
Receiver
Receiver

pri_receiver
f_loss
tilt_rcv
th_w

Receiver
Receiver
Receiver

T_amb_des_rcv
rho_s
rcv_type

Receiver

packing_factor

0.6 1

Receiver
Receiver

k_w
h_conv_backwall

0.2 W/K
10 W/(m2.K)

Receiver
Receiver
Receiver

F
eta_rcv_assumption
eps_w

37400 USD/m2
1E-06 0 deg
0.05 m
283.15 K
3300 kg/m3
multi-aperture -

0.54 0.88 1
0.8 -

1.5

1 pert
1 pert
0
0
0
0
0

0.6
0.3
10
0.75
0.0375

0.8
0.8
0.8
100
100
100
28050
7.5E-07

B2 (UB)

Description

4 Solar multiple
Variable O&M cost per production per year Converted from 3
1.04167E-09 USD/Mwh/year. Uncertainty +/- 25%
Fixed O&M cost per nameplate per year. Converted from 40USD/kW-a.
0.05 Uncertainty +/- 25%
Land cost per area [USD/m2] Converted fro, 10000USD/acre. Uncertainty
3.088814538 +/- 25%
Meteorological year TMY2 Dagget 1967 Location ID 23161
Local time zone (UTC=0)
Longitude (+ve East) TMY2 Dagget 1967 Location ID 23161
Lati1tude (+ve North) TMY2 Dagget 1967 Location ID 23161
DNI at design point
1.2 Thickness of the refractory of the hot tank [m] - Dome Storage only
0.8 Thickness of the refractory of the cold tank [m] - Dome Storage only
22 Storage capacity
1.25 Unit cost of particles per kg. Uncertainty is +/- 25%
0.0625 Fraction of additional non-storage particles. Uncertainty is +/- 25%
storage aspect ratio
Hot tank target temperature == HTF inlet temperature to the PB at design
point (K)
Cold tank target temperature == HTF outlet temperature from PB at design
point (K). The uncertainty will not be implied in the specific cost, rather than
changing the total cost directly
Specific cost for roof (integrated storage). The uncertainty will not be
implied in the specific cost, rather than changing the total cost directly
Specific cost of refractory [USD/m 3]. The uncertainty will not be implied in
the specific cost, rather than changing the total cost directly
Specific cost of portland concrete [USD/m 3]. The uncertainty will not be
implied in the specific cost, rather than changing the total cost directly
Specific cost of high resistance concrete [USD/m^3]. The uncertainty will
not be implied in the specific cost, rather than changing the total cost
directly
Specific cost of floor filler material [USD/m 3]
1.2 Height to diameter aspect ratio of the bottom receiver aperture
1.2 Height to diameter aspect ratio of the mid receiver aperture
1.2 Height to diameter aspect ratio of the top receiver aperture
600 Bottom receiver aperture area [m 2]
600 Mid receiver aperture area [m2]
600 Top receiver aperture area [m 2]
Falling particle receiver cost per design aperture area Kevin albrecht, 2019
46750 https://is.gd/3VN0O7
1.25E-06 Fraction of particles flow lost in receiver. Uncertainty +/- 25%
tilt of receiver in degree relative to tower axis
Backwall thickness of the receiver

Source

Gen3 Topic 1 Downselect Criteria rev_0 Table 2: Economic Evaluation Assumptions
Gen3 Topic 1 Downselect Criteria rev_0 Table 2: Economic Evaluation Assumptions
Gen3 Topic 1 Downselect Criteria rev_0 Table 2: Economic Evaluation Assumptions
TMY2 Dagget 1967 Location ID 23161 (Luis Email to Philipe Gunawan April 7th 2020)
TMY2 Dagget 1967 Location ID 23161 (Luis Email to Philipe Gunawan April 7 th 2020)
TMY2 Dagget 1967 Location ID 23161 (Luis Email to Philipe Gunawan April 7th 2020)
TMY2 Dagget 1967 Location ID 23161 (Luis Email to Philipe Gunawan April 7th 2020)
Sandia Excel Parameters – Sent by Cliff to ANU February 13th 2020 (VariableEES_v12.xlsx)

Kevin albrecht, 2019 https://is.gd/3VN0O7

Kevin
2019 https://is.gd/3VN0O7
Basedalbrecht,
on calculation
of the PB model if the turbine inlet temperature is 715 oC, approach
PHX temperature is 15oC and PB size is 111.11 MWe and the incoming particle
temperature is 800oC, then the particle outlet temperature from PHX at design point is
roughly around 550oC
Based on Jeremy Sment External and Tower-Integrated Storage bin cost calculations. See
his email to Philipe Gunawan at December 9 th 2020
Based on Jeremy Sment External and Tower-Integrated Storage bin cost calculations. See
his email to Philipe Gunawan at December 9th 2020
Based on Jeremy Sment External and Tower-Integrated Storage bin cost calculations. See
his email to Philipe Gunawan at December 9th 2020
Based on Jeremy Sment External and Tower-Integrated Storage bin cost calculations. See
his email to Philipe Gunawan at December 9th 2020
Based on Jeremy Sment External and Tower-Integrated Storage bin cost calculations. See
his email to Philipe Gunawan at December 9th 2020

Kevin albrecht, 2019 https://is.gd/3VN0O7
Kevin albrecht, 2019 https://is.gd/3VN0O7
Sandia Excel Parameters – Sent by Cliff to ANU February 13 th 2020 (VariableEES_v12.xlsx)
Sandia Excel Parameters – Sent by Cliff to ANU February 13th 2020 (VariableEES_v12.xlsx)
Kevin albrecht, 2019 https://is.gd/3VN0O7

0

Design point ambient temp of the receiver (K)
Particle intrinsic density [kg/m3]
other options are : flat, cylindrical, stl
Maximum is 0.647 according to
https://is.gd/OGoy6i .
0.6 sounds making sense for an estimation of the packing factor

0
0

Thermal conductance of the back wall of the receiver
Constant Convective heat transfer coefficient (backwall) [W/m^2-K]

Sandia Excel Parameters – Sent by Cliff to ANU February 13th 2020 (VariableEES_v12.xlsx)
Sandia Excel Parameters – Sent by Cliff to ANU February 13 th 2020 (VariableEES_v12.xlsx)

0
0
0

View Factor of the particle curtain - based on EES code by Sandia
Receiver net thermal efficiency guess value to size the receiver
Receiver wall emmisivity - based on EES code by Sandia

Sandia Excel Parameters – Sent by Cliff to ANU February 13th 2020 (VariableEES_v12.xlsx)

Meng et al https://is.gd/OGoy6i

Sandia Excel Parameters – Sent by Cliff to ANU February 13 th 2020 (VariableEES_v12.xlsx)

Receiver
Receiver
Receiver

eps_s
d_p
cp_s

Receiver

abs_s

Power block

0.9 -

pri_PHX_per_area

Power block
Power block
Power block
Power block

pri_bop
pri_block
h_conv_CO2
f_fixed_load

Power block

T_low

Power block
Power block

pri_PHX_BOP_s
pri_PHX_BOP_CO2

Power block
Power block
Power block
Power block
Power block
Power block

par_fr
p_high
nu_min_blk
eta_comp_re
eta_comp_main
dT_mc_approach

NEC
Heliostat field and tower
Heliostat field and tower
Heliostat field and tower

0.9 0.00035 m
1200 J/(kg.K)

6594.5 $/m2

0.16730769231 USD/We
600 USD/We
2000 W/(m2K)
0.0055 314.15 K
9153 USD-s/kg
4753 USD-s/kg

Euro_to_USD_exchange_rat
R1
H_tower
fb

Heliostat field and tower slope_error
Heliostat field and tower pri_site
Heliostat field and tower pri_lift
Heliostat field and tower helio_uncertain_factor

0
0
0
0
1 pert

1 pert
1 pert
1 pert
1 pert

1.21 80 m
200 m
0.6 -

0
2
2
2

Particle absorptivity - based on EES code by Sandia
Primary Heat Exchanger Manufacture+Material Cost (USD/m2). The
distribution and nominal value comes from Luis CDF Excel. Email subject:
9031 Tower and storage costs December 8 th 2020

0.125480769 0.209134615 $/We Balance of plant cost per gross rated power. Uncertainty is +/- 25%
450
750 sCO2 PB cost USD per kWe net based on the G3P3 Roadmap Report
1500
2500 According to Sandia EES Code
0.004125
0.006875 Fixed load constantly consumed by PB when it operates

Sandia Excel Parameters – Sent by Cliff to ANU February 13th 2020 (VariableEES_v12.xlsx)
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Sandia Excel Parameters – Sent by Cliff to ANU February 13 th 2020 (VariableEES_v12.xlsx)
Sandia Excel Parameters – Sent by Cliff to ANU February 13th 2020 (VariableEES_v12.xlsx)
G3P3 conversation email by Cliff 11 Nov 2020. The distribution and nominal value comes
from Luis CDF Excel. Email subject: Tower and storage costs December 8 th 2020
290--> Maximum BOP cost per MWe from SAM. 1040 is the maximum power block cost
per MWe at SAM. 600 is the specific cost of the power block in $/kWe. The calculation is
based on Luis email to Philipe Gunawan on September 10th 2020. The distribution comes
from Luis CDF Excel. Email subject: Tower and storage costs December 8 th 2020
Gen3 Topic 1 Downselect Criteria rev_0 Chapter 3.1.3
Based on Luis Email to Philipe Gunawan July 16 th 2020 Subject: HX model
Sandia Excel Parameters – Sent by Cliff to ANU February 13 th 2020 (VariableEES_v12.xlsx)

Compressor inlet temperature at design point (K)
Sandia Excel Parameters – Sent by Cliff to ANU February 13th 2020 (VariableEES_v12.xlsx)
Primary Heat Exchanger Particle Cost [USD-s/kg] - G3P3 conversation email
by Cliff 11 Nov 2020
G3P3 conversation email by Cliff 11 Nov 2020
Primary Heat Exchanger sCO2 Line Cost (USD-s/kg) G3P3 conversation email by Cliff 11 Nov 2020

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1-

4158

0

0.1 25000000 Pa
0.5 0.89 1
0.89 6K

0.00153 rad
10 $/m2
58.37 USD-s/kg-m

Particle emmisivity - based on EES code by Sandia
Particle diameter [m]
particle specific heat capacity [J/kgK]

40
150
0.5

1 pert
1 pert
1 pert

0.001
7.5
43.7775

1 pert

0.913841848

Guess value of the parasitics fraction of power block rating at design point
Compressor outlet pressure (Pa)
Neises et al 2019 https://is.gd/83dv6W
Minimum allowed part-load mass flow fraction to power block
re-compressor isentropic efficiency
main compressor isentropic efficiency
Neises et al 2019 https://is.gd/83dv6W
Temp. difference between main compressor CO2 inlet and ambient (C/K) Neises et al 2019 https://is.gd/83dv6W
Based on Jeremy Sment External and Tower-Integrated Storage bin cost calculations. See
[USD/Euro]
his email to Philipe Gunawan at December 9th 2020
120 distance between the first row heliostat and the tower
300 Tower height
1 factor to grow the field layout
G3P3 conversation 1.53mrad is actially taken from SolarPILOT (Luis Email Subject:
0.003 slope error of heliostats, in radiant
Heliostat optical error on July 16th 2020)
12.5 Site improvements cost per area [USD/m 2 of heliostat field]
Sandia Excel Parameters – Sent by Cliff to ANU February 13 th 2020 (VariableEES_v12.xlsx)
72.9625 Lift cost per rated mass flow per height
Kevin albrecht, 2019 https://is.gd/3VN0O7
Uncertainty multiplier to the effective heliostat reflectance factor (product
of helio_soil, helio_sf_ratio and helio_rho). The uncertain range is made by
1.085187195 making the effective reflectance in the range of 0.8 to 0.95
ANU
https://www.osti.gov/servlets/purl/5492650 pp.42

Heliostat field and tower he_av_design
Heliostat field and tower eff_lift
Heliostat field and tower dh_liftHX

0.99 0.8 10 m

1 pert
1 pert

0.985
0.75

1 pert

7

Heliostat field and tower
Heliostat field and tower
Heliostat field and tower
Heliostat field and tower

windy_slope_error_factor 1.30718954248 pri_tower_scalar_exp_SAM
0.0113 pri_tower_fix_SAM
3000000 n_row_oelt
5-

0
0
0
0

Heliostat field and tower
Heliostat field and tower
Heliostat field and tower
Heliostat field and tower
Heliostat field and tower
Heliostat field and tower
Heliostat field and tower

n_procs
n_col_oelt
helio_soil
helio_sf_ratio
helio_rho
field_type
AR_helio

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

122 0.95 0.97 0.95 multi-aperture 1-

0.995 Heliostat availability. Uncertainty +/- 0.005 absolute value (Ho et al 2011)
0.85 Lift total efficiency. Uncertainty is +/- 0.05 absolute value
Vertical displacement in heat exchanger lift. By seeing Jeremy Sment
12 AutoCad design during a meeting. Philipe’s observation
Multiplier to the slope_error such that the product is the windy_slope_error
(2 mrad windy slope at nominal)
Scaler for tower cost according to SAM
Fix tower cost according to SAM cost function
number of rows of the look up table (simulated days in a year)
number of processors to run the MCRT, 0 is using maximum available num
cpu, 1 is 1 CPU,i.e run in series mode
number of columns of the lookup table (simulated hours per day)
Heliostat soiling factor. 0.95 is the default value in SolarPILOT
Reflective surface ratio. 0.97 is the default value in SolarPILOT
Reflectivity of heliostat. 0.95 is the default value in SolarPILOT
Other options are : surround
ratio between H_helio/W_helio

Availability average is 0.911 (1983-1985)excluding the extreme weather, the heliostat
avilability from this paper are 0.914 in 1983, 0.915 in 1984 and 0.926 in 1985.
Extrapolating to 2020 the availability can safely to be said 1, yet we choose 0.99 as the
precautious measure of extreme weather
Sandia Excel Parameters – Sent by Cliff to ANU February 13 th 2020 (VariableEES_v12.xlsx)
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Gen3 Topic 1 Downselect Criteria rev_1 Chapter 3.1.7
SAM v2020.2.29
SAM v2020.2.29

SolarPILOT default value
SolarPILOT default value
SolarPILOT default value
SolarPILOT default value

Heliostat field and tower
Finance
Finance
Finance
Finance
Finance
Finance

A_helio
r_i
r_disc_nom
r_cons
t_life
t_cons
r_contg

144.375 m2
0.025 0.0701 0.09 30 year
0 year
0.1 -

Control system
Control system

Wspd_max
t_start

15.65 m/s
3600 s

Control system

nu_start

Control system
Control system
Control system
Control system
Control system
Control system
Control system

nu_min_sf
hot_tnk_full_ub
hot_tnk_full_lb
hot_tnk_empty_ub
hot_tnk_empty_lb
horizon
ele_min

Control system
Control system
Control system

dt
cold_tnk_defocus_ub
cold_tnk_defocus_lb

0.29 0.3 95 %
93 %
10 %
5%
48 h
0.0872665 rad
1h
7%
5%

0
1 pert
1 pert
1 pert
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0.02
0.052575
0.0675

Heliostat mirror area (m2)
0.03 Inflation rate. Uncertainty is +/- 0.005 absolute value
0.087625 Nominal discount rate. Uncertainty is +/- 25%
0.1125 Construction cost rate. Uncertainty is +/- 25%
Lifetime of plant
Years of construction
Contingency rate
Wind stow speed - based on DOE suggestion (m/s). Converted from 35 mph
Start-up traking delay
Fraction of Q_in_rcv above which the receiver stop working - SAM
2020.2.29 value minus hysterisis
Fraction of Q_in_rcv below which the receiver stop working - SAM
2020.2.29 value
Hot tank full trigger upper bound
Hot tank full trigger lower bound
Hot tank trigger to start dispatching
Hot tank empty trigger lower bound
Forecast horizon of the dispatch optimisation algoriuthm in GLPK
Heliostat stow deploy angle = 5 degree
delta t of the optimisation. For each how many hour the dispatch optimiser
is gonna be called
Cold tank defocus trigger upper bound (1-value)
Cold tank defocus trigger lower bound

SolarPILOT default value
Gen3 Topic 1 Downselect Criteria rev_0 Table 2: Economic Evaluation Assumptions
Gen3 Topic 1 Downselect Criteria rev_0 Table 2: Economic Evaluation Assumptions
Gen3 Topic 1 Downselect Criteria rev_0 Table 2: Economic Evaluation Assumptions
Gen3 Topic 1 Downselect Criteria rev_0 Table 2: Economic Evaluation Assumptions
Gen3 Topic 1 Downselect Criteria rev_0 Table 2: Economic Evaluation Assumptions
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SAM v2020.2.29
SAM v2020.2.29

Luis email to Philipe Gunawan April 15 th 2020 (Subject: Benchmark excel)

Classification

Symbol

Nominal

Unit
2.5 -

Name

Type

Distribution B1(LB or SD)

System level

SM

System level

pri_om_prod

System level

pri_om_name

System level

pri_land

System level

year

System level

t_zone

System level

lon

System level

lat

System level
Storage

950 W/m2
0.6 m

0
2

Storage
Storage
Storage

dni_des
Th_refractory_hot_tank
Th_refractory_cold_tan
k
t_storage
pri_particle

0.4 m
13 h
1 $/kg

Storage

NS_particle

Storage

tank_ar

Storage

8.3333333333E-10 $/J/year
0.04 $/W/year
2.47105163015276 $/m2

2
1 pert
1 pert
1 pert

B2 (UB)

Description

4 Solar multiple
Variable O&M cost per production per year Converted from 3 $/Mwh/year.
6.25E-10 1.041667E-09 Uncertainty is +/- 25%
Fixed O&M cost per nameplate per year. Converted from 40 $/kW-a.
0.03
0.05 Uncertainty is +/- 25%
Land cost per area [$/m2] Converted from 10000$/acre. Uncertainty is +/1.8532887226 3.0888145377 25%

1.5

1967 -

0

Meteorological year TMY2 Dagget 1967 Location ID 23161

-8 h

0

Local time zone (UTC=0)

-116.783 deg

0

Longitude (+ve East) TMY2 Dagget 1967 Location ID 23161

34.86667 deg

0

Lati1tude (+ve North) TMY2 Dagget 1967 Location ID 23161
0.6

DNI at design point
1.2 Thickness of the refractory of the hot tank [m] - Dome Storage only

2
2
1 pert

0.3
10
0.75

0.8 Thickness of the refractory of the cold tank [m] - Dome Storage only
22 Storage capacity
1.25 Unit cost of particles per kg. Uncertainty is +/- 25%

0.05 -

1 pert

0.0375

1.17 -

0

T_hot_set

1073.15 K

0

Storage

T_cold_set

823.15 K

0

Storage

pri_roof

Storage

pri_RF

Storage

457.4662 $/m3

0

2700 $/m3

0

pri_portland

229 $/m3

0

Storage

pri_HRC

850 $/m3

0

Storage

150 $/m3

0

Storage
Receiver

pri_filler_floor
Euro_to_USD_exchange
_rate
ar_rec

1.21 1-

0
2

Receiver
Receiver
Receiver

pri_receiver
f_loss
tilt_rcv

Receiver

th_w

Receiver
Receiver

T_amb_des_rcv
rho_s

Receiver

packing_factor

0.6 -

0

Receiver

k_w

0.2 W/K

0

Receiver

h_conv_backwall

10 W/m2-K

0

Receiver

F

37400 $/m2
1E-06 0 deg
0.05 m
283.15 K
3300 kg/m3

0.54 -

1 pert
1 pert
0
0
0
0

0

Source

0.8
28050
7.5E-07

Gen3 Topic 1 Downselect Criteria rev_0 Table 2: Economic Evaluation
Assumptions
Gen3 Topic 1 Downselect Criteria rev_0 Table 2: Economic Evaluation
Assumptions
Gen3 Topic 1 Downselect Criteria rev_1 Chapter 3.1.3
TMY2 Dagget 1967 Location ID 23161 (Luis Email to Philipe Gunawan April 7th
2020)
TMY2 Dagget 1967 Location ID 23161 (Luis Email to Philipe Gunawan April 7th
2020)
TMY2 Dagget 1967 Location ID 23161 (Luis Email to Philipe Gunawan April 7th
2020)
TMY2 Dagget 1967 Location ID 23161 (Luis Email to Philipe Gunawan April 7th
2020)
Sandia Excel Parameters – Sent by Cliff to ANU February 13th 2020
(VariableEES_v12.xlsx)

Kevin Albrecht, 2019 https://is.gd/3VN0O7 The distribution comes from Luis CDF Excel. Email subject: T
Sandia Excel Parameters – Sent by Cliff to ANU February 13th 2020
0.0625 Fraction of additional non-storage particles. Uncertainty is +/- 25%
(VariableEES_v12.xlsx)
Based on Jeremy Sment External and Tower-Integrated Storage bin cost
storage aspect ratio (H/D) – Only applied for external storage
calculations. See his email to Philipe Gunawan at December 9th 2020
Hot tank target temperature == HTF inlet temperature to the PB at design Kevin Albrecht, 2019
point (K)
https://is.gd/3VN0O7
Based on calculation of the PB model if the turbine inlet temperature is 715
degC, approach PHX temperature is 15degC and PB size is 111.11 MW e and the
Cold tank target temperature == HTF outlet temperature from PB at
incoming particle temperature is 800degC, then the particle outlet
design point (K)
temperature from PHX at design point is roughly around 550degC
Specific cost for roof (integrated storage). The uncertainty will not be
Based on Jeremy Sment External and Tower-Integrated Storage bin cost
implied in the specific cost, rather than changing the total cost directly
calculations. See his email to Philipe Gunawan at December 9th 2020
Specific cost of refractory [$/m3]. The uncertainty will not be implied in
Based on Jeremy Sment External and Tower-Integrated Storage bin cost
the specific cost, rather than changing the total cost directly
calculations. See his email to Philipe Gunawan at December 9th 2020
Specific cost of portland concrete [$/m3]. The uncertainty will not be
Based on Jeremy Sment External and Tower-Integrated Storage bin cost
implied in the specific cost, rather than changing the total cost directly
calculations. See his email to Philipe Gunawan at December 9th 2020
Specific cost of high resistance concrete [$/m3]. The uncertainty will not Based on Jeremy Sment External and Tower-Integrated Storage bin cost
be implied in the specific cost, rather than changing the total cost directly calculations. See his email to Philipe Gunawan at December 9th 2020
Specific cost of floor filler material [$/m3]. The uncertainty will not be
Based on Jeremy Sment External and Tower-Integrated Storage bin cost
implied in the specific cost, rather than changing the total cost directly
calculations. See his email to Philipe Gunawan at December 9th 2020
Based on Jeremy Sment External and Tower-Integrated Storage bin cost
[$/Euro]
calculations. See his email to Philipe Gunawan at December 9th 2020
1.2 Height to diameter aspect ratio of receiver aperture
Falling particle receiver cost per design aperture area. Uncertainty is +/46750 25%
Kevin Albrecht, 2019 https://is.gd/3VN0O7
1.25E-06 Fraction of particles flow lost in receiver. Uncertainty is +/- 25%
Kevin Albrecht, 2019 https://is.gd/3VN0O7
tilt of receiver in degree relative to tower axis
Sandia Excel Parameters – Sent by Cliff to ANU February 13th 2020
Backwall thickness of the receiver
(VariableEES_v12.xlsx)
Sandia Excel Parameters – Sent by Cliff to ANU February 13th 2020
Design point ambient temp of the receiver (K)
(VariableEES_v12.xlsx)
Particle intrinsic density [kg/m3]
Kevin Albrecht, 2019 https://is.gd/3VN0O7
Maximum is 0.647 according to
https://is.gd/OGoy6i .
0.6 sounds making sense for an estimation of the packing factor
Meng et al https://is.gd/OGoy6i
Sandia Excel Parameters – Sent by Cliff to ANU February 13th 2020
Thermal conductance of the back wall of the receiver
(VariableEES_v12.xlsx)
Sandia Excel Parameters – Sent by Cliff to ANU February 13th 2020
Constant Convective heat transfer coefficient (backwall) [W/m2-K]
(VariableEES_v12.xlsx)
Sandia Excel Parameters – Sent by Cliff to ANU February 13th 2020
View Factor of the particle curtain - based on EES code by Sandia
(VariableEES_v12.xlsx)

Receiver

eta_rcv_assumption

0.88 -

0

Receiver net thermal efficiency guess value to size the receiver

Receiver

eps_w

0.8 -

0

Receiver wall emmisivity - based on EES code by Sandia

Receiver

eps_s

0.9 -

0

Particle emmisivity - based on EES code by Sandia

Receiver

d_p

0

Particle diameter [m]

Receiver

cp_s

0

particle specific heat capacity [J/kgK]

Receiver

abs_s

Power block

pri_PHX_per_area

Power block

pri_bop

Power block

pri_block

Power block

h_conv_CO2

Power block

f_fixed_load

0.0055 -

1 pert

Power block

T_low

314.15 K

0

Power block
Power block
Power block
Power block
Power block
Power block
Power block
Power block
Heliostat field and tower
Heliostat field and tower
Heliostat field and tower

pri_PHX_BOP_s
pri_PHX_BOP_CO2
par_fr
p_high
nu_min_blk
eta_comp_re
eta_comp_main
dT_mc_approach
R1
H_tower
fb

Heliostat field and tower

slope_error

Heliostat field and tower
Heliostat field and tower

pri_site
pri_lift

Heliostat field and tower

helio_uncertain_factor

Heliostat field and tower

he_av_design

Heliostat field and tower

0.00035 m
1200 J/(kg.K)
0.9 -

0

6594.5 $/m2

1 pert

0.16730769230769 $/We

1 pert

600 $/kWe

1 pert

2000 W/(m2K)

1 pert

9153 $-s/kg
4753 $-s/kg
0.1 25000000 Pa
0.5 0.89 1
0.89 6K
80 m
200 m
0.75 0.00153 rad
10 $/m2
58.37 $-s/kg-m
1-

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
2
2

4158

0.1254807692 0.2091346154 $/We Balance of plant cost per gross rated power. Uncertainty is +/- 25%
sCO2 PB cost $ per kWe net based on the G3P3 Roadmap Report.
450
750 Uncertainty is +/- 25%
According to Sandia EES Code. This parameter is used to calculate the U
value of the HX at the design point such that U = (1/h_conv_CO2 +
1500
2500 1/h_particle). Uncertainty is +/- 25%
0.004125

40
150
0.5

1 pert

0.001

1 pert
1 pert

7.5
43.7775

1 pert

0.9138418482

0.99 -

1 pert

0.985

eff_lift

0.8 -

1 pert

0.75

Heliostat field and tower

dh_liftHX

10 m

1 pert

Heliostat field and tower

C_tower_absolute
83060926 set_absolute_tower_co
st
false
windy_slope_error_fact
or
1.30718954248366 -

Heliostat field and tower
Heliostat field and tower

1 pert
0
0

Particle absorptivity - based on EES code by Sandia
Primary Heat Exchanger Manufacture+Material Cost (USD/m2).The
distribution and nominal value comes from Luis CDF Excel. Email subject:
9031 Tower and storage costs December 8th 2020

0.006875 Fixed load constantly consumed by PB when it operates

Sandia Excel Parameters – Sent by Cliff to ANU February 13th 2020
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Sandia Excel Parameters – Sent by Cliff to ANU February 13th 2020
(VariableEES_v12.xlsx)
Sandia Excel Parameters – Sent by Cliff to ANU February 13th 2020
(VariableEES_v12.xlsx)
G3P3 conversation email by Cliff 11 Nov 2020. The distribution and nominal
value comes from Luis CDF Excel. Email subject: Tower and storage costs
December 8th 2020
290--> Maximum BOP cost per MWe from SAM. 1040 is the maximum power
block cost per MWe at SAM. 600 is the specific cost of the power block in
$/kWe. The calculation is based on Luis email to Philipe Gunawan on
September 10th 2020. The distribution comes from Luis CDF Excel. Email
subject: Tower and storage costs December 8th 2020
Gen3 Topic 1 Downselect Criteria rev_0 Chapter 3.1.3
Based on Luis Email to Philipe Gunawan July 16th 2020 Subject: HX model
Sandia Excel Parameters – Sent by Cliff to ANU February 13th 2020
(VariableEES_v12.xlsx)
Sandia Excel Parameters – Sent by Cliff to ANU February 13th 2020
(VariableEES_v12.xlsx)

Compressor inlet temperature at design point (K)
Primary Heat Exchanger Particle Cost [$-s/kg] - G3P3 conversation email by
Cliff 11 Nov 2020
G3P3 conversation email by Cliff 11 Nov 2020
Primary Heat Exchanger sCO2 Line Cost ($-s/kg) G3P3 conversation email by Cliff 11 Nov 2020
Guess value of the parasitics fraction of power block rating at design point
Compressor outlet pressure (Pa)
Neises et al 2019 https://is.gd/83dv6W
Minimum allowed part-load mass flow fraction to power block
re-compressor isentropic efficiency
Neises et al 2019 https://is.gd/83dv6W
main compressor isentropic efficiency
Neises et al 2019 https://is.gd/83dv6W
Temp. difference between main compressor CO2 inlet and ambient (C/K) Meng et al https://is.gd/OGoy6i
120 distance between the first row heliostat and the tower
300 Tower height
1 factor to grow the field layout
G3P3 conversation 1.53mrad is actially taken from SolarPILOT (Luis Email
0.003 slope error of heliostats, in radiant
Subject: Heliostat optical error on July 16th 2020)
Sandia Excel Parameters – Sent by Cliff to ANU February 13th 2020
12.5 Site improvements cost per area [$/m2 of heliostat]. Uncertainty is +/- 25% (VariableEES_v12.xlsx)
72.9625 Lift cost per rated mass flow per height. Uncertainty is +/- 25%
Kevin Albrecht, 2019 https://is.gd/3VN0O7 The distribution comes from Luis CDF Excel. Email subject: T
Uncertainty multiplier to the effective heliostat reflectance factor (product
of helio_soil, helio_sf_ratio and helio_rho). The uncertain range is made by
1.085187195 making the effective reflectance in the range of 0.8 to 0.95
ANU
https://www.osti.gov/servlets/purl/5492650 pp.42

0.995 Heliostat availability. Uncertainty +/- 0.005 absolute value (Ho et al 2011)

Availability average is 0.911 (1983-1985)excluding the extreme weather, the
heliostat avilability from this paper are 0.914 in 1983, 0.915 in 1984 and 0.926
in 1985. Extrapolating to 2020 the availability can safely to be said 1, yet we
choose 0.99 as the precautious measure of extreme weather
Sandia Excel Parameters – Sent by Cliff to ANU February 13th 2020
(VariableEES_v12.xlsx)
Sandia Excel Parameters – Sent by Cliff to ANU February 13th 2020
(VariableEES_v12.xlsx)

0.85 Lift total efficiency. Uncertainty is +/- 0.05 absolute value
Vertical displacement in heat exchanger lift. By seeing Jeremy Sment
7
12 AutoCad design during a meeting. Philipe’s observation
Absolute value of the tower cost for uncertainty analysis purpose. The
lower bound is SBP cost, the upper bound is 1.25 of SAM cost. The nominal
52676950.5 103826157.5 value is the SAM cost
False if tower cost is an absolute value, false means using SBP/SAM tower
cost
Multiplier to the slope_error such that the product is the
windy_slope_error (2 mrad at nominal)
Gen3 Topic 1 Downselect Criteria rev_1 Chapter 3.1.7

Heliostat field and tower

pri_tower_scalar_exp_S
AM

Heliostat field and tower
Heliostat field and tower

pri_tower_fix_SAM
n_row_oelt

Heliostat field and tower
Heliostat field and tower

n_procs
n_col_oelt

Heliostat field and tower

0.0113 -

0

3000000 5-

0
0

122 -

0
0

helio_soil

0.95 -

0

Heliostat field and tower

helio_sf_ratio

0.97 -

0

Heliostat field and tower
Heliostat field and tower
Heliostat field and tower
Heliostat field and tower

helio_rho
field_type
AR_helio
A_helio

0.95 1144.375 m2

0
0
0
0

Finance

r_i

Finance

r_disc_nom

Finance
Finance
Finance
Finance

r_cons
t_life
t_cons
r_contg

Control system
Control system

Wspd_max
t_start

Control system

nu_start

Control system
Control system
Control system
Control system
Control system
Control system
Control system

nu_min_sf
hot_tnk_full_ub
hot_tnk_full_lb
hot_tnk_empty_ub
hot_tnk_empty_lb
horizon
ele_min

Control system
Control system

dt
cold_tnk_defocus_ub

polar

Scaler for tower cost according to SAM v2020.2.29. The uncertainty will
not be implied in the specific cost, rather than changing the total cost
directly
Fix tower cost according to SAM v2020.2.29. The uncertainty will not be
implied in the specific cost, rather than changing the total cost directly
number of rows of the look up table (simulated days in a year)
number of processors to run the MCRT, 0 is using maximum available num
cpu, 1 is 1 CPU,i.e run in series mode
number of columns of the lookup table (simulated hours per day)
Heliostat soiling factor. 0.95 is the default value in SolarPILOT. The
uncertainty is dealt by the helio_uncertain_factor
Reflective surface ratio. 0.97 is the default value in SolarPILOT. The
uncertainty is dealt by the helio_uncertain_factor
Reflectivity of heliostat. 0.95 is the default value in SolarPILOT. The
uncertainty is dealt by the helio_uncertain_factor
Other options are : surround
ratio between H_helio/W_helio
Heliostat mirror area (m2)

0.025 -

1 pert

0.02

0.0701 -

1 pert

0.052575

0.09 30 00.1 -

1 pert
0
0
0

0.0675

15.65 m/s
3600 s
0.29 0.3 95 %
93 %
10 %
5%
48 h
0.0872665 rad
1h
7%

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0.03 Inflation rate. Uncertainty is +/- 0.005 absolute value
0.087625 Nominal discount rate. Uncertainty is +/- 25%
0.1125 Construction cost rate. Uncertainty is +/- 25%
Lifetime of plant
Years of construction
Contingency rate
Wind stow speed - based on DOE suggestion (m/s) – converted from 35
mph
Start-up traking delay
Fraction of Q_in_rcv above which the receiver stop working - SAM
2020.2.29 value minus hysterisis
Fraction of Q_in_rcv below which the receiver stop working - SAM
2020.2.29 value
Hot tank full trigger upper bound
Hot tank full trigger lower bound
Hot tank trigger to start dispatching
Hot tank empty trigger lower bound
Forecast horizon of the dispatch optimisation algoriuthm in GLPK
Heliostat stow deploy angle = 5 degree
delta t of the dispatch optimisation. For each how many hour the dispatch
optimiser is gonna be called
Cold tank defocus trigger upper bound (1-value)

SAM v2020.2.29
SAM v.2020.2.29

Default value in SolarPILOT
SolarPILOT default value
SolarPILOT default value
SAM v.2020.2.29 – See System Control tab – Molten Salt Power Tower
SolarPILOT default value
Default in SolarPILOT
Gen3 Topic 1 Downselect Criteria rev_0 Table 2: Economic Evaluation
Assumptions
Gen3 Topic 1 Downselect Criteria rev_0 Table 2: Economic Evaluation
Assumptions
Gen3 Topic 1 Downselect Criteria rev_0 Table 2: Economic Evaluation
Assumptions
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Gen3 Topic 1 Downselect Criteria rev_0 Chapter 3.1.3
Gen3 Topic 1 Downselect Criteria rev_0 Chapter 3.1.3

SAM v.2020.2.29
SAM v.2020.2.29
ANU
ANU

Luis email to Philipe Gunawan April 15th 2020 (Subject: Benchmark excel)

